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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination March 21, 1945 

Write on 4 questions and no more; majors in geology or geography must include 

eat least one of the first two questions Please mark which questions you wrotes 

(1) Discuss with diagrams not less than three possible explainations of 
geologic structure which could give rise to hogbacks in which strata dip 
toward the mountains. 

(2) Compare merits of THREE different hypotheses of origin of Scablands of 
Columbia Plateau : 

: (3) Describe and account for origin of Grand Coulee, Columbia Plateau but 

; gmit Scabland contpoversy. 
ba 
9 / (4) Complete following sentences (only single sentence of reasonable length 

“ considered) giving best proof of statements 
(a) The west face of Wasatch Mts. is so straight and abrupt because~ 
(b) The physiographic history of Uinta Mts. is simplified by modern 

interpretation of the upland surfaces because--- 
(c) The Sneke River Plain is crossed by so few rivers from the mountains 

because- 
(d) Glacier National Park is considered more scenic than Rocky Mt. 

National Park, Col., because--- : 

(e) The Rocky Mt. Front of Colorado is an erosional feature 
developed during the Pleistocene period because-- 

(5) Where and what are from standpoint of origin (be specific in location)s 
: (a) Edwards Plateau, (b) Mesa de Maya, (c) Absoraka Mts., (d) Sand Hills 

of Nebraska, (e) Snake River Canyon, (f) Garden of the Gods, Col., 

S (g) Craters of the Moon, Idaho, (h) Poverty Flat, (i) Bitterroot Range, 

ee (j) Lake Missoula 

(6) Discuss briefly definition, boundaries, geology and a topographic 
features of EITHER (a) Front Renge of Colorado or (b) Yellowstone 

: Plateau or (c) Payette Section, Columbia Plateau 

(7) Where (be specific) in provinces thus far studied this semester could you 
find a good example of: 
(a) anticlinal mountain range, (b) mountain front without hogbacks, 
(c) plain due to confluent alluviel fans, (d) valley due to folding and 

: since filled by sediments from mountains, (e) valley of antecedent stream, 

(£) butte capped by clay hardened by burning of lignite, (g) cirques, 
(h) laccolitic mountain, (i) cinder cone, (j) fault block mountain. 

——. oa hana



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination 3 : Febs 21, 1945 

Graduates and majors in geology or geography must write on at least one 
fm of first two questions and any sue of next four questions making 
four questions in all; non=mejors may write on any questions but last one 

can be chosen by them onlye Everyone is to write on a total of four 
questions; please mark which questions you wrote one 

(1) Compare prenepleins and pediments as to (a) definition, (b) origin, 
‘ including processes, tol topography, (d) evidence of subsequent tilt, 

us (e) overlying deposits which may be expectede 

(2) Compare two hypotheses which could account for the observed alternation 
of stream deposition with stream erosion found throughout Great Plainse 

(3) Where (give province and state as definitely as possible) and what 
(give physiographic significance) ares (a) Devils Tower, (b) Break of 
the Plains, (c) Black Hills, (d) St. Frencis Mtse, (e) Missouri 
Coteau, (f) Cypress Hille, (g) Pikes Peak, (h) tepee buttes, 

(i) Athens Flateau, (j) San Luis Valley 

(4) Discuss briefly definition, geology, and topogfaphy of EITHER 
(a) Salem Pleteau OR (b) Plains Border (one only) ; 

(5) Compaete following sentences giving best proof of each statement 
(no more than one sentence of reasonable length considered); 
(a) Present topography of Colorado Piedmont was formed during the 

; Pleistocene (Quaternary) period beceuse--- 
(b) The High Plains once sloped away from crest of Rocky Mte Front 

because--- 

(c) The original Ouachita Mts. formed by folding were destroyed 
é before Cretaceous time because---- 

(4) Meandering v,lleys of Ozark Plateau demonstrate------- because-- 
(e) Grass-covered sand dunes of Nebraska prove that------ 

(6) Discuss ixauixainss. BADLANDS in respect to cause and location in 
Great Plains a 

Following question can be written by non=-majors only 

(7) Where in provinces thus far studied could you find one good example each 
(a) karst topography, (b) loess: plain, (c) lavemcapped mesa, 
(d) voleanic crater, (e)mountains eroded from thick volcanic flows, 
(f) h ogbacks, (g) mountain front without hogbacks, (h) cirque, 
(i) monasinock, (j) cuesta 

Te



GEOLOGY 130 
; FPHYSIOGRAFHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

3 Final examination May 19, 1944 

Write on 10 questions only. 
(1) Complete following sentences giving proof of each statements 

(a) The pleteau-like topography of Northern Rockies may be explained by... 
(ob) The Rocky Mountain front of Colorado is erosional and not due to 

earth movement because.... 

(ce) The Snake River Plain is so flat because...... 
(d) The Tertiary Basins of Northern Rockies are constructional end not 

erosional before deposition of Tertiary in them because... 
(e) Glacier National Park is more scenic then Rocky Mt. “at. Park because... 

(2) Account for (be brief) and locate by province and states (a) Devils Tower 
(b) Athens Plateau (c) Salem Platform (d) Marysville Buttes (e) Pine Ridge 

‘ (f) Race Track (g) San Francisco Mt. (kh) Dominguiz Hill (i) Mt. Shasta 
(j) Boston Mts. 

ae 
(3) Explain topography and origin of Badlands including an outstanding example 

(4) Account for andneme examples of three kinds of mountains within Colorado Plat, 

(5) Discuss the Basin-RKange Froblem ie 

(6) Discuss relative importance of wind and water erosion in more arid parts 

of western United States 4 

(7) Account for, describe,end locete at least three laccolithic mountains 

if varying age. : ; 

(8) Discuss the history of topogrephy of Sierras including Yosemite Valley ¥ a 

(9) Discuss steps in history of Ouachita Mts. ee 

el =— 
ate 

cil (10) Compare merits of two hypotheses of origin of Craterlake, Oregon q 

: (11) Demonstrete that the Grand Canyon of the Colorado is erosional end not - 
due to faulting or local folding a: 

(12) Sumuarize the outstanding topographic features of Angeles Section and fous 
discuss its history. oe 

: h a 

(13) Compare merits of two of the major “a of origin of scablands = 

+ 
Please indicate what questions you left out ; 

, | 2 
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Exaninetion Aépril 21, 1944 

Write on four questions 

(1) Compare merits of two theories of origin of MRRW8k Crater Mound, Ariz. 

(2) What evidences tell of climatic changes in Basin and Range Province 
during Pleistocene time? during Recent time? 

(3) Explain in proper order the evidences which prove the major steps ; 
in Physiographic history of Colorado Plateau from Cretaceous to 

ar present. : z 

(4) Compare relative merits of at least two hypotheses of origin of 
enclosed basins of Basin and Range Province. 

(5) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving best proof of 
each statements 
(a) The mountains of the Sonoran Desert are older than those of 

the Great Basin because---- 
(b) Talus is scanty along many of the cliffs of the High Plateaus 

of Utah because--- 

- (¢) The volcanic mountains of Basin and Range and Colorado Plateau 

are of different ages because--- f 
(d) Atype of geologic structure which is prominent in topography of 

both Colorado Pleteau and Basin and Range is------- because--- 
(e) The Mexican Pleteau is separated from the Sacramento Section 

J because--- ee" : 
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GEOLOGY 130 
FPEYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination : March 23, 1944 

Write on four questions 

(1) List in perellg1 columms arguments for and against the existance of 
: a dissected pheplain in hockies of Idaho 

(2) Complete following sentences giving best proof of each statements 
(a) The east face of the Tetons is straight because---- 
(b) Scablands: were eroded by glacial meltwaters because---- 
(c) Snake River Plain is so level because---- ----- 
(ad) Yellowstone Netional Park is included in ‘ite eninda province 

because--- 
(e) Meny of the rivers of the Wyoming Basin leave the plains and 

; cross mountain ridges through narrow canyons because--- 

(3) Discuss and compare merits of three different hypotheses of cause of 
Green River crossing Uinta Mountains 

(4) Describe Grand Coulee and discuss its origin omitting Scabland Controversy 

(5) Discuss explanations of the courses of the Mejor rivers of Columbia 

: Plateau including the Yakima District 

a ‘Sh 

“ ite titans ‘ ec ‘¢ he an



GEOLOGY 130 
PUYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination Febe 24, 1944 

Write on four questions and neo more; note choice in No. 5 

(1) Discuss and coupare twe theories to explain the alternate stream deposition 
and erovion ii Great Plains during Tertiary and Quaternary periods 

(2) Complete following sentences (no more cowried) giving best proof of each 
exert $ 

Teta) Tho Nigh Fiabe. cnet dtiapet, dein thie this Webi Meniieiey shel al 

4 b) There is no Broak of the Plains in Nebraska. becauge---~-- 
E fe Eh ugh Fladsn nce avtnded furor saris y now do because--- 

a) The ar toe male Plulees ote 4 2 
Puneplain because---~~ 

(e) The Sen Juan Mts. nro more picturesque then the Front Range because---~ 

(3) Compare two theeries of origin of the several upland levels o f Southern 

(4) Where end what are (sive province, s tate, section and origin)s 

GS rere Mey i) Heatran erm, etn ce e 1 Pecos 
Valley, (h) Devils Tower, (4) ciasoert Ceheaiy (3) Cypress ills 

(5) Discuss briefly (limit 2 pages) the geologyy topography and history of ONE 
af the follewing: a 

Edwards Plotcau 
te 4 QearksRinken 

Ouachita Mise : 
ee Reton District 

i) 
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GEOLOGY 130 
: Physiography of Western United States 

Final exemination May 26, 1942 

) 
Write on any 10 questions please marking which you left out. 

1, Describe origin of five different kinds of plains found within Basin and Range 

province, , 

2, What relation is there between stream pattern and enticlinal structure in 

(a) Los Angeles region, and (b) The Solaterio. ,. . , Aff 
od apt 

_— 8> Discuss Hodge's ideas of origin of gorge of Columbia River in Cascades, 

4, Wheat physiographic evidences demonstrate faulting. 

, 5, Contrast origin of the Coulees of Columbia Plateau with that of the scablands, : 

6. Account briefly for (a) Boston Mts., (b) Springfield Platform, (c) St, Francis Mts., 
(d) Goshen Hole, (e) Bdwards Plateau, Use diagrams where meeded, ‘ 

7, Explain conditions for formation of badlands end locate et least two good examples. 

8, Discuss the "Basin Range" problem, ier: é 

9, Outline major steps of physiographic history of Sierras including Yosemite Valley ri ‘ 

using disgrams where needed, ‘ nap 

St 10, Summarize, geology and topography of either (a) Sacramento Section or mee 
ert (b) Great Basin, : : ag 

ea 
ig # 11, Explain effect of continental glaciation on topography of Missouri Plateau. ae ie 

12, Compare two explanations of origin of Crater Lake, Oregon. de 

a 

es 

a 
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PHYSIOGRAPHY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination April 1, 1942 

Write on 4 questions only, Please mark which you left out, 

1, In parallel columns list points for and against existence of a dissected peneplain 

in the Northern Rockies (not its age). 

2. Complete the following sentences giving proof of each (no more wanted): 

(a) The west face of the Wasatch Mts, is straight because 

(b) The Rocky Mountain Front in Glacier National Park is more scenic than in 

Colorado because 

(c) Seablands were made by glacial meltwaters because 

(a) Snake River plain is so level because 

(e) Northern Rockies are unlike Southern Rockies because 

= 3. Discuss origin of Tertiary Basins of northern Rockies, 

4, Discuss physiographic history of Yekima district, Washington giving two inter- 

pretations, 

5. Discuss effect on physiographic history of interpretation of uplands in Rocky Mts. 

as dissected pediments instead of dissected peneplains including reasons for 

such change in interpretation,



GEOLOGY 130 
Se PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination April 27, 1942 
Write on four questions only and please mark which you left out 
(1) Discuss and compare two explantions of origin of the non-volcanic mountains of 

Basin and Range Province 
(2) Gumpaxe Complete following sentences stating best pro8f (no more counted)s 

(a) The mountains of the Sonoran Desert are older than those of the 
Great Basin because 

: (b) Horizontal stripping is relatively more snghinces in Colorado Plateau 
than in eastern United States because 

(c) Zuni Mountans resemble because 
(d) Faults in Colorado Plateau are of different eges because 
(e) The Kaibab Plateau may not heve been completely covered by Eocene 

sediments bacause 
(3) Discuss and compare merits of two hypotheses of sxkgi origin of Crater Mound, Arizona 
(4)What evidences tell of past climate (since early Tertiary) of Basin and Range 

Province? 
(5) List in proper order and explain major steps in physiographic history of Cotorado 

Plateau



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination March 4, 1942 

Write on 4 questions only 

1, Compare two hypotheses of origin of terraces of Missouri Plateau, 

2. Complete following sentences ( no more counted) giving proof of each statement: 

(a) Devils Tower is a volcanic neck because 

(b) The High Plains once extended farther east because : 

(ec) The St, Francois Mountains were once buried under Paleozoic sediments 

x Deceuse 

(a) The Pecos Valley was eroded during Quaternary time because 

: (e) The two story topography of the Ouachitas is interpreted as due to 

: Ce Se ee ee ee eee. 

3. Discuss briefly the boundaries, geology and topography of any one of the 

sections of Great Plains. 

< Cogpare two distinct explanations of history of San Juan Mountains. 

5. Account for the distribution and origin of (a) Bad Lands, (b) sand dunes 

(both in the Great Plains) 

6.(a) What effect has overturning of strata had on the topography of the Ouchitas? 

‘(b) Why are hog backs present only along certain parts of the Rocky Mountain Front? 

A>



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Write on four questions and no more. Please show which you left out. 

(1) Complete the following sentences giving briefly (limit 2 single 
sentence of reasonable length) best proof of each statement: 

(a) The Coastal Plain probably once buried the Ouachita Mountain 

because-—- 

(b) The Boston Mountains do not fit into the hypothesis of 2 fairly 
recent "Ozark peneplain" beceuse-- 

(c) The High Pleins once extended farther north than now because-~~ 
(4) The High Plains once extended farther east than now because--- 

(e) The Edwards Plateau was uplifted above the Coastal Plain in fairly 
recent time because-- 

(2) Locate by province, state, section etc. (as specifically as possible) and ? ? 

give briefly origin of: (a) Gang Plenk, (b) Pikes Peak, (c) Salem 
Plateau, (d) Missouri Coteau, (e) Callehan Divide, (f) St. Franéis Mts., 

(g) Athens Plateau, (h) Comanche Plateau, (1) Hot Springs "peneplain", 
(j) Pine Ridge 

(3) Deseribe in proper order not less than 5 major steps in combined history of 
Southern Rockies and central Great Plains. 

(4) Account for formation of badlands and give two major localities in Great 

Plains. 

(5) Give evidence for and discuss origin of "San Juan peneplain", 

(6) Explain why Great Plains is separated from Central Lowland and discuss ; 
location of the dividing line.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Final examination June 16, 1941 

Write on 10 questions only and please mark which you left out. Graduates and 
Majors must include at leat one of first two questions. 

(1) Compare the evidences for and against the "Cascade Peneplein" 
(2) Explein the significance to physiographic history of studies of the sediments 

of (a) Great Valley of California and (b) High Plains 
(3) Account for (a) Devils Tower, (b) Pine Ridge, (c) Boston Mts. (a) Raton Mesas, 

(e) Red Valley 
$ (4) Describe origin and topography of Yellowstone Plateau including Yellowstone Lake 

(5) Account for three distinct types of mountains within the Colorado Plateau 
(6) Discusss relative importance of wind and water erosion in Basin and Range Prov. 
(7) Describe the kinds of evidence which demonstrate changes in climate during 

physiographic history of Basin and Range Province. 
58 Compare two theories of origin of Crater Lake, Oregon. 

; 9) Discuss two theories of origin of drainage of Colorado Plateau in respect to 
. structure of bed rocks. 

= ' (10) Contrast volcanic topography of (a) Cascades with (b) Columbia Pleteau 
(11) Demonstrate the proofs that the Grand Canyon of the Colorado is due to 

removal of material by the river and not to depression of the ground. 
(12) Describe the physiographic history of Sierras including Yo" semite Valley 
(13) Account for (a) Absoraka Range, (b) Marysville Buttes, (c) San Francisco 

Plateau, (d) Golden Gate, (e) Moses Coulee



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination May 9, 1941 

Write on four questions only and nlease mark on cover of book which you left 

cut. GRADUATES AND MAJORS must include one or both of first two questions. 

(1) Discuss and compare two explanations of erigin of enclosed depressions in 
Basin and Range province. . é 

(2) Discuss recent studies of Colorado River in Basin and Renge province. 

(3) Last and give origin of three different kinds of pleins which occur in 
Basin and Range province. 

(4) What physiographic evidences demonstrate presence of concealed faults in 

Basin and Range province? 

(5 ) Complete follewing sentences : 
es : (a) The Grand Canyon of the Colorado was eroded in a difforont cycle of 

erosion than the cliffs of the High Plateaus because---- 

(v) Talus is scanty in the Colorado Pfatoau becauso---- ae 
(c) Moteor Crater is the product of a relatively high-powered explosive 

becauso~--- 

(a) Faulting has continued in Colorado Platoau throughout a long time because 

(c) Aridity has boen the prevailing condition in Basin end Renge provinco 
: for a long time becouse----- 

(6) Whore in Colorado Platcau or Basin and Range could you find a good exemple 
each (name locality as definitely as possible) of the following: 
(2) recent fault scarp, (b) voleanic neck, (c) uneroded laccolith, . 
(d) anticlinal velley, (e) podiment, (f) fault block msde of loves, 
(g) sink hole, (nh) bench of extinct loke, (i) cindor cone, (j) playa 

(7) Account for the steep slopes of most mountains in Basin and Renge province,



Geology 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination April 7, 1941 

Write on four questions only. Graduates and majors must include at least one of 

first two questions. Please mark on cover of your book which questions you left out. 

1. Discuss and compat te tisorise. of origin of SOABEANDS ~ aie 

2. Discuss the course of the Voeen-tie across the itn Heatdaten. x 

3. Where in provinces studied this semester could you find a good exanple of 

(a) volcanic cone, (>) mesa capped by lava, (c) waned stream, 

(a)“hogtacksate to thrust fault{ (e) glacial lake bed, (f) gorge of super- 

imposed stream, (g) pediment still covered by gravel, (h) anticlinal moun- 

tain range, (i) fault escarpment of ities, (j) mountain.front without~ 

hogbacks i 

4. Complete following sentences giving best proof of each -- 

(a) Yellowstone Park is included in the Reckies because 

(b) The mountains of Idaho ice deeply eroded before the Columbia River basalt 
eruption hecause ee ~ 

(c) Glaciation increased the scenic effect of Gla‘ier Netionel Parke because 

= (4) The rivers of Wyoming Basin pay no attention to the peontedine because 

(e) The Columbia River makee-ite bend to northwest of Spokane~because 

5. Discuss topography and origin of Grand Coulee (omit seabland controversy). 

6. Discuss briefly the geology, topography and history of either (a) Suede River = 

Plein, or (b) Payette section of Columbia Plateau.



. Geology 130 o ee 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES ¥ 

Examination April 7, 1941 

Write on four questions only. Graduates and majors must include at least one of 

first two questions. Please mark on cover of your book which questions you left out. 

1. Discuss and compare two theories of origin of SCABLANDS 

2. Discuss the course of the Green River across the Tinta Mountains. 

3. Where in provinces studied this semester could you find a good example of 

(a) volcanic cone, (b) mesa capped by lava, (c) antecedant stream, 

(d) hogback due to thrust fault, (e) glacial lake bed, (f) gorge of super- 

imposed stream, (g) pediment still covered by gravel, (h) anticlinal moun- 

tain range, (i) fault escarpment of prstenn: {(j) mountain.front without~ 

hogbacks 

4. Complete following sentences giving best proof of each -- 

(a) Yellowstone Park is included in the Rockies because 

(>) The mountains of Idaho were deeply eroded before the Columbia River basalt 
eruption because 

(c) Glaciation increased the scenic effect of Glacier National Park because 

~ (ad) The rivers of Wyoming Basin pay no attention to the mountains because 

{e) The Columbia River makes its bend to northwest of Spokane because 

5. Discuss topography and origin of Grand Coulee (omit seabland controversy) . 

6. Discuss briefly the geology, topography and history of either (a) Snake River 

Plain, or (b) Payette section of Columbia Plateau,



GROLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPEY OF WESTSAN UNITED STATES 

Examination : March 10, 1941 

Write on four ouestions only. Graductes and majors must include at least 
one of the first two questions, PIGASH mark on cover of your book which 
questions you left out. ~ 

(1) Bxpalin the differences in origin and form between (a) peneplein end 
(v) pedinent 

(2) Discuss vith diagrams two possible g=clanations of the age relations 
of the upland surfaces in Southern “ockies 

(3) Comlete following sentences (no more counted) siving best proof of 
stetements 
(a) The Ovschita Mountains were once buried under the Coastal Plein 

veceuse... 
(>) The 0,erk Pleteau may be « aurface of pre -Pennisylvanian age 

5 because.... 

(c) The High Plains once extended fart.er north because..... 
(a) The Colorado Piedmont was formed during Pleistocene time because.. 
(e) The Edwards Platcau nas been uplifted in rather recent time 

Decause.... 

(4) In the region studied this semester locate 2 good example each of: 
(a) leccolithic mowmtain (>) tepee butte (c)-sand dunes (d) terminel 
moraine of continental glacier (e) loess plain (f) ridges oa 
overturned resistant layer (g) cuests (nh) monadnock (i) cirque 
(3) nogoact 

(5) Describe and account for location of east boundary of Great Plains 

(6) Explain puysiogravhic history of Raton section of Great Plains



GEOLOGY 130 

" PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Final Examination June 11, 1940 

Write on 10 questions in all. Please mark on cover which you left out. Grad- 
uates and majors must include at least one of first two quostions. 

(1) Compare merits of the theories of Allison, Bretz, and Flint on origin of 

the Scablands. 

(2) Discuss significance of the pre-Pennsylvanian surface of the Ozarks with 

respect to the present uplands and the Boston Mountains. 

(3) Complete tho following sentences (a) The Grand Canyon of the Colorado was 
formed in a different cycle of crosion than the escarpmonts of the High 

Plateaus of Utah because 
(b) This mountain range is bounded by a fault because - (two reasons). 

— (c) The Colorado Plateau is difforentiated from the Basin and Range Province 
because : 

(a) The Henry Mts. are known to be - because 
(e) Because basalt of the same kind occurs both on tho valley floor and the 

top of the mountain adjacent wo must conclude that - 

(4) Discuss two distinct theories of the origin of Crater Mount or Coon Butte, 
Arizona. 

(5) Discuss two distinct explanations of the origin of tho enclosod basins of 
the Basin and Range province. 

(6) Discuss evidences for and against penoplaination of the northern Cascades. 

(7) Discuss two explanations of the course of Columbia River across the Cascades. 

ome (8) What has been the effect of contincntal glaciation on the topography of the 

Great Plains? Explain fully including drainage changes. 

(9) What topographic forms due directly or indirectly to valcanism are found in 

the Great Plains? Locate examples of each. 

(10) Acsount for the origin and prosent distribution of the7High Plains. - 

(11)Outline with diagrams the history of the topography of the Southern Rockies 
as interpreted in text. 

(12)Illustrate by diagrams: : 
(a) effect on topography of an overturned fold in which great differences 

in resistance of strata are present, 

(>) why hogbacks are present only along certain parts of the Rocky Mountain 

Front. Give examples of both. 

(13)Bxplain the conditions requisite for the formation of badlands and locate 

two important areas in Great Plains.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF VESTEAN UNITED STATES 

Makeup examination Way 10, 1940 

Write on four questions only and please mark which left out. i 
Majors and graduates must include either or both (a) and (3). 

(1) Disewss origin of the mountain ranges of the Bas_in and Renge Province, 

(2) Explain with diagrams drainage hietory of Colorado Plateau and discuss 
"eae an older hypothesis, 

(3) What evidences tell of the past climates of Basin and Range Province? 

(4) Complete following sentences (no more counted): 
a) The Tonte Platform is due to weathering and erosion becausesss 
b) The Salton Sea basin is due to ss 
¢) The Rio Grand River may have originated in Pleistocene time beceuse.., 
da) Talus is scanty in Colorado Plateau becauses«s 
@) Henry Mts, aresssesbecausesss 

(5) SP ecehy ca earns ein mat meee see ae oe eee ee 
of (localities as definite es possible): (a) fevlt scarp, (b) volcanic 
neck,(c) uneroded laccolith, (d) anticlinal valley, (¢) pediment, 

- (f) fault block moumtein capped with leva, (g) sink hole, (h) sand 
dunes, (1) cinder cone, (j) playa® 

Rs (6) Diseuss theories of origin of Crater Mound, Arizona. 

(7) Discuss origin of three different kinds of plains found in Basin and 
Range Province,



GEOLOGY 130 5 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES as 

Examination May 3, 1940 

Write on four questions only but graduates and majors must include one of 
first two questions Please mark on cover which you left out. 

(1) Discuss origin of the enclosed basins of Basin and Range Province 
including interpretation of deposits in them. 

(2) Explain with diagrams the major steps in physiographic history of 
Colorado Plateau 

(3) What evidences show that many of the "Basin Ranges" are bounded by 
faults? 

(4) Complete following sentences giving proofs of statement (no more counted): 
(a) The benches within the Grand Canyon of the Colorado are due to 

= weathering and erosion and not to unlifts because... 
(ob) The mountains of the Sonoran Desert are topographically older 

than those of the Great Basin because... 
(c) The Colorado River first crossed the Basin and Range province in 

its present location in Pleistocene time because... 
(d) Talus is scanty in Colorado Plateau because... 
(e) Zuni Mountains are similar to ...... because... 

(5) Describe and account for two types of escarpments in Colorado Plateau 

(6) Discuss evidences of more and larger lakes in Basin and Range Province 
and account for then. 

(7) Discuss origin and cite an example of laccolithic mountains in 

Colorado Plateau



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATZS 

Examination April 1, 1940 

No one is to write on more than four questions; graduates and majors must 

write on one of first two questions. Please mark on cover of bluebook 
which questions you did NOT write. 

(1) Discuss points for and against the existence of a highly diss ected 
peneplain in Northern Rockies 

(2) Give four possible structural relations of foothill hogbacks of 
Northern Rockies which show a éip toward the mountains. 

(3) Complete following sentences giving proofs of each statement: 
(a) The mountains of western Idaho were deeply eroded before the 

cate eruption of the Columbia Plateau lavas. soveneetre ff, 
(v) Interpretation of the sloping smooth uplandsof Uinta Mountains 

as pediments rather than penepleins simplifies the physiographic. 

history because.... 
(s) The major rivers of Wyoming Basin cross mountain folds because... 
(d) The Scablands are the product of glacial waters because..... 
(e) Interior drainage is found in (g ve two localities with state and 

physiographic previnee thus fer studied)..... becausée..... 

(4) Give examples in Northern and Southern Rockies showing the effect of 

glaciation on scenfe features. 

(5) Discuss features and origin of Grand Coulee 

(6) Explain two different hypotheses of drainage of northern Columbia 
_ Plateau ( NOT the §cabland problem)



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination March 4, 1940 

Write on four ouestions only, and please put marks on bluebook cover opposite 

numbers of those which you left out. 

Please be brief as no overtime can be allowed. 

Majors and graduates must write on at least one of the first two questions. 

(1) Compare the basic ideas underlying two different hypotheses of the age re- 

lations of the several upland levels in Southern Rockies. 

(2) Compare two different hypotheses of the cause of alternate erosion and sed- 

imentation in the High Plains during the Tertiary period. 

(3) Complete following sentences (no more counted): 

(a) The High Plains once extended up to the top of the Rocky Mt. Front beeause 

(v) There is no Break of the Plains in Nebraska because 

(c) The High Plains once extended farther north because 

(ad) The Ozark dome was leveltd’ before Pennsylvanian time because 

(e) The Ouachita Mountains were peneplained before Cretaceous time because 

(4) Describe briefly the physiogrephic history of San Juan Mountains. 

(5) Where in provinces thus far considered could you find good examples of 

(2) karst topogrephy 
(bo) upland cepped by chert 
(c) sand dunes 

: (a) valley slong outcrop of weak sedimentary rock 
(e) mesa capped by lave 
(f) cirque 
(g) monednocks 
(h) elluvial fen 
(4) badlends : 
(j) terminal moraine of continental glacier. 

(6} Explain briefly what is meant by terms 
(a) peneplain, and (b) pediment 

: \ 

(7) Discuss briefly the boundaries, geolagy and topography (limit two pages) 
of one of the sections of the Great Plains.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPYY OF VESTERW UNITED SOATES 

Final examination. June 12, 1939 

Write on any 10 cuestions. Please place a — opposite number you omit. j : 

pe 
1. Describe three of the "paris" of Colcrado as to gevlogy, structure, topograviy. 

and origin. 

&. Explain requisite conditions for formation of "badlands" ané locate two gov” 

examples in different provinces of western Inited States. 

3. Outline physiographic history of Uinta Mts. including two different possib*. 

interpretations. 

4. Describe and account for three iifferent types of mountains in Colorado 

Plateau. 

5. Outline physiographic history of Colorado River in Basin and Range province. 

o. Give with diagrams physiogzranhic history of central Gveat Plains in latitui 

of Denver. 

7. Explain with diagrams physiographic history of Yosemite Valley. 

3. Explain topography, geology and history of Great Valley of California. 

9. Describe and account for three different tynes of mountains within 

Columbia Plateau. 

10. What are "trianzular facets"; where found: how “oriued; conclusions based 

on their presence. 

i 1l.. Discuss topography, geology and history of California Goast Ranges.



@nOLOGY 130 

PRYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATRS 

Make-up examination June 1, 1939 

Write on four questions only. 

1. Where and what are 

(a) Henry Mts, (>) Leake Lahontan (eo) Momumment Uplitt 

(4) Pink clicts (e) Salton Sea (£) Mt. Taylor 

(¢) Zuni Salt take (h) Tularosa Basin {h) Bsplinade 

(§) Craters of the Moon, 

2. List physiographic (not geologic) evidences by which existence of a fault 

may be inferred, 

3. Discuss importance of wind work in Basin and Range province, 

4. Diseuss tvo possible explanations of course of Colorado River across 

the Plateau. 

5S. Gompare evidence of recent faulting in northern Great Basin and in 

= Sonoran Desert .



G#0L0ux 150 : 

PHYSIOGRAPHY O° WESTERN UNITED STATES : 

EXAMINATION MAY 10, 1939 

Write on four questions and please mark on cover which one you left out. 

I, For non-majors only:- 
Where and what are (a) Mesa Verde (b) Roan Cliffs (c) Chuska Mts (d) San 
Francisco Mt (e) Death Valley (f) Bake Bonneville (g) Zuni Mts. (h) Vermilion 
cliffs (i) Painted Desert (j) Great Sage Plain. 

2. Complete following sentences giving but proof, (no more counted): 

(a) The Grand Ganyon of the Colorado wis eroded in a different cycle than were 
the High Plateaus because 

(b) Most of the cliffs in the Colorado Plateau have little talus becouse 
(c) The early favlt scarps of the Colorado Plateau were once levelled because 

(a) The Henry Mountrins 2re _ becuse 
(e) Because vortions of the same lava flow over both on top of and at the foot 

of the straight edze of the range we rust conclude that 

3 Discuss controversy over origin of mountains of Basin and Range Province. 

4. Discuss and compare two hypotheses of origin of Crater Mound, Arizona. 

5. Discuss origin and @iscrimination of three different types of plains found in 

Basin anc Range Province ( not origin of basins themselves). 

6G. What evidences indicate changes in climate during the physiographic history _ 

of the Basin and Range Provinces



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED sTaTES 

Make-up exam. May 3, 1939 

Write on four questions. Please mark which one you left out. Wo overtime allowed. 

1. Where in provinces studied this senester could you find good exemples of 

(a) mountains of horizontal voleanic flows 
b) fault block mountain range 
s antecedent stream 
a) recent volcanic crater 
@) butte due to burning of lignite 
# thrust fault escarpment 
g) anticlinal mountain 

(hn) bench due to horizontal hard layer 
a cirque . 
3) laccolithic mountain 

2. Gomplete following sentences giving proofs: 

(a) The western Northern Rocky Mountains differ from the Southern Rockies 
because 

(») The mountains of western Idaho were deeply eroded before the eruption 
of the Columbia River lavas because 

e) The ah tonto were we fan melt water because 
@) Palls ‘oc in upper Snake River because 
@) The Upper Grand Coulee was made by fall recession beemse 

3. Outline physiographic history of the Yellowstone Park Plateau. 

4, Aecount for original topography of Columbia Plateau and for course of 
Columbia River in the Plateau. 

«Account for origin and present distribution of the High Plaine.



GEOLOGY 130 GH 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES : 

EXAMINATION April 3, 1939 

Write on four questions only and please put an X opposite number of questions 

you left out. No overtime allowed. 

1. Question for non-majors only. 

: Where in provinces thus far studied this semester could you find good 

exemple of (a) hogback due to thrust fault. (b) mountain front without 
hogbacks (c) block mountain (a) pediment (e) cirque (f) anticlinal mountain 
(g) recent volcanic crater (h) canyon of antecedent stream (i) mountains 
of eroded volcanies (j) island within lava flows 

2. Completefollowinz sentences (no more counted) giving proof of statement. 

(a) The cast face of the Teton Range is straight because 

(b) Phe levelness of the Snake River Plain is due to 
(c) The scenic features of Glacier National Park are mainly due to 

because 

(a) The Rocky Mountain Front in Glacier National Park is more abrupt than 
in Colorado beeause 

(6) The rivers of the Wyoming Basin cross adjacent mountain ranges because 

3. (a) Describe the topogranhy and distribution of the Scablands. “ 
(b) Explain basic idea of two hypotheses of their origin ~ 

uy Where and What are (be brief): 

(a) Callahan Divide (bd) Little Rocky Mts. (c) Garden of the Gods (ad) Royal 
Gorge (e) Harney Section (f) Waterville Palteau (g) The Race Track 

: (H)Pecos Valley (i) Palousecountry (j) Lake Missoula 

+ 5. Explain Gvidences for ani against peneplaination of western Northern Rockies | 

(mot its date) 3 / 

6. Explain at least t vo hypothese of the relation of drainage to structure in 

Yakima District, Washingtone



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Make-up Examination March 28, 1939 

Write on four (4) only and please place an X on cover opposite numbers of questions 
left out. Please be brief as no overtime can be allowed. 

(2) For non-majors 
Where and win are Coe brief): 
a)White River eau (f) Red Valley 
» ¢ Peak @) Pecos Valley 
@)Comanche Plateau h) Royal Corge 
a)Little Missouri badlanis i) Missouri Coteau 

(e)iaghwood Mts. 3) Flawille plain 

(2) Explain two hypotheses of age relations and of origins of uplands of Southern 
Rockies. 

(3) Using diagrams give two interpretations of the physiograchic history of the 
San Joan Mts. 

(4) Bxplain topography, origin, and distribution of the Bygh Plains civing two 
possible causes. 

(5) Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving proofs: 
a) The Hich Plains once extended to the Rocky Mts because 
b) The Missouri Plateau has been more @roded than the Hgch Plains because 
¢) The Break of the Plains is especially prominent in Southern Kansas because 
a Se Sk Faun Say oe ene eee ae oe ee ee 
@) The Colorado Piedmont was eroded ng the Pleistocene because 

(6) Bxplain briefly the geolosic structure ani topography of the Colorado Front Range



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Examination March 3, 1939 

Write on four (4) only and please place an X on cover opposite numbers of 
questions left out. Please be brief as no overtime can be allowed. 

° (1) For non-majors only: 
. Where and what are (be brief): 

(a) HAwards Plateau (f) Pine Ridge 
(bd) Pikes Peak (g) Goshen Hole 
(¢) Llano District (h) Great Bend Lowland 
(a) White River badlands (i) Raton Mesa 
(e) Devil's Tower (j) Las Vegas Plateau 

(2) Exlain differences between a peneplain and a pediment including effect or. ; 
conclusion in regard to physiogravhic history. 

(3) Using diagrams give tvo distinct interpretations of the physiographic historv 

of the Southern Rockies. : 

(4) Explain tovography orivin and distribation of the sand dupe areas of Hich v Plains. 

(5) Complete following sentences (no morecounted) givin: oroofs: 
)a) The High Plains once extended farther east because 
(>) The Missouri Plateau has been tilféd up on the west serveral times 

because : 
(c) There is no Break of the Plains in Nebraska because 
(a4) The San Juan Mts. differ from the Front Range because 

(e) The High Plains were eroded during the Pleistocene because i 
; Pudn 

(6) Explain briefly the geologic structure ani topography of the Beach Hills.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES zi 
Special Exam March 2, 1939 

Write on 4 only (no overtime allowed.) : 

1. Where and what are (be brief): 

a. Llano Estacado f. Park Plateau 
b. Plains Border g. North Park 
ce. Red Hills h. San luis valley 
ad. Spanish Peaks i. Royal Gorge 
e. South Park j. Red valley 

CA 

2. Explain teeeiad of San Juan Mountains. 

3. Complete following sentences (no more counted) giving proofs: 

a. The Rocky Mountains were once nearly level with the Great Plains 
because 

b. Erosion has been more rapid at the foot of the mountains than 
farther east because 

c. The Edwards Plateau and Central Texas region have been recently 
uplifted because 

a. Deposition on the High Plains changed to erosion because 

e. Glaciers were once larger and more abundant in the Southern 
Rockies than now because 

4. Where would you find in Great Plains and Southern Rockies good examples of 

a (a) Sand dunes (b) canyon of superimposed stream (ce) hogbacks 
(d) dissected peneplain (e) escarpment due to spring sapping 
(f) lava-capped mesa (g) butte capped by burned lignite (h) loess 
(i) karst topography (j) channel of glacial river. 

5. Explain origin and distribution of Bad Lands.



GEOLOGY 130 

Final examination June 14, 1938 m 

Write on any 10 questions. Please mark on cover which you left out. 

1, Outline with diagrems the history of the topography of the Southern Rockies ‘ 

under the usual hypothesis given in text. 

2. Account for (a) Boston Mts. (b) Springfield Platform (c) St. Francis Mts. j 
(d) Goshen Hole (e) Edwards Plateau. Use diagrams where needed. 

_ (£) Devils Tower (g) Pine Ridge (h) Raton Mesa (i) Race Track (j) Smoky Hills. 

3. Complete the following sentences: 

(a) The Grand Canyon of the Colorado was formed in a different cycle of erosion 
than the escarpments of the high Plateau because 

(b) This mountain range is bounded by a fault because (two reasons) 
(c) The Great Plains are separated from the Interior Lowland because 
(a) The Henry Mts. are known to be - 
(ce) Because lava of the same kind occurs both on the valley floor and the top 

of the mountain adjacent, we must conclude that 

4, State briefly two distinct explanations of the origin of the enclosed basins 
: of the Basin and Range province. 

5, Outline with diagrams the stops in the physiographic history of the Sierra 

Nevada (include Yosemite Valley). 

6. Discuss two distinct explanations of the history of Crater Lake, Oregon, 

7. Discuss two possible explanations of the course of Columbia River across the 
Cascades, 

8. What physiographic evidences disclose anticlinal structures in 
(a) foothills of the Rockies, (b) Los Angeles Basin. 

9. Explain the origin of the Grand Coulee, Columbia Plateau. 

10. Contrast the evidence for peneplaination in (a) northern Cascades and (b) Oregon 
Coast Range. 

11. Complete the following: 
(a) The Rocky Mountain Front was once completely buried under elluvial fans 

because 

(>) The Ouachita Mountains were once buried by the coastal plain sediments 
because 

(c) The Ozark Plateau was recently uplifted because 
(a) The San Juan Mountains were uplifted several times during glaciation because 
(e) The Mountains of the Sonoran Desert are older than those of the Great 

Basin because



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination May 4, 1938 . ¢ 

Write on four questions only and please mark an X opposite number of question 
you left out, No overtime allowed. 

(1) Question for non-majors ONLY. 
Give physiographic significance or origin and tell location by province 

and subdivision of 
(a) Henry Mts. (f) Salton Sea . 
(>) Zuni Mts (g) Mt, Trumbell 
(c) Pink Cliffs (h) Kaibab Plateau 
(a) Tonto Platform (i) Painted Desert 
(e) Lake Bonneville (§j) Navajo Mt. 

(2) Explein two hypotheses of origin of Crater Mound, Arizona. 

> (3). Compare basic ideas of the "constructional" and "destructional" theories of 
origin of Basin Ranges. a; 

(4) What evidences demonstrate faulting along bottoms of certain Basin Ranges. 

(5) Complete following sentences: 

(a) The benches within the Grand Canyon are due to because 

(b) The rock terraces of the High Plateaus demonstrate a greater age 
than that of the Grand Canyon because 

(c) The direct topographic effect of the earlier faults of the Basin 
and Range province has been obliterated because 

(a) The Colorado River first cwossed the Basin and Range Province in 
Pleistocene time because 

(e) Talus is scanty in the Colorado Plateau because 

(6) Discuss two hypotheses of drainage of Colorado Plateau.



Geology 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
April 4, 1938 

Midsemester examination 

Write on four questions only and please mark an X on cover to indicate which 

you left out. 

1. Question for non-majors ONLY (required) 

Where in provinces studied this semester could you find good examples of: ; 

(a) hogback due to thrust fault 
(v) terminel moraine of continental glacier 
(c) dome movntain range 
(ad) bathalith 
(e) tepee butte 
(£) cireue 
(z) block mountain range 

— (nh) basin filled with stream deposits 
(i) water gap due to superimposed drainage 
(j) leke enclosed by glacial outwash 

2. List in parallel columns points for and against the existence of a dissected 
peneplain in Northern Rockies (not the age). 

3. List steps in history of Uinta Mts. as given the latest hypothesis. 

4, Discuss the "Sacbland Controversy"-and origin of Grand Coulee 

' 5. Complete following sentences (no more counted). 
(a) The Snake River Plain is less eroded than the rest of the province 

because 

(») Yellowstone Park is placed in the _. Ss Mountains instead of 
Licata Weause 

ie (c) The mountains of western Idaho were deeply eroded before the eruption 
of the Columbia River basalt because 

(d) The Northern Rockies are unlike the Southern Rockies. because 

(e) Interpretation of the uplend as a dissected pediment instead of a dis- 
sected peneplain simplifies the physiographic history because 

6. Where and what are (be as specific as possible locating giving province, sub- 
division, state): 

s Llano Estacado 
>) Waterville Plateau 

: (c) Moses Coulee 
(ad) Needle Mts. 
(e) Smoky Hills



@BOLOGY 1 30 s 
ee PHYSIOGRAD".Y OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination March 4, 1938 

Write on four (+) only and please place an X on cover for questions left 
out. PLEASE BE BRIEF as no overtime can be allowed, . 

(1) Question may be written on by non-majors ONLY 
Where and what are(tabulate giving state, physiographic province, : 

and origin in brief): — 
(a) Salem Platform (f) St. Francis Mts. 
(>) Cypress Hills (g) North Park 
(c) Pikes Peak (h) San Imis Valley 
(d) Highwood Mts. (i) Athens Plateau 
(e) Shonkin Sag (j) Race Track 

(2) Compare the basic idea of two hypotheses of the age relations of 
the uplands of Southern Rockies» 

( 3) Tabulate steps in the Physiographic history of Missouri Plateau, 

(4) Locate as definitely as practicable good examples of following 
— in provinces studied this semester: (use table) 

(a) Karst topography (f) Sand dunes due to NW wind 
(b) Laccolithic mountain (g) loess plain 
(c) Mesa capped by lava (h) upland plain of river deposit 
(a) WNovaculite ridge . (i) butte due to burning ef lignite 
(e) Entrenched meanders (j) extinct volcano 

(5) Complete following sentences (no more counted): 
(a) The Rocky Mountain Front was caused by ~ wee 
(b) The Break of the Plains indicates that 
(c) The pre-Cambrian area of central Texas is lower than surrounding 

limestone plateau because 
(ad) The top of the San Juan Range is interpreted as a-se. because 
(e) The Edwards Plateau was recently uplifted because 

(6) Explain the origin and location of the Bad Lands of Great Plainse. 

Z



GEOLOGY 130 
Physiography of the United States ‘i 

Final Examination June 14, 1937 

Write on any 10 questions and please mark on cover of bluebook which one you 

left out. PS 

1. Show diagrams of (a) effect on topography of a resistant formation in an 
eroded overturned fold; (b), (c), (a), (e) four different structural con- 

_ ditions along the Rocky Mountain Front. 

2. Explain with diagrams two hypotheses of history of Teton Range. 

83, Discuss two explanations of Crater Mound, Arizona. . 

4, Explain with diagrams three types of mountains within the Colorado Plateau. 

s 5, Outline physiographic history of Sierra Nevada and great valley of California. : 

6. What topographic evidences of anticlines in (a) foothills of Rockies, 
(b) Los Angeles Basin, 

7, Explain origin of Grand Coulee of Columbia Plateau. 

8. With reference to Klamath Mts. explain (a) geology, (b) topography, 
_ (c) physiographic history (brief), ¢d) relation to adjacent mountains. : 

9. Discuss problem of aggradation of present through stream beds in High Plains. 

10. Complete the following sentences: 

(a) The Rocky Mountain Front was once completely concealed by Tertiary 
stream aediments because 

(b) The Ouachita Mts. were once concealed by the Coastal Plain sediments 
because ‘ 

(c) The Ozark Plateau has been recently uwelifted because 

(a) Tue Sen Juan Mts. were uplifted several times during glaciation because 

(e) The mountains of the Sonoran Desert are older than those of the 
3 northern Great Basin because : 

21. How can you tell a "fault scarp" from a "fault line scarp"? 

™. .



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination May 7, 1937 

Write on any four questions and please do not forget to mark on cover of your 

books which one you left out. 

NO OVERTIME ALLOWED 

1. Where in Colorado Plateau or Basin and Range provinces could you find out- 

standing examples of: 

(a) fault scarp (b) volcanic neck (c) uneroded laccolith (da) anticlinal 
valley (e) pediment (f) fault block mountain capped by lava (g) pleisto- 
cene beach tn) peneplain preserved under lava (i) sink hole (j) bolson 
(Give locations briefly with no discussion. ) 

ns 2. Describe and account for two different types of escarpments in the Colorado 
Plateau. 

3. Complete the following sentences (no more counted): 

(a) The Grand Canyon of the Colorado was formed in a different cycle of 
erosion than were the cliffs of the High Plateaus because 

(b, c) It has been concluded that this "Basin Range" is a fault block 
because (two reasons) 

(a) The course of Colorado River across the Plateau, once termed ante- 
cedent, is known to be because 

‘ (e) The direct topographic effect of the earlier faults of the Colorado 
Plateau was obliterated because 

4. Discuss the significance of studies along the Lower Colorado upon interpreta- 
tion of physiographic history of the region, : 
(Give the main facts only of the history thus determined.) 

5. Discuss briefly evidence for and against the importance of wind erosion in 
the Basin and Range Province. 

a



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination April 5, 1937 

Write on four questions. Please mark on cover which one left out. 

1. Where in provinces studies this semester could you find good examples of 
(a) mountains of horizontal volcanics (£) eroded alluvial plain 
(b) fault block-mountain (g) hogbacks due to thrust faults 
(c) canyon of antecedent stream (h) lava plain 
(d) recent volcanic craters (i) anticlinal mountain 
(e) sand dunes (3) benches due to difference in 

hardness of bedrock 

2. Explain fully the differences in origin and topography of penepleins and pedi- 
ae ments. 

3, (a) Describe the topography of the scabland district. 
(b) Explain controversy over its origin. 

4, Where and what are (be brief): 
eC Royal Gorge : (f) Poverty Flat 
>) Cellahan divide (gz) Absoreka Range 

(c) Boston Mts. (h) Pine Ridge. : 
(a) Plains border (i) Great Divide Basin 
(e) Lake Missoula y (j) San leis Valley ; : 

5, Complete the following sentences (no more counted): 

—— (a) The plateau topography of the western Northern Rockies is due to 

(bd) The Rocky Mountain front is due to erosion consequent on regional, not 
local, uplift because : 

' (ce) The Ouachita Mountains preserves remnants of two peneplains because 

(d) The Snake River'Plain is so level because 

(e) The mountains of Glacier National Park are more scenic than those of the 
Columbia ranges farther west because



—_—— a e 

Door Arner 
S GEOLOGY 130 os 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES ¢ a ; 

ye” Examination March p. 1937 

Write on four questions and please mark on cover which one you left out. Be brief 
and to the ooint avoiding iaformation not called for. 

1. Where and whet are | :cduiaue and give state, province anc physiographis sig- 
‘ fareed Soa Leamide.) Kea 

: fa) WEEYo“aocie its. . 
an anew (b Cees Mts. > : : 

. v ¢ Q) ieviaak cies must Calta ctutn Wearrdt 
0 ule _ Raten mesas [eek 

e) Goteer-dtuMTSsoneT~ “ 
(£) BimeRider Fenris pow, z 
(g) Peees—vatiny een, ert ee 

«(Sap Ee gv jen 
Neve (i) Seweh-Park re : t 

C2 Lam, _ 
| (3) Royet—Gorge oe Queer ee paoten 

2. Locate examples studied/ this semester of (a) laccutrtwre-mountain, / eee 
Sue —(d)phogback, (c) cuesta, (a) tepee butte, (e) . (f)yvatd _ 

ow Riper see (g) novaculite, (h) i . (i) terminal oe 
i j) batte-due—to-burned—Lignite. Mrsiv~ sha ann Ghatatar 

atone Un Barer Kon Lawn. thowt q 

3. Complete the following sentences (no more counted): : : 
el hiram To Ur. Naga Ploone 

(a) The Rocky Mountain front was once i 4 4 Ss because 
Ariane PLdian wrt. ete Corrente! A alee aha = 

(>) The : : because | mee 
Ohare Woah, rr ts oleh ann TO farroel_ 1A. Uw New/' hts 

(c) The Sie entneslaile-ametr-tucteen-teet because 
ronthay 

(a) The ce Plateau has been recently uplifted because ee 

Tite, Saw QQ nrewn Potten. ante were AU, Aye —— B® 
(e) Ean te ee in’beceuse 

i 4. Discuss the evidence for and against the pres@nce of remnants of several 
{ 

a 

\ different pemeplains in the Front Range of Colorado giving siternative hypothe- 

ot “Use: han ee NpcaKGe ses. (Use diagrams) ( Ww } me ae ) 

i 

5. Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Ouachite-Mounteins: ns. 

of, Mom ‘i 4 (ame Td 2? pucde , |



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THS UNITED STATES 

Examination March 8, 1937 

Write on four questions and please mark on cover which one you left out. Be brief 

and to the point avoiding information not called for. 

1. Where and what are (iebulate and give state, province and physiographis sig- 

nificance.) 
(a) Little Rocky Mts. 
(b) Crazy Mts. 
(c) Balcones escarpment 
(a) Raton mesas aR 
(e) Coteau du Missouri 
(f) Pine Ridge 
(g) Pecos valley 
(h) Devil's Tower 
(i) South Park 
(j) Royal Gorge 

2. Locate examples studied this semester of (a) laccolithic mountain, 
(b) hogback, (c) cuesta, (d) tepee butte, (e) entrenched meanders, (f) valley 
of glacial river, (g) novaculite, (h) glacial lake bed, (i) terminal moraine, 
(j) butte due to burned lignite. 

3. Complete the following sentences (no more counted): 

(a) The Rocky Mountain front was once buried under Tertiary sediments because 

(b) The High Plains once extended much farther north because 

(c) The High Plains once extended much farther east because 

(d) The Ozark Plateau has been recently uplifted because 

(e) The top of the San Juan Mountains is interpreted as a peneplain because 

4. Discuss the evidence for and against the pres8nce of remnants of several 

different pemeplains in the Front Range of Colorado giving alternative hypothe- 

ses. (Use diagrams) 

5. Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Ouachita Mountains.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES : 
Final Exemination June 16, 1936 

=: Write on 10 questions and please mark on cover of book which you left out. 
(1) Where in western U. 8. could you tind a good example of: (a) active volcano, 

% (b) block mountain due to recent faulting, (c) Pleistocene beach, (d) abandoned 
waterfall, is} mesa capped by lava, (f) escarpment capped by gravel, (¢) 
rock step, (h) young lava plain, (i) hogback of sandstone, (j) deep canyon in lawa 

(2) Where and what are: (a) Springfield Platform, (b) Grater Lake, (c) ies Tulare, 
(d) High Plateaus of Utah, fe} Sen Juan Mts., (f) Crazy Mts., (g) Craters of the 

Moon, tn) Hurricane Ledge, (i) Marysville Buttes, (j) Smoky Hills. 
3) Discuss two possible hypotheses for the drainage of the Columbia Plateau. 
4) Outline the Physiographic history of the Sierras. 
5) What physiographic evidences indicate faulting? 

(6) What physiographic evidences demonstrate relatively recent changes in level : 
of the Pacific Soast? . 

(7) Describe the landforms and summarize the physiographic history of the 
: Angeles Section. 

8) How may one distinguish an escarpment due to recent faulting? 
9) Account for. the form of the shoreline of Puget Sound 

Pe 10) What effects did continental glaciation have on the topography of the 

Great Plains? : 
(11) Diseuss the importance of wind erosion in western U. 5. 

| 

} 2 

;
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GHOLOGY 130 0 Page I. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITUD STAT2S 

Final examination, June 47, 19307 
jo 1930 

Write on TEN (10) questions INCLUDING TH# first TWO (:) 

[ - (1) See other sheet. Be sure to put your nane on this page ani put iv in your 
bluebook. Complete all three (3) block diagrams using specified symbols. Show 
both rock character and rock structure. 

r/ 
(2) Refering to the block diagrams tell (a) the physiographic history demon- 
strated by each, (b) where an exemple of each might be fowd in western U. S.. 

Write on eight (8) of the following questions 

(3) Diseuss tho physiographic history of Crater icke, Oregon, using diagrams 

(4) Account for the Colorado Picdmont and state where other features of the 

same origin are found in western U. &. 

(5) Diseuss the nature and origin of tho "Scablands” 

6 we Where end what aro: (a) Marysville Buttes, (b) Keathou Luke, (c) flatirons, 
(4) Blue Mountains of Oregon, (e) The Red Valloy 

wets vtis, (6 y 

(7) Aveount: for tho fact that some voleanie-cruptions in the western U. &. 
resulted in peaks and others in plains; give illustrations of each 

(8) State the evidonce of past climatic changes in the Basin and Rango Province 
giving théir probable relation to glaciation 

ae 49) What has beon tho offect of vulcanism on the topography of tho Great Plains? 

(10) Explain tho physiographic history of the Imperial Valley, California 

9g [~) Account for the formation of "Bad Lands" ond loeate oxamples
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Final Examination, June 15, 1931 

Write on first two (2) and any eight of other questions or TEN (10) in all. 

Anyone writing on more will be graded on first ten questions written, ‘ 

order in book to determine, not numbers of questions oxcopt first two. 

(1) Consideering block A only give three (3)-possible oxplanations of the 
rock charactor and rock Structure using tHe small cross sections below 

on tho assumption that it is known that tho rock in tho two ridges is the % 
SAME FORMATION. Uso regular\symbols on tho soctions but oxplain thon. 

Now consider tho problom in tle light of block B as woll and fill in tho 
oxp lofi onbn the sides of tho blocks thomsolvos. 

DO NOT FORGET YOUR NAME ON THE PAPER 

(2)4Fill in the structure and rock charactor on sidos of blocks. : 
(byGivo two-(2) oxamples of this kind of. topography in wostorn Us Ss 

= aaa Tllustrate by cross soctions (a) structure of Rocky Mountain Front in 
i Colorado; (b) sano in Glacior National Park, With oach oxplain tho 

effect on sconic character of th. rogion. 

YV (4) Explain fully two (2) critoria which positivoly distinguish 2 fault 
scarp from a fault lino scarp. 

Y (5) Explain tho physiographic history of Puget Sound 

5 oe (6) Whoro and whet aro: (a) Grand Gouloc, (b) Moses emo (c)"Tho Potholes", 
(d) Mount Shasta, (0) Hurricane Ledge wll te yon () 

4 (7) Outlinc tho physiographic history of tho Siorra Novada using cross 
soctions for oach step 

r 
((2) Explain tho nature, occurence, and origin of rock podimonts 

(o Gontrast two distinct thoorios of the origin of onclosod basins in 
wostorn U. 5S. 

(10) Whoro in wostorn U. 5. (bo as specific as possible) would you find: 
1,0 ,/ (2) aroa of old alluvicl fans now undergoing orosion, (b) largo area 

of activo sand dunes, (c) activo volemo, (d) poneplain buried undor 
lava flow, (0) large rivor following a courso positively kmown to bo 
antecedant 

}I 4a) Discuss tho origin, topography, od subdivisions of tho Groat Valloy 
of California



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, May 8, 1936 

_ Write on any four questions. 

1. Discuss with diagrams the physiographic history of the Colorado Plateaa. 

2. Give physiographic significance and tell which province each is located in: 

(a) Henry Mts. (£) Zani Salt Leke 
(b) Esplinade (g) Mt. Taylor 
{c) Vermilion Cliffs a} Chuska Mts. 
(4) Tularose Basin (4) Salton Sea 
(e) Leke Lehonten (§) Humboldt Range 

3. Diseuss two explanations of the enclosed basins of Basin and Renge Province. 

4, Define and discuss origin of pediments. 

5. Discuss origin of Crater Mound, Arizona.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination A April 6, 1936 

Write on any four (4) questions. Please mark on cover the question you omitted. 

(1) Where in provinces studied this semester could you find: : 
a (a) buttes due to natural clinker 

: : (>) exhumed pre-Cambrian peneplain 
(c) extensive area of uneroded alluvial fans 
(a) fault block mountains 
(e) exhumed pre-Pennsylvanian peneplain 

(2) Where and what are (be brief and explain geologic structure with diagrams 
where necessary: : 

(a) Red Valley : 
(>) Red Hills 
(c) Coteau du Missouri 
(a) Llano Estacado 
(e) Waterville Plateau 

(3) State the facts for and against the hypothesis of one or more upland pene- 
plains in the Northern Rockies. : 

(4) List and compare three hypotheses of drainage relations in vicinity of 
Yakima, Wash., and two hypotheses of the course of Snake River across the 

Columbia Plateau. (Be brief.) 

(5) Discuss hypotheses of origin of Grand Coulee and associated features.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, March.9, 1936 

Write on 4 questions only. Use diagrams wherever they will help but be 

: sure to explain everything shown on them. Make no assumptions. EE BRIEF AND 
TO THE POINT. 

1. Illustrate by means of cross sections? s 
(a) Effect on topography of Ouichitas of folded strata. 
(>) Why hogbacks are present only along parts of the Rocky Mountain front. 

2. Where and what are (be brief): : 
g (a) St. Francis Mts. 

ar (b) Royal Gorge 
(c) Colorado Piedmont 
(d) Little Rocky Mts. 
(e) The Race Track 

3. Explain briefly the origin and geologic structure of}; : 
(a) High Plains 
(b) Edwards Plateau 
(c) Springfield Platform 
(d) Boston Mts. 

4. Outline the physiographic history of the Missouri Plateau. 

a 5. Outline with diagrams the physiegraphic history of the Colorado Front 
Range and the adjacent Great Plains as fer east as the High Plains. 

_ Explain everything on your diagrams making no assumptions with regard to 

commonly used symbols.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Final examination, June 8, 1935 

Write on ten (10) questions and please mark one you left out on cover 
of your bluebook. 

(1) Discuss the origin and topography of the Yellowstone Plateau 
including its scenic features; tell why it is in the province of 
which it is a part. 

(2) Compare the topography of the Southern and Northern Rockies and 
: account for the differences. 

(3) Discuss the two explanations which have been given for the benches 
within the Gri anyon of the Colorado. 

gis (4) Explain the physiggraphic history of the Puget Sound district, y 

(5) Discuss the location of the boundary between the Basin and Range 
province and the Columbia Plateau. 

(6) Account for the fact that some volcanic eruptions in western U. 5. 
resulted in peaks whereas others formed plains; locate a as 
example of each. Rese * 

‘i Pistasde! 

(7) Explain the two hypotheses which have been used to explai : 
cenyon of Green River through the Uinta Mountains. +e: 

four ey 
(8) Locate examples in the Great Plains of + graphic forms which fea 

resulted from vulcanism. ge ~ : 

(9) Discuss the evidences for we the two hypotheses of the 
origin of Grater Lake, Oregon. i j 

as (10) Discuss the importance of wind work in the Basin i Ran: rovince,. eS x 
‘4 

. (11) Outline with diagrams the steps in the physiographic history of 
the Columbia Plateau. ‘ 

} AR i. 

V & Ba naw si nee 
yO ae wi 
[qlee niet | 
ra toand Aa 

" Onwa Toh 

8) 
ie 

% Ss 

\ : J ee 
\ : : : ge i oa



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, May 15, 1935 : 

Write on four (4) qestims and mark one left out. 

1. Where in Colorado Plateau ér Basin and Range provinces would you finds 
: (a) Lagcolithic Mountain, (b) Fault line scarp, (c) Searp due to mono- 

clingy (a) Fault scarp, (e) recent volcano, (f) lava-capped plateau, 
(zg) fault block of lava, (h) abandoned lake shore, (i) anticlinal 

+ mountain, (j) anticlinal valley. 

2. Explain the physiographic history of the Colorado Plateau. 

3. Explain tw different theories of the origin of Crater Mound, Arizona. 

4. Deseribe and account for two different types of escarpments found in the 
Colorado Plateau. 

5. Complete the following sentences: 

(a) The Colorado Plateau is separated from the Basin and Range province 

because 

(bd) The benches within the Grand Canyon of the Colorado are due to 

= (c) The Henry Mountains are known to be oe 

because 

(a) Because lava of the same kind ocmrs both on the valley floor and the 
: : top of the "Basin Range" we conclude that 

(e) Because the foot of the "Basin Range" is straight we conclude that 

q



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRABY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Midsemester Examination, April 10, 1935 

Write on any four questions and mark on cover the one you left out. 

(1) Where in region studied this semester would you find good 
examples (one each) of: 
(a) sand dunes (f) anticlinal mountain with hog 
(b) ridge due to hard layer in back foothills 

overturned fold (g) mountain front due to thrust 
(c) exhumed pre-Canbrian mountains faulting 
(ad) remants of two successive (nh) antecedant stream valley 

penplains (i) benches due to differences in 
(e) lake shut in lava flow hardness of formations 

(Jj) volcanic mountain 

= (2) Explaim the controversy over the "Tertiary Basins™ of the 
northern Rockies . 

(3) Complete the following sentences: 
(a) The western part of the Northern Rockies is wnlike the 

Southern Rockies because~---~- 
(>) The mountains of westerm Idaho were deeply eroded before 

the eruption of the Columbiai{f River lavas because------ 
(c) The Snake River Plain has not been as deeply eroded as the 

rest of the provincebbeayse---~ 

(a) Yellowstone Park is strictly not in the Rocky Mountains 
because+~---= 

(e) Green River eroded a gorge across the Uinta Mountains 
because------- 

(4) Expalin the history of the Scablands ani the Grand Coulee 

= (5) Where and what is physiographic significane of: 
(a) Poverty Flat (f£) Absoraka Range 
(>) Red Hills (g) Teton Range _ 
(c) Blue Mountains (h) Great Divide Basin 
(da) Pine Ridge (£) San Imis Valley 
(e) Bitterroot Range (j) South Park



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Exemination, March 13, 1935 

Write on any four questions 

(1) Tell where are and what are (be brief): 
fe} St. Francis Mis. 

b) Coteau du Missouri 
(c) EX#KER Rocky lits. 

Little 
(3 The Race Track 

e) Spanish Peaks 

(2) Locate examples studied this semester of: 
{3} karst topography, fe} laccolithic mt., (c) faullt escarpment, 

= d) lava~capped mesa, (¢) ridges due to novaculite, (f) river 
valley used only during glaciation, (g) isolated remant of 
fluvial mantle of Great Plains, (h) gorge caused by superimposed 

: streem, (i) entrenched meanders, (j) stripped plain 

(3) Explain the origin and nature of the Colorado Piedmont end name 
enother similar subdivision of same province. 

(4) Complete the following sentences: 
(a) The Rocky Mts. were once almost on a level with the Great Plains 

because---—— 
(b) The High Plains once extended farther east than they now do 

because-----— 
fs} The Ouachita Mts. were once buried by the Coastal Plain because-—— 

ad) The three uplands of the Ozark Plateau cannot be successive 
peneplains because--- : 

(e) The top of the San Juan Mts. is not the original lava surface 
= because---— 

(5) Describe and account for the topography of the Llano District 
of Texas.



4 

GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, May 4, 1934 

Write on any four (4) questions and PLEASE mark on outside of cover the one 
you left out. 

(1) Where (give province and subdivision as well as state) and what land form 
or principle of physiography is illustrated by: ; 

a) Henry Mts, {3 Graters of the Moon, (c) Scablands, (d) Echo Cliffs, ; 
e) Zuni Mts., (f) Thousand Springs, (g) High Plateaus of Utah, (h) Chuska ifis., 
i) "The Potholes, (j) San Francisco It, é 

(2) Discuss with diegraus the physiographic history of the Colorado Plateau. 
Explain each diagram enough to give a connected story. 

(3) Refering to the Basin and Range Province diseuss (a) topographic evidences 
S of faulting and (b) toppgraphic evidences of recent faulting causing the present 

. topography. 

(4) Diseuss and compare the two rival explanations of Grater Mound, Arizona 

(5) Diseuss the origin and discrimination of four (4) kinds of plains which 
occur in desert regions. 

3 Ratios y



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination, March 30, 1934 

: Write on any four (4) questions and please mark one left out, 

(1) Where (include province and subdivision) and what (be brief) ares 
(a) San Juan Mts, (3) Pine Ridge escarpment 
(c) Boston Mts, (da) Arbuckle Mts, (e) Lake Missoula 

(2) Define and locate an example of each in area studied this 
semester: (a) flatiron (b) tepee tutte (c) alluvial apron 

(ad) exhumed peneplain (e) cirque (f) entrenched meander 
f ) superimposed stream (h) consequent stream (1)) dome mountain 
5 block mountain 

(3) Bxplain and contrast the effects of alpine and continental 
=e glaciation on the scenery of mountains and locate examples in 

areas thus far studied, 

(4) Discuss the evidences for and against the existence of dissected 
peneplains in the mountains of Idsho (not their age or ages), 

; (5) Explain with diagrams the relation between topography and geologic 
structure in; (a) Glacier National Park (b) Rocky Mountain 
Front just north of Colorado Springs (c) on XW line ecross 
Missouri through St, Francis Mts, (d) San Imis Valley, Col, 
(e) Break of the Plains in northern Kansas. 

——



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

: Examination, Maréh 5, 1934 / 

Write on first two. questions and on two others making four (4) in all. ‘Myone 
writing on more questions will be graded on Nos. 1 and 2 and the first two 
others written in book regardless of their numbers. rg 

# E Suda wt ton 14) \ 
Required questions—PLACE NAME ON SHEET FIRST. ) ? 
(1) (a) If yow had only block Ato consider what three distinct explanations 
of the geologic structure might you reasonably draw PROVIDED it is Imo that 
tke SAME FORMATION MAKES UP BOTH OF THE RIDGES, Show these explanations on the 
small sections below. 
(b) Next consider also block B and illustrate your final conclusion as to 
the geology on the sides of the blocks. 
(c) Werte on the sheet the location of an example of this kind of topography 
and geology in regions thus far studied this semester. 

(2) (a) Fill in the sides of the block with a reasonable explanation of the 
ae eology which would give rise to such topography. 

tb) Write on the sheet the location of an example of this kind of geology and 
topography in regionsstudied this semester, 

DO NOT PUT ANSWERS IN BLUEBOOK OR INDULGE IN DISCUSSION OF INFORMATION NOT 
ASKED FOR, Please remember that neatness counts. 

Write on any two of the following questions. 

(3) Locate examples in regions studied this semester of (a) bed of extinct 
glacial lake, (b) torminal morainexxfe} of continental glacier, (c) ridges due 
‘to vertical sedimentary strata, (d) mesa capped by lava flow, (e) slightly 
eroded voleano, (f) laceolithic moutain, (2) remants of peneplain on tops 
of granite mountains, (h) escarpment due to spring sapping, (i) butte capped 
by uatural clinker, (j) karst topography ~ : 

(4) Complete the following statements in SINGLE SENTENCES cach of which 
Se: states evidence which alone proves the point: 

(a) The Rocky Mountain front was once completely buried under alluvial 
fens because---—- . : 

(b) Zhe High Plains once extended north across South Dakota and Montana 
: 2 because~------- 

(c) The Ouachita Mountains were once buried by the sediments of the 
Goasta@l Plain because-----~ 

{3} The Ozark Plateau was recently uplifted because----~ 
e) The San Juan Mountains were recently uplifted because-—-~ 

(5) Where ( include province and subdivision) and what are (be bricf): 
{3 Bevist Devils Tower, (b) Llano Estgcado, (c) Stockton Plateau, 

d) Pecos Valley, (e) San Luis Valley 

. x 

ed
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GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Examination, May 5, 1933 

Write on four questions. Please mark question left out. 

1. Where and what ares 
: (a) Lake Bonneville 

{} Grand Coulee 
(c) San Francisco Plateau 
{3 Mesa Verde 

e) Roan Cliffs 

2« Discuss the controversy over the origin of the Basin Ranges. z 

3e Discuss two possible explanations of the course of Colorado 
ze : River across the Colorado Plateau. 

4» Discuss evidence for and against the excavation by wind of 
basins in the Basin and Range Province. 

54 Discuss the controversy over the origin of the Scablands.



: GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Midsemester examination, April 3, 1933 

Write on any four questions, Please mark question omitted on covere . 
Grades not available until after vacation. 

1. Where in provinces studied this semester could you find good examples 
of: 
(a) wmeroded leva plain 8} extinct lake due to vulcanism 
(b) cinder cone g) hogbacks due to thrust faults 
(c) mountains composed of eroded (h) lake sht in by glacial outwash 

volcanics (i) extinct’ lake due te ice dam 
(a4) gorge due to superimposed (j) interior drainage 

stream 
(e) gorge ascribed to antecedent stream 

2e Discuss the controversy over the Idaho peneplains and their ages. 

3. Account for the differences in history of the wnglacieted northern 
end central Great Plains. 

4é)Wheat physiographic and geologic factors accowt fer the differences 
in scenic features of (a) Glacier National Park and (b) Rocky 
Mountain National Park in the Golorado Front Range? 

: 5. (a) Contrast end explain effects on mountains of continental and 
local glaciation giving examples. 

(b) Mey both be found in same range? Explain and lceate exemples.



: GEOLOGY 136 ; 
“  PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

- Examination, March @, 1933 

Write on any five (5) questions. ‘“Mnyone writing on more will be graded 
on first five written in book regardless of numbers. PLEASE mark on 

cover the question you left out. 

(1) Where and what are ( be definite yet brief): 
(a) White River Plateau 
(e) Pine Ridge escarpment 
(c) Edwards Pjateau 
(ad) Coteau du Missouri 
(e) Boston Mou‘ntains 

(2) Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Ouachita Mountains 

with portion of adjacent Goastal Plain. 

aah (3) Where in districts so far studied this semester could you find 

good examples of: 

(a) sand dunes 
(2) exhumed peneplain 
(c) extinct volcano 
(a) confluent alluvial fans 

' (e) ridges developed on overturned folds 
(f) loess plain 
(g) cirque 
(4) butte due to burned lignite 

(i) butte due to concretion 
(j) nevaculite ridges 

(4) @Utline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Colorado Front 

Range and Great Plains in latitude of Kansas. 

(5) Explain with diagrams the geologic structure and topography of: 

(a) Rocky Mountain Frent with hogbacks 

(b) Same where no hogbacks are present ’ 
(ec) Black Hills 
(d) North Park 
(e) Raton Mesas 

(6) What effects did mountain glaciation have on scenery of the Rocky 

Mountains.



: GEOLOGY 130 ; 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF Tid UNITED STATES ee 
Examination, Mey il, 1932 : : 

Write on five (5) questions, anyone writing on more will be graced on first five 

written in book, PLZASH MARK QUISTION @MIT!ZD on cover of your blucbook, 

(1) Discuss two distinct thoories of tho origin of Graver Mound or Coon Butic, 
Arizona : 

(2) Whore in Colwabia Plateau, Golorado Platcau, or Basin and Range Province would 

you find (give as definite a location as possible) ONH example of: 
(a) trinagular facot 
(b) laccolithic mountain 

(c) domo mountain 
a) goologically recent volcanic mountain 

e) basin enclosed by delta 

(3) Where and whet aro (bo briof): 
(a) Tularosa Dasin g 

— b) Craters of tho Moon 
: Scablonds 

: ad) Kaibab Plateau 
0) Lako Lahontan , z 

(4) Discuss two distinct cxplanations of tho origin of tho enclosod basins of the 

Basin and Range Province. 

5) Discuss tivo distinct oxplanations of tho relation of the present drainage to g 
rock structure in the Colorado Platoau, 

(6) Diséuss two distinct oxplanations of the benches within tho Grand Canyon of 

tho Colorado. 

‘ 

: {



GEOLOGY 130 
PIG ICGRAPHY OF Tila UNITZD STATES 

Midsemester examination, April 4, 1932 

Write on any five (5) questions. anyone writing on more will be graded on first é 
five written in book regardless of numbers, Please mark on cover the question 
you omitted, Grades not available until after vacation. 

(1) Where in provinces studicd this semester could you find: 
a) flatiron 
b) exhumed pre-~Cambrian monadnock 
¢) an extensive area of sand dunes 
ad) uneroded lake plain in intermontane basin 
e) cirque eroded in approximately horizontal strata 

(2) Explain the history and origin of the basin of Yellowstone Lake starting with 
origin of bed rock. 

(3) Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Ouachita Mount dns 
wie and adjacent Goastal Plain. 

(4) Account for the origin of the original surface of the Columbia Plateau. 

(5) Compare the topography ef the Northern and Southern Rockivs and account for : 
the differences (include foothills), 

(6) Where ond what are (explain geologic structure with diagrams): 
2} Race Track 
b) Smoky Hills 
c}) Quyhee Iits, 

da) Edwards Plateau 
e) Taton Range



‘ *.: * 

GHOLOGY 130 é 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATUS 

axaiinetion, Maren 7, 1932 

Write on four (4) questions only, fayone writing en more will be graded 
on first four vritven in book regardless of their mumbers, 

(1) Where and what are (please be brief): 
(a) Springfield platform 
b) Wichita Mountains 

’ c) Devils Tower 
‘ . West Elk Mountains 
: e) Red Hills 

k (2) Oyiline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Arbuckle Mountains 
aud showy their rolation to the Soastal Plain and Ouachita Mounvains. ae 
Be sure to explain overything on your diagrams making no assumptions 

as to comaon symbols. 

ay (3) Outline with diasraus the physiegraphic history of the Colorado Front ‘ 
; Range and the adjacent Great Plains as far east as the Break of the 

Plains. Uxplain everything on your diagraas making no assumptions with 
regara to commonly used symbols. 

(4) #eplain biefly preferably with diagrams the origin and geologic struc~ 
sure of$ (do now onter on physiographic history) 

S Boston Mountains : 
b) Goshen Hole 
c) curved ridges with gentle slope of both limbs in same dircvction 

which occur near Hot Springs, arkansas 
(da) San Juan Mountains 

(ce) North Park : 

(5) Describe briefly tho important features and districts with tavir 
gsologic inturpretation which you would sev if you traveled : 
from San éntonia, Toxas, slightly vost of north ovor the Great Plains 

ap to the Ganadian bordor. Pay especial ationtion to boundarivs 
i botweon subdivisions of tho Great Plains, Slight doviation 

from a straight line is pormitiods



GZOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THEUNITSD STATUS 

Hxanination, Feb. 28, 1930 

Your name only is needed- do not waste time filling in other blanks 

Yrite on all questions 

(1) Draw a topographic and seological cross section from where Red River crosses 

the west line of Arkansas northeast through the St. Francis liountains 

(2) Account for the origin and present dist@Moution of the High Plains 

(3) VYhere and what are (e) Devils Tower, (b) Goshen Hole, (c) Fine Ridge Escarp- 
ment, (d) Zdwards Flateau, (e) Raton Mesas 

a 
j (4) Give a geologic and tovographic cross section of the Black Hills labling the 

principal features Ss 

(5) Outline the physiograpnic history of the northern Great Plains



Ga0LCGY 130 ; 
PHYSTOSRAPHY OF PHa UNI2uD ST.TSs 

Midsumester examination, Hareh 31, 1930 

erite on five (5) quustioas 

(i) Discuss tic field evidence waich leads to tau conclusion thet tasre adve 

beum not luss thon two cycles of orssion in Ideho during the Tertiary Period. 
* = * * = = & 

Discuss thu oviduucus waie. hove bucn used to dete tie tinus of ecompltion of tase 
cyclos. 

(3) Ottlias with Giagrams heving vuxplanations vith thom the history of the topog- 

taphy of tuc Southern Rocxics and adjacent Great Plcins sincu. tho uplift of the 

Crotacsous strata. ; 

(3) Whore «nd what aro: (<) Front Runge : 
(>) Sen Juan liounteins 

: (c) North Park 
(4) Break of the Plaias 

; (cs) Salum platform 
—— 

(4) Draw two sections siovdag the gvology and topography of the Rocky Mountain 
Frontoin-(a)-Oolorado, <nd<(b) Glacier Nipisnal Pork 

(5) ‘hat tio causes may have cecountud for the alternate eggradstion ond dugra- 

detion of the Gruct Plains. Use diagrams 

(6) Givo at losst tivo reasons for dividing the Groct Plains from tho Interior 

Lowland ené Ozerk Platecu; include a discussion of the vastera boundary of tis 

Gro-t Ploins Pont LoLas8



: GUCLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRaPHY OF THE UNIT) STATES 
May 9, 1950 

WPTTe OM FOUR GURSTTONS 

i. Explain two important differences in topography and rock structure betweer 
audaverage mountain range of the Basin and Range proginve and a range in the 

Southern Rockies, 

2. ta) Name, locate {in general way) and account for three different types cf 
mountains within the area of the Colorado Plateau . 

(b) Account for two different types of escarpments between plateaus and tell now 

: they can be distinguished, 

3. Discuss two separate theories of the origin of Coon Butte or Meteor Mt. ,urizo 

a 4. Draw a cross section of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado showing and naming 
the rock formations and account for the relation between rock character and 

topography. 

5, Explain and tell where the foltowing are found in Colorado Plateau or Great 

Basino 

(a) fault scarp 
(bv) triangular facet 
(c) alluvial fan 
(a) bolson 
(e) hangingvalley { not cue to glaciatior:!



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITiD STATas 
Final examination, June 17, 1930 

Write on THY (10) questions INCLUDING THE first TWO (2) 

(1) See other sheet. Be sure to put your neme on this page and put it in your 

bluebook. Complete ell three (3) block diagrams using specified symbols. Show 
both rock character and rock structure. 

(2) Refering to the bloek diagrams tell (a) the physiographic history demon~ 
strated by each, (b) where an example of each might be found in western U. S. 

Write on eight (8) of the following questions 

(3) Discuss the physiographic history of Crater inke, Oregon, using diagrams 

(4) Accoumt for the Colorado Piedmont and state where other foatures of the 
same origin aro found in western U. S. 

ai (5) Diseuss tho nature and origin of the "Scablands” 

(6) Where end what aro: (a) Marysville Buttes, {b) Kalhour Luke, (c) flatirons, 
(a) Blue Mountains of Oregon, (e) The Red Valloy 

(7) Account for tho fact that somo volcanie oruptions in the western U. S. 

resulted in peaks and others in plains; give illustrations of each 

(8) State the evidence of past climatic changes in the Basin and Range Province 
giving théir probable relation to glaciation 

(9) What has boon the offoct of vulcanism on the topography of tho Great Plains? 

(10) Explain tho physiographic history of the Imperial Valley, Califomia 

(11) Account for the formation of "Bad Lands" ond loeate oxamples



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATuS 
Examination, March 16, 1931 : . 

Write on all questions. Use diagrams wherever they will help but be sure 
to explain everything shown on them. Make no assumptions, BH BRIZF AN) 

TO THE POINT. 

(1) Explain with diagrams the history of the topography of the San Juan 
Mountains of Colorado from the uplift of tho Cretaceous sediments to tne 
present. 

(2) Tllustrate by moans of cross sections: j 

(a) Effect on topography of Ouachitas of folded straia, 
(>) Why hogbacks are present only along parts of the Pocky Mc mtain 

front. 

(3) Where and what are (be brief): 
(a) St. Francis Mts. 

eas (bo) Royal Gorge 
(c) Rabbit Bars Mts.’ 
(d) Little Rocky Mts. 
(e) The Race Track 

(4) Explain briocfly the origin and goologic structure of: 
fa) Colorado Picdmont and High Plains 
{b) Edwards Platoau 
(c) @otoau du Missouri 
(d) Boston Mts. 

(5) Explain the diroct and indirect offocts of mountain glaciers in the 

Southern Rockius. : 

®



G#OLOGY 130 ; 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH# UNITED STATaS 

Midsemester examination, April 3, 1931 

Write on five (5) questions : 

(1) xplain the history and origin of the basin of Yellowstone Lake 
including associated features of the vicinity. : 

(2) Tllustrate with cross sections two (2) possible histories of the 
Toton Range 

(3) Where and what are: 
(a) Valley of Clark Fork of Columbia Rivor 
(b) Gros Ventre Range 
(c) Callahan Divide 
(d) Wichita Mountains 
(ce) Neodies Mountains : 

ee (4) Give very briefly the essential facts about the major topographic 
features including their origin which a traveller might see crossing 

in a nearly straight line west from béramic Wyoming to Salt Lako, 
Utah Gaerne = rae 

(5) Where in tho provinces studied thus far this somestor could you find; 

(a) exhumed pro-Cambrian poneplenc 
(b) hogback duc to Dakota sandstone 
(c} volcanic cone : 
(d) moderatoly dissected lava flows (not mountains) 
(e) erosional escarpment in nearly horizontal strata =e 

(6) Explain bricfly tho unique topographic features and thoir origin 
which serve to attract tourists to Glacier National Park



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STulis 

Examination, May 8, 1931 

Write on four (4) questions. Anyone writing on more will bo graded on first 
four only, order in book determining, not numbers of questions. Please 

indicate which you left out. 

(1) State briefly where and what are: 
(a) Chuska Mts. 
(b) Henry its. 
(c) Gircle Cliffs : 

(d) Mexican Highland (in U. 8.) 
(e) Crater Mound (Coon Butte) 

(2) Discuss two (2) alternative oxplanations of the topography of the Basin 

ona Range province. 

(3) Outline the history of tho topography of tho Colorado Plateau sinco the 
uplift of the Crotaceous rocks 

(4) Describe ond illustrate by cross sections the boundary botwoen the Basin 

and Range province and the Colorado Platvau : 

(5) Whore in Basin and Rango or Colorado Plateau would you find ONE oxamplo of: 
(a) young block mountain 
b) Ploistocono beach line 
c) Recont volcanic cono 
a) incised moandor 
o) rock podimont 

Noto: only definito names or locations givon full crodit 

4



Geology 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH# UNITED STaATss 5 

Final Examination, June 17, 1930 

Question (1) Required of all Write your name here FIRST... .cseesese0ee 

Complete all of the block diagrams below showing (a) rock character and (b) 
structure. Use following symbols; show direcsion of movement of faults 

aiid “ee. "ETS woloted She eee inane A ee Por a Sandstone... | Limestone | 57 =4Shal |] — =|" anite ete.|*~*| Lava 1% 

Gravel feoed a oo wT, 
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: GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Final Examination, June 15, 1931 . 

Write on first two (2) and any eight of other questions or TEN (10) in all, 

Anyone writing on more will be graded on first ten questions written, 

order in book to determine, not numbers of questions except first two. 

(1) Consideering block A only give three (3) possible oxplanations of tho 
rock charactor and rock structure using the small cross soctions below 

on tho assumption that it is knowm that tho rock in tho two ridges is the 

SAME FORMATION, Use regular symbols on tho soctions but oxplain thom. 

Now considor tho problem in the light of block B as woll and fill in tho 
oxpLofbi onbn tho sides of tho blocks thomsolvos. 

DO NOT FORGET YOUR NAME ON THE PAPER 

(2)MFill in tho structuro and rock charactor on sidos of blocks. 
\b\Give two (2) oxamplos of this kind of topography in wostorn U. 5. 

(3) TlLlustrato by cross sections (ay structure of Rocky Mountain Front in 
_x Colorado; (b) saszo in Glacior National Park, With cach oxplain tho 

effect on sconic charactor of flv. rogion. 

(4) Explain fully two (2) critoria which positivoly distinguish o fault 
scarp from a fault lino scarp. 

(5) Explain tho physiographic history of Pugot Sound 

(6) Whoro and whet aro: (a) Grand Gouloc, (b) Moses Loko, (c)"Tho Potholos", 
(d) Mount Shasta, (c) Hurricane Lodgo : 

(7) Outline tho physiographic history of tho Siorra Novada using cross 
soctions for oach stop 

v 
(8) Explain tho naturo, eccuronce, and origin of rock podinonts 

(9) Gontrast two distinct theorios of tho origin of onclosod basins in 
wostorn Us 5S. on 

(10} Whorc in wostorn U. 5. (bo as specific as possiblo) would you find: | 
; (a) area of old alluvicl fans now undorgoing orosion, (b) Largo area «; 

of active sand dunes, (c) activo volcano, (d) poneplain buriod undor 
lava flow, (0) large rivor following a courso positively known to bo 
antocedant 

(11) Diseuss tho origin, topography, and subdivisions of tho Groat Valloy 
of California
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GEOLOGY 130 - 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES i 

Readings for majors in geology and geogrephy and for graductos. 

Edition 1940-41, 

Ozarks : = 5 

Dako, ©. L., Basal Ponnsylvanian transgression in tho Ozarks: Geol, Soc. 

Anorica, Bull., vol. 46, pp. 697-714, 1935. 

Quachitas 
Melton, Fe A. and McGuire, F. H. The dopth of the baso of the Trinity sand 
stono and the prosent attitude of the Jurassic peneplain in southorn Oklo- 
hoo, and southwestern Arkansas: Am. Assoc, Pet. Gool., Bull., vol. le, 

pp. 1005~1014, 1928, 

Groat Plains ‘ : 

aldon, W.C., Physiographic dovolopmont of tho Northorn Groat Plains: Gool, 
ej Soc. Ancrica, Bull, vols 35, pp. 385—423, 1924. 

; lugn, A. L., Nobraska in relation to the problems of Pleistocene strati-- 

graphy: An, Jotir. Scis, vol. 237, pp. 851-884, 1939. 

Southorn Rockics k ‘ : : 
Atwood. % W., Physiogrephy and Quatornary goolegy of San Juen Mountains, 
Colorado: U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Papor, 166, ppe 11-31, 1932. ; 
Ven Tuyl, F. Me, nnd Lovoring, T. §., Physiographic dovelopment of the 
Front Range: Geol, Soc. Anorica, Bull., vol. 46, pp. 1291-1350, 2046-205-., ~ 
1935. 
Atwood, W. W. and Atwood, W. W. Jr., Workin= hypothesis for physiographic 

history of the Rocky Mountain rogion: Geol. Soc. American, Bull., vol. 49, pp. 
957-980, 1938. 

Middlo Rockies : . : 
Mackin, Je H., Erosional history of thd Big Horn Basin, Wyoninz. Geol. Soc. 
America, Bull. vol. 48, po. 813-894, 1937, 
Bradley, We H., Goomorphology of tho south flank of tho Uanta Mountains: 
U. S. Gool. Survey, Prof, Paper 185, pp. 167-199, 1936. . 
Eardly, Ae Je, Strong relicf before block faulting in the vicinity of tho 

Wasatch Mountains, Utah: Journ. Geology, vol. 41, pp. 243-267, 1933, 

Northern Rockics , : : 

Daly, Re Aw, The accordance of summit lovols among Alpino Motintains; Journ. 
Goology, vol. 13, pp. 110-125, 1905, 
Unpleby, Je B., An old orosion surface in Idaho: Journ. Geology, vol. 20, 
pp.139-147, 1912. ie e 
Blackweldor, Eliot, The old erosion surface in Idaho-~a criticism: Journe . 

Geology, vole 20, pp. 410-414, 1912, 
Monsfiold, G Re, Tertiary planation in Idaho: Journ. Geology, vol. 32, pp» 
A72—!87, 1924. : : ; : ; 
Ross, C. Pe, Mansffiold, G, R., and Andorson, A. Le, Erosion surfaces in Ida>s. 
discussion; Journ. Geol. vol. 38, pp. 643-651, 1930, 

Pardec, Je T., Geology and water rosources of Towmmsend Valley, Montana, U. ©. 
Geol. Survey Water Supply Paper 539, pp. 38-44, 1925, 

Scolumbia Plateau ‘ : i : 

Brotz, Je He, The Grand Coulee, pp. 3-20, 43-83, 1931; alternative hypotheses 
for channeled scablands: Journ. Goolocy, vol. 36, pp. 193-223, 312-341, 1922, 

Flint, 2. F., Origin of tho Chenoy-Palouso Scabland Tract, Washington: Geol. 
Soc. America, Bull., vol. 49, pp. 461-524, 1938.



ae Roadings, p. 2, odition 1940-41 | : : 

Allison, I. 5., Now version of tho Spokane flood: Gool. Soc. Anorica, Bull., 

vol. 44, pp. 675-722, 1933. 

Colorado Plateoau, : : ; 

Fairchild, He L., Orizin of Motcor Crater, Arizona: Gool. Soc. Ancrica, Bull., 
vol. 18, ppe “93-504, 1907; Science, vole 72, ppe 463-467, 1930. 
Blockvoldor, Bliot, The ago of Moteor Creter, Arizona: Scienco, yol. 76, ppe. 

557-560, 1932. : i ; 
Gilbort, G. X., Tho Origin of Hypothosos = : Scienco, vol. 3, pp. 1-13, 1996. 
Lobeck, As Ke, Goomorphology, pp. 705-713, 1939. 

Boutwell, W. D., The Mysterious Tombof a Giant Meteorite: Nat. Geogr. Mag., , 

vol. 53, pp. 721-730, 1928. 

Basin and Ronge 

Longwell, ©. R,, Geology of Boulder Reservoir Floor: Geol. Soc. Americ: , 
Bull., vol. 47, pp. 1470-1476, 1936; Geology of Muddy Mts., Nevada: U.S. 

: Geol. Survey, Bull. 798, pp. 135-150, 1928. 
Blackwelder, Bliot, Lowering of Playas by Deflation: Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 
221, po. 140-144, 1931; Desert Plains; Jour. Geology, vol. 39, po. 133-140, 
1931; Origin of Colorado River: Geol. Soc. Americe, Bull.,vol. 45, pp. 

551-566, 1934. 
Johnson, Douglas, Rock Planes of Arid Regions: Geogr. Review, vol. 22, 

pp. 656-665, 1932. 

Sierra-Cascade : 
Matthes, F. B., Geologic History of the Yosemite Valley: U.S. Geol. Survey 
Prof. Paper 160, pp. 22-54, 84-103, 1930. 
Hodge, E. T., Geology of the Lower Columbia River: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., - 

vol, 49, pp. 831-930, 1938. 
Waters, A. C., Resurrected Erosion Surface in Centrel Washington: Geol. Soc. 

America, Bull., vol. 50, po. 635-660, 1939. 
Atwood, W. W., Jr., Crater Lake and Yosemite through the Ages: Nat. Geogr. 

; Mag., vol. 71, pp. 347-343, 1937. 

Pacific Border 
Willis, Robin, Physiography of tho California Coast Range: Geol. Soc. Am., 

Bull., vol. 36, pp. 641-678, 1925. 
: Barbat, W. F. and Galloway, John, Sen Joaquin clay, California: Am. Assoc. 

Pet. Geol., Bull., vol. 18, pp. 481-498, 1934. 
Vickery, F. P., The interpretation of tho physiography of the Los Angeles 
coastal belt: Am. Assoc. Pot. Geol,, Bull., vol. 11, pp. 417-424, 1927: 

Conscouent streams: Am. Assoc. Pet. Gool., Bull., vel. 12, po. 515-526, 1928.



Geology 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Readings for majors in geology and geography and for graduates. 
Edition 1939-40 

Ouachitas 
Meltdn., F. A. end McGuire, F. H. The depth of the base of the 
Trinity sandstone and the present attitude of the Jumassic 
peneplain in southern Oklahoma and southwestern Arkansas: 
Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol., Bull., vol. 12, pp.1005-1014, 1928. 

Great Plains 

Alden, W. C., Physiographic developmen: of the Northern Great 
‘Piéins; Geol, Soc. America, Bull, vol, 35, pp. 385-423, 1924, 
Lugn, A. L., The Plcistoebne geology of Neoraska 

Nebraske Geol. Survey, Bull. 10, pp. 175-183, 1935. 

Southern Rockies 

Atwood, W. W., Physiogranhy and Quetorhargeoology of San Jum 
Motntains,”~>lorado: U.S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper, 166, 
pp. 11-31, 1932. : oa 

Van Tuyl, HF. M., ana Lovering, T. S., Physiogrcephic development 
of the Front Range: Gool. Soc. America, Bull., vol,46, pp.1201- 
1350, 2046-2054, 1955, : 
Atwood, W. W., md Atwood, W. W. Jr., Working hypothesis for 
physiographic history of the Rocky Mountain rogion: Geol. Soc. 
Amorica, Bull. vol. 49, pp. 957-980, 1938. 

Middle Rockies 
Meckin, J. H., Erosonal history of the Big Horn Bssin, Wyoming. 
Geol. Soc. America, Bull. vol. 48; pps. 816-894, 1937. 
Bradlcy, W. H.,Gecomorphology of the south flank of the yinta 
Mountains; U.S. Geol. Survoy, Prof. Paper 185, pp. 167-199,1936. 
Hardly, A. J., Strong relief bofore block faulting in the vicinity 
of the Wesetch Mountains, Utah: Journ. Geology, vol. 41, pp.243- 
POT, 19556 

ee 

Northern Rockies 
Daly, R. A., The accordsence of summit lavels among Alpine Mount- 

-@ins; Journs Geology, vol. 13, pps 110=125, 1905. 
Umpleby, J. B., An old crosion surface in Ideho +: Journ. 
Geolosy, vol. 20, pp. 169-347, 1912. 
Blachwelder, Eliot, The old erosion surface.in Idsho--a criticism: 
Journ. Geology, vol. 20, pp. 410-414, 1912. 
Monsfield, G. R., Tortiary plenation in Idaho: Journ. Geology, 
VOle of. pp. 472-487, 1924, 
Ross, C. P., Mansfield, G. R., and Anderson, &. L., Erosion 
“surraces in Idaho, discussion: Journ. Gcol. vol. 38, pp. 643- 
O51, 1950. 
Pardes, J. T., Geology and watcr resources of Townsend Valley, 
Montane. U.S. Geol. Survey Watcr Supply Paper 539, pp. 38-44, 
1925. 

Columbia Plateau 
Brotz, J. H.,; The Grand Coulec, pp. 3-20, 45-83, 1931; alternative 
hypotheses for channeled scablands: Journ. Gcology, bol. 36, pp. 
193-225, 312-341, 1928. 
Flint, R. F., Origin of the Cheney-Palouse Scebland Tract, Wash- 
ington: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 49, pp. 461-524, 1938.



Readings p.2 

Allison, I. 8., New version of the Spokane flood: Geol. Soc. 
Bmeriea, Bull., vol. 44, pw. 675-722, 1923. 

Colorado Platcau : 
Feirchild, H. L., Origin of Meteor Crater, Arizona: Geol. Soces 
America, Bull., vol. 18, pp. 493-504, 1907; Science, vol. 72, 
pp. 465-467, 1930. 
Blackweldcr, Eliot, The Age of Meteor Crater, Arizona: Science, 
VOL, (0, Pp.Oo1=000, 1952. 
Gilbort, G.K., The Origin of Hypotheses - : Science, vol. 3, 

pp.1-I3, 1896. 

Lobeck, A. K., Geomorphology, pp. 705-715, 1959. 
Bontwoll, W. Db., The Mysterious Tomb of a Gicnt Mcteorite: 
Wet. Geogr. Mag., vol. 535, pp.72l=750, 1928 

5 Basin and Range 
Longwell, C. R., Geology of Boulder Reservoir Floor: Geol. Soc. 
America, Bull., vol. 47, pp. 1470-1476, 1936; Geology of Muddy 
Moe., Novadas: U. S. Gool. Survey, Bull. 798, pp.155-150, 1928. 
Blackwelder, Eliot, Lowering of Playas by Deflation: am. Jour. 
Sci., vol. 221, pp.140-144, 1931; Desert Plains: Jour. Geology, 
vol. 39, pp.15G=140, 19313 Origin of Colorado River: Geol. Soe. 

America, Bull. vol.45, pp.551-566, 1954. 
Jeynson, Douglas, Rock Planes of Arid Regions: Geogr. Review, 
WOLs 225 pp. 656-665, 1952. 

Sierra-Cascade 
Mathes, . B., Geologic History of the Yosemite Valley: Uss. 
Geol. Survey Prof. Pepor 160, pp.22-54, 84-103, 1930. ‘ 

Hodge, E. T., Geology of the Lower Columbia River: Geol. Soc. 
America, Bull., vol. 49, pp.831-930, 1938. 

Waters, 4. C., Resurrected Erosion Surface in Central Washington: 
Geol. Soe. America, Bull., vol. 50, pp.635-660, 1939. 
Atwood, W. W., Jr,, Crater Iiake and Yosomite through the Ages: 
Nat. Geogr. Meg., vol. 71, pp.327-343, 1937. 

Pacific Border 
Willis, Robin, Physiogrsphy of the California coast Range: 
Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol, 36, pp. 641-678, 1925. 

Barbat, W. F. and Galloway, John, San Joaquin clay, California: 
Am. Assoc. Pet. Geol., Bull., vol. 18, pp. 431-498, 1934. 
Vickery, F. P., The interpretation of the physiography of the 
Los Angeles coastal belt: Am. assoc. Pet. Geol., Bull., vol. 11, 
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Questions on readings for majors in geology and geography and 
for graduates and on allied préblems, 

(1) Discuss two alternative ideas on origin of terraces slong 
rivers of Great Plains and foothills of “Rockies 

(8) What effect on interféretation of physiographic history of 
a mountain range has the interpretation of the smooth 

sloping uplands as pediments instead of peneplains? 
(3) Discuss fully evidence for recent faulting along (a) west 

side of the Wasatch, (b) east side of Sierras 3 
(4) Discuss alternative theories to account for the subequal 

elevations of mountain tops. 
(5) Compare merits of the theories of Allison, Bretz, and 

Flint on origin of the a 
(6) Compare origin of Grand ana Moses Cotlees with that of 

scabland to the east. : 
6?) Discuss evidence advanced by Waters on the supposed 

Cascade Peneplain, 
(8) Compare two distinct methods of glacial removal of bed 

rock including their results on mountain forms, 
(9) Of what significance to topography is a study of (a) the 
sediments of Great Valley of California and (b) Tertiary 
deposits of Great Plains. 

(10) Discuss evidences of recent faulting in Pacific Co_st and 
Basin and Range provinces, - 

(11) Discuss Willis's ideas of physiography of California 
Coast Ranges 

(12) Compare two theories of age relations of successive 
uplands in the western mountains, i.e. is highest oldest or 
youngest, 

(33 What relation may pediments of Rockies have to glaciation? 
(14) Discuss possible relation of continental Pleistocene of 

‘ Nebraska to history of Great Plains and Rockies. 
(15) Discuss validity of identification of the buried peneplaain 
under the Coastal Plain with the uplands of the Ouachitas 
and Ozarks, , 

(16) Discuss significance of the pre-ferlsylvanian surface of 
the Ozarks with respect to the present’ uplands and the 
Boston Mountains, 

(17) What evidences seem to show the relatively recent 
coming of Colorado River in Basin and Range Province? 

(18) How would continental glaciation affect the Basin and 
Range Province? to 

(19) Discuss validity of ~~ of summit levels or 
uplands in coastal mountains of western United Stated as 
dissected peneplains, 

(20) What interpretalion would now be placed on the gravel- 
covered foothills‘ of the San Juan Mts.? 

(81) List and account for six differett kinds of plains found 
in a desert region, 

(22) How does stream pattern indicate anticlinal structure in 
Los Angeles region? : 

23) Discuss Hodge's idea of origin of Columbiaf River Gorge. 
2@) List fully physiographic evidences of faults. 
25) Discuss question of pencplains vs marine terraces on 

Pacific Coast:
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100 Review Questions, 1937 
Second Semester as 

These questions include many examination questions used in the paste 
Future examination questions may be drawn from or be similar to these 

questions. : 

1. Complete the following sentences; (a) The Rocky Mountain Front was once 
buried under Tertiary sediments because (b) The High Plains once extended 
much farther morth because (¢) The High Plains once extended much farther 
east because (d) The top of the San Juan mountains is interpreted as a 
dissected peneplain because , 
2. Account for the origin and present distributior of the High Plains. 
3e Draw a generalized topographic and geologic cross section through the 
Black Hills. 
4, Outline the steps in the physiographic history of the northern Great 

. Plains. ‘ 
sms 5e Discuss the evidence for and against the presence of remnants of : 

several peneplains in the Front Range of Coloradoe 
6. Outline with diagrams the physiogravhic history of the Ozark Plateaus 
Te Outline with diagrams the history of the topography of the Southern 
Rockiese : : ‘ 
8, Draw a topographic and geologic cross section of the Rocky Mountain Front 
in (a) Colorado, (b) Glacier National Park, (c) Saype quadrangle, Montana. , 
9. Explain with diagrams four (4) possible structural explanations of the 
hogbacks with strata dipping toward the mountains which are found,in Montana. 
10, Explain the controversy over (a) the existance of a peneplain during 
the history of Northern Rockies, (b) efforts to date this surface. 
ll, Explain thy the Great Plains are separated from the Interior Lowland 

and discuss the boundary lines 
12, Explain with diagrams the history of the topography of the San Juan 

Mountains of Colorado, 
_/ 13- Illustrate by diagrams: (a) effect on topography of an overturned fold 
“ in which great differences in resistance of strata are present, (b) why 

hogbacks are present only al ong certain parts of the Rocky Mountain ,Fronte 

Give examples of bothe ei 
14, Explain the history and origin of the basin of Yellowstone lakes 

_/15¢_ Explain with diagrams two different possible histories of the Teton Range, 
Wyominge 
16. Complete the following sentences (a). The plateau topography of western 
Northern Rockies is due to (b) The Rocky Mountdn front is an erosional 
and not a constructional feature because (c) The Snake River Plain is 
level because (da) The Tertiary Basins of Northern Rockies are constructional 
in origin because (e) The mountains of Glacier National Park are more scenic 
than the Columbia Range because 
17e Describé the "scablends" andexplain the controversy over their origins 
18, Explain fully the differences in origin and topography of peneplains , 

and pediments.e _ Z f s 
19..Explain with diagrams the physiographic history ofthe Missouri Plateau. 
20, Account for(a) Boston Mts. (b) Springfield Platform (c) St. Francis 
Mtse (d) Goshen Hole (e) Hiwards Plateau, Use diagrams where needede 
21. Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Colorado Piedmont 
and Pecos Valleys
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22, Discuss the geology, structure and topography of the Parks of Colorado 
including San Iwis Valley. : 
23— Account for: (a) Devils Tower (b) Pine R¥dge (c) Raton Mesa 
(d) Race frack (e) Smoky Hills. 
24. Outline reasons for subdividing and list the subdivisions of the (a) 
Great Plains, (b) Rocky Mts., (c) Columbia Plateau, (d) Basin and Range 
provinces 
25¢ Explain the conditions requisite for the formation of badlands and locate 
two importent aroas in Great Planse 
26. Account for ihe drainage of the Wyoming Basin and give examplese 
27, Discuss tne origin and topography of the Yellowstone Plateau including 

its scenic features. 
28, Describe and account for two different kinds of escarpments in the 

Colorado Plateaue 
29. Outline the physiographic history of the Unita Mts. using latest 
interpretations 

30~ Compare the topography of the northern and southern Rockies and account 
for the differenceses : ‘ 

= 31, Account for relation of Columbia Plateau lavas to Northern Rockies 
eas including interpretation of Tertiary Basinse.. - 

32. Complete the following sentences (a) The Grand Canyon of the Colorado 
was formed in a different cycle of erosion than the execarpments of the high 
Blateau because 

(>) This.mountain range is bounded by a fault because ~ (two reasons). 
(ce) The Colorado Plateau is differentiated from the Basin and Range Province 
because = 

(a) The Henry Mts. as known to be ~ because = 
(e) Because lava of the same kind occurs both on the valley floor and the 
top of the mountain adjacent we must conclude that -— 

a. Explain the origin of the Columbia Plateau before erosione 
34—e Account for the drainage of the Columbia Plateau considering two 5 
hypothesese : 
35¢ Explain the relation of the Quichitas to the Arbuckics, Appalachians, 
Llano District, and Coastal Plaine 

/36es Accomt for three distinct types of mountains in the Colorado Plateaue 
” 37¢ Outline the physiographic history of the Ouichita Mountains using 

diagramse © . - 
38-¢ Discuss the geologic history of the Lower Colorado River and its 
significance on history of Basin-Range Provinces 

39. Discuss the "Basin Range Problem", 
4O, Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the southern 
Great Plain&Se ‘ 
41, Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Columbia Plateau 
and its included mountainse ; 
42, Outline with diagrams the physi ogranhic history of the Edwards Plateau 
and adjacent region to the northe 
U3, Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Llano District, 
Texase 
4h, What other stream may have had the same history as the Colorado River 
as now interpreted? , 
45, Discuss bearing of new interpretation of Lower Colorado River on history 

of Colorado Plateaus 
46. Discuss two distinct theories of the origin of Crater Mound or Coon 
Butte, Arizonae 

\
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47, Discuss two distinct explanations of the origin of the enclosed basins of 

the Basin and Range provinces E 
4S. Discugs the importance of wind work in the Basin and Range provinces 
9, Explain the "Second Cycle Theory" 6f the origin of Basin and Range 

topography e 2 : 
50, What physiographic evidences tell of geologically recent climatic changes 
in the Basin an@ Range province? Discuss also an alternative hypothesise 
5le Tocite oni describe severalexauglesof lascolitic mountains in : 

varying stazes of crosione woe : 
52, Discuss t~ distinct explanations of the relation of the present drainage 

to rock structure in the Colorado Plateau. — 
53¢ Discuss iwo distinct explanations of the benches within the Grand 
Canyon of the Ucloradee 

~ 54 Ovtiine with Ciagrams the stops in the physiographic history of the 

~  §lerra Nevadae . 
55, Cutline with diagrams the physiographic history of the northern and 

central Cascadese E Paes 
56, Explain the physiographic history of the Puget Sound district. 
57e Discuss two distinct explanations of the history of Crater Lake, Oregons 

os 58» Account for (a) Missouri Cotcan (bd) Llano Estacado (c) Mte Shasta , 
(a) Dominguez Hill (e) Break of the Plainso . 
59- Contrast volcanic phenomena of Cascades with those of Columbia Plateaus 
60. List physiographic evidamesAf faulting. ‘ 
61~e Locate as definitely as possible outstanding examples of sand dunes, 
triangular facet, recent volcano, cirque, arete, and other land formse 
62. Qutline with diagrams the physiographic history cf Yosemite Valley. 
63 Discuss two distinct explanations of the present course of Rio Grande 

Rivere 

64, Draw a topographic and geologic cross section through the High Plateaus 

of Utah naming the several cliffs. 5 
65, Demonstrate to a doubter that the Grand Conyon of the Colorado is the 

product of removal of material rather than depression of the grounde 

\ 66, Draw a cross section of the Grand Canyon and explain the principal 
features in their relation to the Beologye 

67¢ Discuss the boundary between the Columbia plateau and the Basin and 

Range provinces. 2 
68. Discuss evidences for and against peneplaination of the Cascadese 

69_¢ What physiographic evidences indicate recent changes of, level on the 

Pacific Coast? Explain fully. 
70. Explain the phsiographic history of the Yekima District, Washingtone 
Tle Give two possible explanations of the drowned river mouths of the 

Pacific Goaste . 
c 72, Discuss two explanations of the course of Columbia River across ,the 

Cascadese 

i Explgin the origin of the Coastal Plain of Oregon and Washingtone 
74, Discuss the problem of correlation of peneplains in the California 

Coast Ranzose 

75y What evidences indicate that mountain building is still in progress on 
the Pacific Coast? ee 

76. Summarize the physiographic history of the Los Angeles Basine 
Tle Summarize the fertures of the Lower California divisicns with what 
district to the north might it be correlated? 3 

es 78, What physiographic evidences disclose anticlinal structures in : 
Y (a) foothills of the Rockies, (b) Los Angeles Basine : 

19+ Discuss evidences of the supposed peneplains of the Sierra Nevadae 
80-. Summarize the nature of the Sacramanto Section of the Basin and Renges
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81, What topographic changes would affect the Basin and Range province where 
climate to become humid and remsin so for many thousands of yearse ., 

82. Explain the origin of the coulees of the Columbia Plateave 

/ $30, Discuss topography aud physiographic history of (a) Klamath Mtse . 
“ (bd) Oregon coast ranges 

Suu, Summarize phy sicgraphic history of the Great Valley of California. 
85, Accomit for the tact that come volcanic eruptions in western United 
States vesuliad in pealcs and others in plaitwe 
86, Gontrrss the evidence for peneplaination in (a) northern Cascades and 
(bd) Gregon Coast Fougee . 

. 87, How are hanging valleys produced? Give definite exemples of each class 
in western Usited Statess : 
8&, ‘whet has been the effect of continenta’ glaciation on the topography 

of the Grect Plains? Exnlain fully including drainaze chongese 

8S. What tomographic forms due directly or indirectly to vulcanism are 
found in the Great Plains? Locate examples of eache 

90, Account for (a) Absoraka Range (b) Morysville Bu’tes (c) San Franc‘uco 
Plateau (ad) Golden Gate (e) Lake Missovla. 

- 91, Waoat physiographic evidences demonstrate that all the displacement on a 
Giver foult is not accomplished at one time? 

92. Explain physiograghic history of Imperial Valley, California. 

93~ What evidences indicate that the through streams of the High Plains 

are agszrading their beds? What indicate the contrary? Discusse 
94. Complete the following: (a) The Rocky Mountain Front was once com 
pletely buried under alluvial fans because (b) The Ouachita Mountains were 
once buried by the coastal Plain sediments because (c) The Ozark Plateau 
was recently uplifted because (da) The San Juan Mounteins were uplifted 

seyeral times during glaciation because (e) ‘The Mountains of the Sonoran 

Desert are older than those of the Great Basin because - . 
95 How can you distinguish between a fault scarp and fault line scarp? 
96, Account for three distinct types of mountdns which rise above the 
general level of the Columbia Plateau and are surrounded by lavase : 

97 Account for the shore outline of Puget Sounde : 
98—- Discuss the different methods of origin of triangular facets or , 

truncated spurs and locate examples in western United States. 
996 Discuss the topography and history of the California Coast Rangee 

- 100. Explain and discuss two distinct hypotheses of the origin of the Canyon 

of Green River in Uinta Mountainse 

‘ 

e
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These questions include many examination questions used in the past. Future 

examination questions may be dram from or be similar to these questions. 

1.Drav a topographic and geologic cross section from where Red River crosses tho 
west line of Arkensas northeast through the St. Francis Mts, to Mississippi River. 

l—@ = Account for the erigin and presont distfrbutien of the High Plains. 
3. Dray a generalized topographic and geologic cross section through the Black 
21-186 

ol Outline the steps in the physiographic history of the northern Great Plains. 
ee Discuss the field evidence which leads to the conclusion that thore have been 

not less than tvo cyeles of erosion in Idaho during the Tertiary Period. 
6~ Discuss the evidence which can be used to attach geologic dates to the Idaho 
enoplains. (Use diagrams, ) : = 

i vt Outline with diagrams the history of the topography of the Southern Rockies, 
8 Drav a topographic and geologic cross section of the Rocky Mountain Front in 

Sorel {a) Golorado, (b) Glacier National Park, (¢} Saype quadrangle, Montana, 
9. Hxplain with diagrams four (4) possible structural oxplomations of the hog~ 
backs with strata dipping toward the mountains which aro found in the Saypo quad~ 
rangle, Montana, 
10. What two causes may have accounted for the alternate aggradation and dograd- i 
tion of tho Great Plains? 

cYile Explain why the Great Plains are separated from the Interior Lowland md 
discuss this boundary line. 
12, Explain with diagrams the history of the topography of the San Juan Mountcins 
of Golorados : 

| sf 138 Illustrate by diagraas: (a) eficct on topography of on overturned fold in 
‘\( which groat differences in resistance of strata are prusent,'(b) why hogbacks are 

present only slong cortain parts of the Rocky Mountain Front. Give examples of : 
both of above locating as definiicly as possiblo. : 

' 14, Exploin the history cnd origin of the basin of Yellowstone Lako, ; 
if 15. Explain with diagrams two different possible histories of the Teton Range, ; 

: Wyoming. : 
. = 16. Give very bricfly tho essential facts about the major topographic features, 4 

: including their origin, which « traveller might see going in a nearly straight ; 
line from Choyenue, Wyoming to Solt Lake City, Utch; from Salt Lake City to San : 
Freneisco; from Sheridan, Wyoming to Walla Walla, Washington; from Walla Walla ‘ 
to Svatktie. ; 
17, Same as above question for (2) Dallas, Texas to Tucson, Arizona; (b) Tucson 
to Son Diego, California, (c) San Antonio, Texas north through Black Hills to . 
Gonadion border; (d) Colorado Springs, Golorado.to Los angeles, California 

y 18. Where in Western U. S. could you find one example, located as definitely as 
possible, of sand dunes, ridges duc to overturned folds, young lava plain, : 

s \(©) exhumed pre~Gembricn poncoplain forming proseunt surface, Dakota hogback, young 
\ volcanic cone, aciive volcano, moderately dissected lava flows not mountains, : 

erosional escarpment in nearly horizontal strata, fault scorpy fault lino scarp, 
dissected alluvial plain, young clluvial plain, cirque, mattorhorn, aroto, 
exhuucd Pennsylvanian poneplain, bolson, playa, basin onelosed by delta, 
structural basin oxtonding below sea level, throe-story valloy, rock stop, 
granito dome, abondoned waterfall, block mountain, flatiron, oxhumcd pro-Cambire 
monadnock, sand dunes over brgo droa, Locss plains, uneroded lake plain, cirgu’ 
in approximatcly horizontal strata,trianglar facet, laccolithic mountain, 
dome mountain, poneplain romeant proseryod undor Lava flow, abandonod lako boa 
caldera, meteor crator, canyon due to sprix sapping, valloy duo to glacial st. 
diversion (iomparary), river valloy ha ae divortod stroam, glacial 1 ne 
basin, suporimposed stream, antocodant stroam, stroam diversion duo to Lava flo i 
19, xplain birofly tho uni que topographic footuros and thoir origin which sci.» 5 
to make Glacior Notional Park ottracbive to visitors. a
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20. Explain geologic reasons for the fact that the Grand Canyon of the Colorado 
is so much more popular with visitors than are other large canyons of the West, 
21. Outline with diagrams tho physiographic history of the Golorado Picdmont. 
22. Explain rbricfly with diagrams the origin and geologic structure of Boston 
mise, Goshen Holo, Son Juan lits, Col., North Park, Broak of the Plains, Pine Ridgo 
escerpmont, Solorado Picdmont, High Flains, Edwards Platoau, Cotoay du Missouri, 
Sand Hill district of Nebraska, tepoo buttes, Llano district,°San Luis Valloy, 
Woodie Mts, Gol., Absoraka Mts, Beartooth Mts, Yellowstono Platoau, Wasatch Mise, ~ 
Bittorroot Mts, Lewis Range, Blue Mts, Oregon, Siorra Nevada, Soast Range of Oregon, 
Cascade Mts,including a volcanic peak, 2 typical Basin Rango, range in Sonoran 
Desert, Greet Velley of California, Puget Sound region, Olympic Mts., coast of 
Oregon, Yosemete Valley, Crater Lake, southern Cascades, Grand Canyon at Kaibab 
Platcou, Marblo Gorgo, Grand Canyon with Esplinado, Sun Francisco Mts.,Zuni Mts., 
Grater Mound, The Solatario, Chuska hits., border between Basin and Rango and 
Ate Plateau north of Colorado River, sawe south of Colorado River in Arizona. 
(23,) Where and what are (bo brief): Springfield platform, Wichita Mts., Arbucklos, 
Devils Yowun, fost Elk Mts., Rod Hills, Gros Vontre Range, Callahan Divide, 
Novdles Mts., Sen Francisco iits., Roya} Gorgo, Rabbit Ears Mts., Little Rocky 
Iits., Race Track, Front Rango, San Juan lits., Salem Platform, Pino Ridge Escarp~ 

= ment, Raton mosas, Sypress Hills, Smoky Hills, Owyheo Mts., Park Plateau, Las 
Vegas Platcau, Pecos valloy, Comanche PlatoaY Llano Estacado, Big Guowy litse, {2 
Cragy lts., Sawatch Range, Whate River Platofu, Axial Basin, Carbon Basin, Great eS 
Divide Basin, Purcell Tronch, Flcathoad Lako, Crators of tho Moon, Thousand 
Springs, Deer Lodgo valley, High Siorra, Mt. Shasta, Mt. Whitnoy, Owons Lake, 
Lake Taho, Puget Sound, Coos Bay, Yosemdte Valloy, Hurrican@Ledge, Sam Dornardino 
Range, Lake Tulare, Marysville Buttes, Klamath Mts., lt. Stuart, Tularosa Basin, 
Scablands, Kaibab Platcau, Aquarius Plateau, Lako Lahontan, Lako Bonmvillo. 
24 Outline reasons for subdividing and list the subdivisions of the (a) Groat 

y Plains, (b) Rocky Mts., (c) Golumbia Plateau, (d) Basin and Range provinco. 
+85, ‘Explain the conditions requisite for tho formation of badlands and locato two 

important areas in Grect Plains. : : 
26, account for who drainage of the Wyoming Basin, Give cxamples.i~ 

(a7. Discuss the origin and topography of the YoLllowstone Platoayincluding its 
scenic foaturos. 

28. Discuss the offoct of mountain glaciation on scenic features and contrast 
= with offoct of continental glaciation of mountains. ; 

ge 29. Outline the physiographic history of the Unita lits. 
V0 Compare the topography of tho northern and southern Rockies and account for +1 

difforoncos, 

ro Discuss the controversy ovor the Tertiary Basins of. Idaho and Mowtana, 
« Wert offoct do the rocks of the Columbia Plateau have on its sconic foatures? 

Bie. Explain the origin of the Golumbia Platoau before erosion, b 
= Reap- spect: for the drainage of the Columbia Platcau considoring two hypothesos,” 

* Explain ye relation of the Ou&chitas to the Arbuckles, Appalachians, Llano 
District, and Goastal Plain. : 
36. Discuss the oxtensions of tho Arbuckle Mountains. 

87. Outline tho physiographic history of tho Ow&chita Mountans using diagrams. 
38. Outlino with diagrams the physiograpic history of tho Wichita Mountains. 
39. Outline with diagrams tho physiographic history of the Ozark Platea, 
40.) Outlino with dicgrams the physiographic history of tho southorn Groat Plain . 

pes Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Solumbia Plateau 
and its included mountains. 
42. Outlino with dicgrams the physiographic history of tho Edwards Plated’ and 
edjacont rogion to the north. 
4 Outline with dicgrams the physiographic history of the Llano District, T. 

Discuss the mothod usod in detormining the goologic agos of tho poneplai) 
OF the Southern Rockios. 
45. Ds cuss ovidences of mountain gl<cors in the westorn mountains, including 
their distriwution and the reason for concluding thet sorveral distinct glacii.ioas 
havo takon place, 5 : }
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. 46% Discuss two distinct theories of the origin of Crater Mound or Coon Butte, 

Lzona 
+ Discuss two distinct oxplanations of the origin of the enclose: basins 9 

irs Basin and Range province. : 

38. Discuss tho importance of wind work in the Basin and Aango provinco. h 

‘49, Explain the "Sucond @yelc Thoory" of tho origin of Basin and Range topography. 

50. Whet physidgraphic cvidencss tull of goologically rocont climatic changes 

ja tho Basin and Rango province? Discuss also an altornative hypothosis. 

(Bre Discuss two distinct oxplanations of tho origin of tho moufbaisis of tho 

fin and Rango province. 

2. Piscuss two distinct cxpLevwtions of the rolation of tho present drainago to 

Pock strucéuro in tho Solorado Platcau. ‘ 

293. Discuss tvo distinct oxplanations of tho benches within the Grand Ganyon of 

“theo Colorado. mm : 

54. Outlinc with diagrams tho stops in tho physiographic history of tho 7 

Novada. 
—55, Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of tho northern and contral 

“>>. , Gaseados. 
\gb56. Explain the physiographic history of tho Puget Sound district. 
YOST. Discuss two distinct oxplanations of the history of Crater Lake, Orogon. 

= (58.) Dosceribo and illustrate with cross soctions tivo difforont kinds of boundury 

7 botwoen the Colorado Pletvau and tho Basin ond Rango provincos ‘ 

259. Explain tho origin of mountain pedimonts in Bowin and Range provinco. 4 

List physiographic cvidenecs of faulting. “ed, ; 3 
How may alluvial fans bo distinguished from iments? / : : 

~ 62. O,tline with diagrams tho physiographic history of Yosomite Valloy. 
636 Piscuss two distinct oxplantions of the prosemt course of Rio Grandoe ®ivor, 
64, Draw a toppgraphic ond guologie cross suction through tho High Platoaus of 

Upah neming tho sovoral cliffs. ‘ 
65.) Domonstrate to a doubter that the Grand Canyon of the Golorade is tho product 
of romovel of material rather than depression of tho ground. ; 
66. Draw « cross scetion of the Grand Canyon and oxplain tho pr¢ncipal foatures 

in thoir relation to the goology. 
a er Discuss the boundary betwoon the Columbia plateau and tho Basin and Range 

3 province, 
68.) Biscuss ovidences for and against the ponoplaination of tho Gascados. os 

ss. What physiographic evidences indicate recent changes of level on the Pacifie\l ) 
Goast? Explain fully. 
#0, Explain the physiographic history of the Yakima District, Washington. 

q Discuss the nature and origin of the Scublands, : 
= + Outline with diagrams the physiographic history of the Arbuckle Mountains. 

ry Explain the origin of the Soastal Plain of Oregon.and Washington. 
_ %. Discuss the problem of correlation of peneplains in the Galifornia Soast 

4 Ranges. 
i, What evidences indicate that mountain building may still be in progress on 1’ 

Pacifie Coast? ; 
bs Sumuarize the physiographic history of the Los Angeles Basin.()) 

; (%) Summarize the features of the Lower California division; with what distr: 

9 the north might it be correlated? 
a What physiographic evidences disclose anticlinal structures in (a) foothi re 

Of the Rockies, (b) Los 4ngeles Basin. 
79. Discuss evidences of the are poeed peneplains of the Sierra Nevada. 

80. Summarize the nature of the Sacramento Section of the Basin and ange ; 
A814) What topographic changes would affect the Dasin and Range province w'.e 
climate to become humid and remain so for many thousands of years. ve 
82.) Explain the origin of the coulees of the Solumbia Plateau. 
83. Explain why in some mountain ranges the adjustment of drainage 
to rock character and structure is closer than it is im others,



Second semester review questions, pe 4 
/ i 

ade Summarize physiographic history of the Great Valley of California. 
(Bb “&ecount for the fact thet some volcanic eruptions in westerqUnited States 

resulted in peaks and others in plains, 
86, What is the physiographic segnificance of a row of hot springs? ixplain 
fully : 

(0 83a How are hanging valleys produced? Give definite examples of each class in 

western United “tates. L£ 
»« what has been the effect of continental glaciation on the topography of th (10 

Korte Plains? Explain ful.y including drainago changoss 
Ife What topographic forms due directly or indirectly to vulcanism are found in 

the Great Plains? Locate. examples of oach. 
90, Describe the physiographic features taken advantage of in building the : 

tailroad from Sheyenne, Wyoming to fieno, Nevada. 
you. What physiographic evidences demonstrate that all the displacement on a given 

fault is not accomplised at one time? 
92. Have the Rockics been elevated above the Great Plains in relatively recxnt 

time? Discuss fully. : 
<= (93) whet evidences indicate that the through streams of the High Plains are 

z Ggrading thoir beds? Wmt indicate the contrary? Piseuss. 
94.) what ovidenees in the field indic:te more than one cyclo of erosion in the y 

- development of the present topography of the Soiorado Platcaue sa 
05.) How could you distinguish between a fault scarp and a fault line scarp? (8) 

. USe diagrams and locate definite examples of each in western U. Se , 
y 96. . Account for three distinct types of mountains which rise above the general 

- lavel of the Golumbia Plateau anu sre surrounded by lav 
Age Account for tho shore outline of Puget Sound, (4) 

88.) Discuss the dificrent methods of origin of triangu facets or truncated 
gptrs ond locate examples in western United States. ‘ 
99. Discuss the topography and origin of the Raton Mosas 
100. Explain ond discuss two distinct hypothoses of the origin of the Sanyon of 

Ladore in Uinta Mountains,



GEOLOGY 130 A eres 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH# UNITED STATES ; 
100 Review questiong setond semester 

1. Dray a topographic and geologic cross section from where Red River crosses / 
the west line of Arkansas northeast throughthe St. Francis Mis, to the Mississippi 

2. account for the origin and present distibution of the High Plains 4 
3. Where and what are (give physiographié significance’ ofeach): (a) Devils f 

; Tower, (b) Goshen Hole, (c) Pine Ridge escarpment, (d) Edwards Plateau, (e) Raton 
mesas 

4. Uhere and what are (a) Balcones escarpment, (b) Colorado Piedmont, (c) Break 
of the Plains, (d) Boston Mts., (e) Springficld Platform, (f) Salem Pletform 

5. Draw a geologic and topographic cross section of the Black Hills. labeling v 
all principal features s 
6. Discuss in outline form the physiographic history of the northern Great Plains ~~ 
7. Discuss the field. evidence which leads to the conclusion that there have beor. 

not less than two cycles of erosion in Idaho during ghe Tertiary Poridus including / 
the evidences ashich have boon used to date the times of complotion of these cyclos 

8. Outline with diagrams having explations with them the history of the topog-—  v 
raphy of the Southern Rockivs and adjacent Great Plains sin’ the uplift of the 

as Cretaceous strata e 
a 9, “hore and what are: (a) Front Range, (b) San Juan Mts., (c) North Park, (d) ~~ 

Rocky Mountain Poneplain, (vo) Pikes Poak 
10. Whore and what are: (a) Garden of the Gods, (b) Ute Pass, (c) Goldon Musas, 
(a) San Luis Valloy, (ce) Shaws Park, (f) Low Park 

gf tl Dray two cross sections showing the gvology and topography of the Rocky lioun- 

‘tain Front in (a) Colorado and (b) Glacier National Park 
12. “hat physiographic roason makes the Moffat Tunnel an important route between 

Denver and the west? 
13. what two causos may have accounted for the alternate aggradation and degra~,/-~ 

dation of the Great Plains? Use diagrams 
14. Go at least two distinct rocsons for dividing the Great Plains from the we 
Interior Lowlands amd the Coastal Plain od include a discussion of the vastern 
boundary of the Great Pleins 
15. Explan several important differences in topography and rock structure botvomn 
the average mountein rengo of the Basinynd Renge province md a range in the 

Southern Rockics : 
‘ 16. Namo, loceto, and account for four difforont typos of mountains within the 

area of tho Coloredo Platocu 

17. Account for two difforont types of uscutpmmts betwoon plateaus of the Coloraio 

V Platocu and tell how they may be distinguishcod both on map and in tho ficld 

8. Discuss two separate theories of tho origin of Goon Butto or ictoor iit., 

Arizona 
V19. Dra: a eross section of the Grend Ccnyon of theo Colorsdo shoving sand noming 

the rock formations and account for the roletion botweon rock character and 

/ topography : 
20. Do tho game as above for tho High Platvuaus of Utah : 

/ 21. Explain ond tell whero the following may be found in Colorado Plotoag or 
/ Groot Besin: (a) Feult secarp, (b) trianguler facet, (c) alluvial fon, (d) bolsou, 

(co) henging valloydue to other ecuses than gleciation 
226 Expleinand toll where oach may bo found in Color-do Platoay or Basin and 

J Rango Province: (2) salt lcko, (b) fresh Laks, (c¢) voleanic conv, (4) block moun- 
tein, (c) monocline, : fo Feo re 
23. Explain and toll whore onch may bo found in Colorado Plateau or Basin and 

Rengo Province: (<) poneplein under lava flow, (b) laccolithic mountains, (c) 

domes mountein, (ad) anticlincl velloy, (2) orosioncl oscarpmont in horizontal buds 

24, Whore and what cro: (c) Sim Aephoal Svoll, (b) Vormilion Cliffs, (c) Zuni 

Mise, (4) San Frencisco Hts., Arizona, (2) Keibch Plateau ; 

25, Waoro ond whet are: (2) Bright Angle Crock, (b) “asatch Mts., (c) Zuni salt



Revicw quostions, svcond somester, 2 

va. : 
Lako, (d) Najo Mt., (0c) Zilh-lo-jini Mosa 
26. chore avd what aro: (a) Chuska lits., (b) Dolores Plateau, (c) Hury lits., 
(d) Marble Genyon, (v) Uint- its. 
27% Namo in the wostorn U. &. (2) two widely separated rogions of sand dunos, 
(o) tuo rugged mountein ranges consisting of cpzroximetely horizontcl svdiments 
28. Locate in wostern U. S. several mountain rangos which show strongly markud 

fontures duo to local glacistion 
29s Locate in vostern U. S(dthres separate locclitios shore alluvial fons aro 

boing formod end (b) two arves whore there has cortcinly boon vulecnism in 

postglacial timo 
30. Locate in vostern U. 5. a place whore old alluvicl fans aro now boing romoved ~ 

becouse of change in climcaio 
31. Gompare the Columbia and Colorado Pletcaus as to structure, bed rocks, stago 
in the crosion cyclo, amd gonorcl physiogrephic history 
32. Compare the Black Hills «ith the Central Deonuded Rogion (Contral Minoral 

Region) of Texas as to topography and physiogravhic history va! 
33. Exploin vic structure ond origin by mecns of cross sections of : («) Puget 
Sound, (b) wasatch 1%., (c) Creter Lake, (d) Grand Coulou, (c) Velloy of Cali- 

: fornia eee 
34. Dray 2 cross section from tho crust of ths Colorado Ets. noar Donvor vast to : 

contrel ‘iisconsin end show (a} pro~Combricn ponoplanc, (b) High Pleins, (c) 
Colorcdo Picdwont, (d) Brock of tho Plains, (v) Osage Plains, (f) border of 
glaciated aroa, (g) bordurs of Driftluss droa, (hn) border of Young Drift, (i) 
Low Plains, (j) Rocky 1. Ponoplane with monadnocks 

: 35. Discuss the evidences which show that the mountain ranges of the Basin ani 
Range Province are mainly due to block faulting 
‘36° Discuss the physiographic history of the Grand Ganyon region using diagrams 
37. Tllustrate the physiographic history of the Great Basin with diagraus. Begin 
with completion of folding 

GF eee: 38. Discuss the physizgrapnic history of Crater Lake, Oregon using diagrams 

39. Outline the physiographic history of Yosemite Valley, California, using dia- 
grans fake 
40. Discuss the history and explations of origin of Lake Bonneville 
41. dhat field evidences are ther of relatively recent uplift and depression of ‘be 

land along the Pacific coast? 
ee 92! f2, Draw a cross section of the Sierra Nevada Mountains to illustrate their origin 

‘ Vand explain their physiographic history 
43. Discuss evidence of foraer peneplaination of the Cascade Mountains 

44, Discuss the origin and nature of the Great Valley of California 
45. where and what are: (a) Grand Coules, (b) lioses Luke, (c)"Ehe Potholes", 
(d) Hount Rainier, (e) Klawath Lake 
46. “hemand wat are: (a) Lake Tahoe, (b) Death Valley, (c) Lake Lahontan, 
(da) Garson Sink, (s) Hurricane Ledge 
47. axplain the topgraphic changes due to momtain glaciation 
48. 4ccount for the differences in the lower limit of glacial cirques in differ:nt 
western mountain ranges 
49, Ho? may the differonce between glacial deposits in a mountain valley and Lond 

slide deposits be detormincd? 
V 50, Explain two hypotheses of the origin of the Canyon of Ladoro 

oe 51. Explain the cow se of liissouri River in its rolation to pruglacial drainage 
| 52, Discuss the cvidencos for and against the explanation of tho uplands of the 

Ozark region as dissoctod pone vlains 

53. what is the relation botiroon the Ouachitas ond tho Folded Appalachians? 
54. what differences in rock structure betwoon tho Ouachitas and the Folded 

Appalachians? 

55. Hoy do overturned folds affect tho intorprotction of structure from (a) ridges 

on flonks of folds, and (b) noses of folds? Use diagrams



Review questions, svcond somoster, 3 

_£- x 56. Account for tho Colorcdo Piedmont and state where other similar features oceur 
oo 57 Account for (a) Chicf 1%., (b) Highwood iits., (c) Littlo Rocky lits., (d) 

Cypress Hills, (c) Cotocu du ilissouri Use dicgrams ; 
58. Account for throe distinct types of clovetions which rise abovo tho goneral Vv 
Lovel of the Columbis Platceau but which aro ontiroly surrounded by lavas 

/ —~—ome 59¢ Discuss the nature and origin of tho "Secblinds" 
¢ 60. Explain tho origin ond give Location of oxamplos of (a) flatrions, (b) hog~ 

2 X pvacks, (c) incised mecndors, (a) goysurs, (2)playes oh 
y y 61. Account for the shore outline of Puget Sound 

“ 62, Drow a cross section from the Olympic Mts. cast to the Grost Plains showing 

structure and physiographic foeturus 

fe 63. whore and what aro: (c) Marysville Buttes, (b) Uslhour Leke, (c) Payotte 
we “ Leko, (d) Bluo lite. of Oregon, (0) Tho! > Red Vallcy 

64. whore ond what aro: tt Tulare Lako, (b) Los dngolos Basin, (c) Sata Lucia 
Rango, (c) Klamath ifts. 
65. Illustrate by a sketch the relation of the two ancient peneplains of western 

Idaho to the Golumbia Plateau : 
~~ 66, Account for the fact that some volcanic eruptions in the western U. S. resulted a 

5 : in peaks and others in plains; give illustrations of each 

~ 67. Outline the phwsiographic history of the Cascades using cross sections 4 

cr 68. Outline the aacsis history of the Colunbia Plateau using cross sections 4 

x yy 69. Draw a series of block diagrams to illustrate progress of erosion along a ee 

(, fault scarp 
70, Can triagular facets be formed othervise than by faulting? Explain and tell 

how distinguished. 
7l. Locate and d escribe the coastal plain of the Pacific coast A 
72. what and where are: (a) Olympic Mts., (b) Rift Valley, (c) Klamath River, 
(d) Willamette Valley, (eo) Pitt Valley ; 
73. Discuss evidence for and against peneplanation in the Coast Ranges «\,Qyr © 
74, shat is the physiographic significance of a line of hot springs? ; 
75. Describe the »rigin end drainage history of Yellowstone Lake and the Grand 

Canyon of the Tellowstone. 

76. Discuss the origin of the soils of the Columbia Plateau J 

77. «nat is ment by "Basin Range structure"? 
78. Discuss the physiographic evidences of dome structure and give examples in 

a, . vestorn U. S. 
79. «mat physiographic evidence demonstrates that movement on faults seldom takes 

place all at one time : 
7 80. Discuss two hypotheses to account for the course of Colorado River 

SS 81. State the evidence of past climatic changes in the Basin and Renge Province 

f giving their relation to glaciation 
82. what has boon the offect of continental gl-ciation on the topography of tho 

Groat Pleins? ’ : 
== x 83. what has buen tho effect of vuleanism on thy topography of the Groat Plains? 

Y 84. what has boson tho offoct of mountain glociction on the topography of the 

Groat Ploins? 
85. Describe tho process of formation of the gravel slopes at the bese of many 
mountcin ranges of the vestern U. 5. 
86. why is the Ozark structural domo not like the Nashvilloe Basin? f 

4 87. Explain the physiograpnic history of the Impvrical Velloy, California v 
88. Account fort (a)ib-eSnrsba., (b) Llano Estacads, (c) absoraka Range, (4) 
Bittorroot iits., (ce) Rocky i%. Tronch Locate cach 

| === 89. Account for tho f>rmation of "Bad Londs" and locate oxamp}os 

90. Discuss two difforont types of present dey stroams found in the Groat Plains 

91. Discuss tho origin and significanco of the Lampasas. Plain and Edvards Platuiu 

0 92. Discuss origin of: (x) Littlo Bult Mt., (b) Highwood lits., (c) . as 
/ x Mts., (d) St. Francis itts., (0) Arbucklo kits. Sonscrncrdino



Review questions, second semester, 4 

/) \{ 93. Discuss the differences in structure and topography of the Southern Rockies 

|V and the Folded Appalachians of Pennsylvania 
94, where and what are: (a) Great Falls Lake, (b) Shonkin Sag, (c) Sweetgrass 
Hills, (a) Pecos Valley, (ec) Callahan Divide 
95. Describe the physiographic features along the route of the Union Pacific- 
Central Facific route from the east side of the Rockies to San Francisco, pointing 

out those which favored the early construction of the railroad 
96. dhat physiographic feature seems most to have aided the construction of 
railroads and highways through the Northern Rockies? Explein its origin and ; 

features os 
97. Give localities and ovidence of volcanic oruptions in the western U. S. within 

historic timos : 
98. #hat conditions in a bolson favor the development of artesian wolls? Same 

: for the Golumbia Plateeu, Great Valley of California, and Los dAngolos Basin ‘ 
99. Sxplain why somo western lakes aro si*t and others fresh 43! we 
LO0@Explain why somo investigators concluded that the thicknoss of gravel in 
@ bolson is slight.,bjExplain why this gravel diffors from the kind of gravel 

, found in “isconsin 

Examination questions will be dram from or be similar to thuse questions. 

"go" 

¢ i



Geology 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Calendar, 2nd Semester, 1940-41 

Text for first two weeks--Fenneman, Physiography of Eastern United States; after~ 
wards Fenneman, Physiography of Western United States. New students need not 
purchase the former book. Special readings for majors in geology and geosrephy 

and for graduates on another list. 
oe 

Feb. 10 Organization 7 Exem 
12 Ozarks 631-647 9 Colorado Plateau 274-291 
14 647-662 11 291-306 

17 Ouachitas 663-676 14 306-325 
19 676-689 16 Discussion 
21 Great Plains 1-16 18 Basin and Range 326-340 

24 16-37 28 340-355 

26 37-50 30 355-373 

Oe 50-69 May 2 373-390 

Mar. 3 69491 5 390-395 
5 Southern Rockies 92117 7 Discussion 
7 117-132 9 Exam 

10 Exam--room to be announ- 12 Sierra-Cascade 396-409 
cod 14 409—427 

12 Wyoming Basin 133-149 16 427-441 
14 Middle Rockies 150-165 

19 Pacific Border 442-458 
17: 166~182 21 458-471 
19 Northern Rockies 183-197 23 472-486 

21 197—=211 

26 486-500 
24 Discussion; 211-224 28 500~510 

ced 26 Columbio Plateau 225~237 

28 23584251 June 2 Review 

4 Review 

Bl 251-264 6 Review Bee 
Apr. 2 - 2646273 

4 Discussion 16 Final Exam 8 A. M. room to be 
announced ; 

Laboratory reports due (no extensions wless arranged for in advance:) Ozerks | 
Feb. 19, Ouachitas Feb. 26, Great Plains Mar, 12, Southern Rockies Mar. 26, Wyoming 
Basin and Middle Rockies Apr. 2, Northern Rockies Apr. 16, Columbia Plateau Apr. 30, 

Colorado Plateau May 7, Basin and Range May 21, Sierra=Cascade June 4, Pacific 
Border and map June 13. 3 

Those taking 5 credits will be assigned to 4 hours por week laboratory work. Rog = 

lur hours are T-Th 8-10, 9~11, or 1:30-3:20; M-~W 9-11, ;



Geology 150 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 
Calendar, 2nd Semester, 1939-40 

Text for first two weeks--Fenneman, Physiography of Eastern United 
States; afterwards Fenneman, Physiography of Western United States. 
New students need not purchase the former book. Special readings 
for ome in geobogy and geography and for graduates on another 
sheet. 

Pebs 5 Or, anization Apres’: 2 Exam 
y Ozarks 631-647 5 Colorado Plateau 274-291 
S 647-662 5 291-306 

ie Quachitas 665-676 8 306-323 
14 676-689 10 Discussion 
16 Great Plains 1-16 ie Basin and Range 326-340 

1¢. 16-37 22 340-355 
meats 2; 57-50 24 355-373 

23 50-69 26 373-3290 

26 6-91 29 390-395 
28 Southern Rockies 92-117 May 1 Discussion 

Mar. 1 117-152 3 Exam 

4 Exam--room to be announ- 6 Sierra-Cascade 396-409 
ced 8 409-427 

6 Wyoming Basin 155-149 10 427-44) 
8 Middle Rockes 150-165 

13 Pacific Border 442-458 
a 166-182 15 458-471 
13 Northern Rockies 183-19" 7 472-486 
15 197-211 

; 20 480-500 
18 Discussion Al +7 22 500-510 
20 Columbia Plateau /225-237 24 Review 
22 258-251 : 

27 Review 

: 20 251-264 29 Review 
ae 264-275 ol Revicw 

29 Discussion 
June 11 Final Exam 8 A.M. room 

to be announced 

Laboratory reports due (no extensions unless arranged for in ad- 
vance:) Ozarks Feb. 14, Ouachitas Feb. 21, Great Plains Mar. 6, 
Southern Rockies Mar. 20, Wyoming, Basin and Middle Rockies Mar. 27, 
Northern hockies Apr. 10, Columbia Plateau Apr.24, Colorado Plateau 
May 1, Basin and Range May 15, Sicrra-Cascade May 29, Pacific Border 
and map June 5.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 
Calendar, 2nd Semester, 1939 

Where not stated, pages in Fenneman, Physiography of Western United States. 
References in ( ) for graduates and majors in geography or geology who will 

be asked questions on them both in class and exams 

Feb. 6 Organization Apr. 3 Exam 
8 Great Plains 1-16. 5 Colorado Plateau 274-291 

10 16-37 7 (Geogr. J. $1; 227-248; Sci. 
72: 463-467; Nat. GM. 53: 

15 31-90 721-730) 
15 50-69 
17 69-91 (G.S.A. 35; 385-423) 10 291-306 

12 306-320 
20 Southern Rockies 92-107 14 320-323 (A.J-S.(4) 24, 109-129) 

= 24 108-117 (G.S.A. 49: 957-980) 

Recess 

27 (Bull. 730: 1-17; G.S.A. 46, 
1291-1350, 2046-2054) 24 Basin and Range 326-340 

iar. 1 117-132 (pep. 166: 11-31) 26 340-355 (JG. 39: 133-140; 
3 Exam Geogr. R. 22: 656-665) 

28 355-373 
6 Wyoming Basin 133-149 
8 Middle Rockies 150-166 (G.S.A. May 1 373-390 (Bull. 798: 135-150; 

4g, 313-s9)) GeS.Ae 47: 1470-14-76; G.S.A. 
10 166-182 (P.P. 185: 167-199; J.G. 45: 551-566) 

41, 243-267) 3 390=595 
5 Exam 

13 Northern Rockies 133-197 

(Je Ge 13: 105-125; E.G. 11: 8 Sierra Cascade 396-409 
697-740) 1o 409-427 (Coombs; U.Wash. Bull. 

a 15 197-211 (J.G. 32: 472-487) 3, 191-210; P.P. 160: 22-54, 
17. 211-224 (3.6. 37: 747-764: reiie 

W.S.P. 539, 38-4) 12 4e7-bl1 (G.S.A. 49; 831-930; 
Nat. Geog. Mag. 71: 327-343) 

20 Columbia Plateau 225-237 

22 238-251 15 Pacific Border 442-459 
24 251-264 17. 448-71 

19 4e7-US6 (A.AP.G. 18: 487-98) 
27 (Grand Coulee by Bretz; 3-20, 

43-83; J.G. 36, 193-223, 312- 22 486-500 (G.S.A. 36: 611-678) 
341) 24 500-510 (A.A.P.G.11: 417-Halls 

29 «264-273 (G.S8.A. 44: 675-722; A.A.P.G. 12: 515-526) 
G.S.A. 4g, 461-5 2h) 26° Review 

31 Review 

29 Review 
31 Reivew 

June 2 Review 

i Sets e ; June 12 Final exam SA.M. Room to be 
: ee announced. 

Notice for five credit students: 

Map showing provinces, subdivisions, all quadrangles, etc. will be checked with 

AYSEE PURTES robs Bot “soutlern BodlasepaPee Bits aff neces Bl" BoP SREP: 
Rockies Apr. 3; Columbia Plateau Apr. 24; Colorado Plateau May 1; Basin-Renge 
May 153 Sierra Cascade May 29; Pacific Border June 9.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Calendar, end Semester, 1937-38 

Where not states pages in Fenneman, Physiography of Western U. 8. References in 
( ) for graduates and majors in geography or geology who will be asked questions on 

them both in class and exams. 

Feb.7 Organization “cy Exam : 
J Ozark Plateau, Bowman 461-155 (Mo. 6 Colorado Plateau 274-291 

G.S. 10:15-63, 94-109;A4.G.27: 25-47) & (Geogr.J. S1: 227-248; Sci 72: 463- 
1l Oughita Mts. Bowman 455-456; Bull. 67; Nat. GM. 53; 721-730) 

808; 4-21, 136-148 (AAPG 15: 991-997, 
1016-1029, 1044-1054) - uae 

2 * = 

14 Great Plains 1-16 15 20-32 (ATS. (4) 24: 109-129 
16 ¥16-37 (Heb.G.S. 10:24-31, 81-91, ae eS 

128-155) 25 Basin and Range 326-340 
18 37-50 27 *30-355 (T.G. 39: 133-140; Geogr. 

R. 22: 656-665) 
oe ed 29 355-373 : 23 69-91 (G.S.4. 35: 385-423) : : 

=) Sauber Gages 2e-807 May 2 373-390 (Bull. 798% 135-150; G.S.A. 
28 108-117 (Bull. 730:1-17; G.S.A. 46: - La G.S.A.45: 551-566) 
_* Legi- 046-2054 : 91-1350, 2046-205)) 2 

Mi ~ P.P. : 11-31) - CBs Sete 13-583 9 Sierra-Cascade 396-1109 
11 *409-427 (Mt. Ranier Nat. Park: 

7 Wyoming Basin 133-149 * 191-210: P.P. 160: 22-54, 84-103) aaa 
: 9 Middle Rockies 150-165 (G.S.A. 48: 13 4e7—-Uu1 (G.S.A. 47; 1809-1830; . 

813-890) Nat. G. Ms 71: 327-343) 
11 166-182 (P.P. 185: 167-199; J.G. 41: 

2434267) 16 Pacific Border 442-458 
13 458-471 

14 Northern Rockies 183-197 (J.G. 13: 20 472-N86 (G.S.A. 36; 641-678; 
110-125; E.G. 11: 697-740) A.A.P.G. 18: 487-498) 

16 *197-211 (J.G. 32: 472-487) 
7 18 211-224 (5.6. 37: 747-764; W.S.P. 23 436-500 : 

539: 38-44) 25 *500-510 (A.A.P.G. ue 417—hels 
AwAePeGe 123 515=52 21 Columbia Plates 225-237 ra 

23 *238-251 z 

25 251-264 June 1 Review 

28 (Grand Coulee: 3-20, 43-83; J.G. 36: 3 Review 
193-223, 312-341) 10 *Last reports due by 4:30 P. M. 

30 264~273 (G.S.A. YU: 675-722; G.S.A. 14 Final exam 8 A.M. Room to be 
47: 1849-1884) assigned. 

Apr.1 Review 

Notice to five credit students: 
Map showing provinces, all quadranges, etc, will be checked when each report 

is due. Note deadlines: Ozarks, Oyechitas, Feb, 16; Great Plains, Mar. 2; Southern 
Rockies, Mar. 16; Middle Rockies, liar. 23; Nor. Rockies, Mar. 30; Columbia Plateau, 
Apr. 13; Col. Plateau, Apr. 27; Basin-Range, May 11; Sierra~Cascade, May 25; Pacific 
Border,- June 10, Dates marked * above, Thcse times will not be extended.



GEOLOGY 130 So 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

: Calendar, 2nd. Semester, 1936-37 

Pages in Fenneman, Physiography of Western United States. ‘ 

Feb. 8 Organization Apr. 26 Basin and Range 
‘10 Ozarks, Ouachitas, etc. 326-340 

Bowman 451-59, Bull, 808, : 28 340-355 : 
4Y21, 136-148. 30 355-373 

12° 0s @. Sv Se, 222k,. iLinsss 
Prof. P. 31, 13-17, 34+39. May 3 373-390 

f Rau ©0O% De 290259) 
15 Fenneman, Great Plains 1-16 7 ixam 
17. 16-37 ‘ 
18 37-50 10 Sierra-Cascade 

396-09 
24 50-69 : 12 409-427 

“26 69-91 We 4e7-yya 

Mar. 1 Southern Rockies 92-107 17 Pacific Border 
3 108-117 Yess 
5 117-132 19 458-71 

21 472-486 
8 Exam : 

10 Wyoming Basin 133-149 2h 4g6-—500 . 
12 Middle Rockies 150-165 26 500-510 

' 28 Review, 100 questions 
15 166-182 
17 Northern Rockies 183-197 June ® Review, Cont. t 

19 197-211 1. Review, Cont. 
14 Final exam 8 As Me 

22 211-22 Room to be assigned 
24 Columbia Plateau 225-237 
26 238-251 

ioe 29 251-264 
31 264-273 

Apr. 1 Review 

5 Exam 
7 Colorado Plateau 274-291 
9 291-306 

12 306-320 
V4 320-323 
16 Nat. Ge Mag. 53, 

721-730; Sci. 69, 485-487 

Recess 

NOTICE FOR FIVE CREDIT STUDENTS 
Laboratory reports due the day the next province is begun in class unless 
otherwise announced. Unexcused late reports may be denied credit. Do not 
forget to show province boundaries, subdivisions, and all quadrangles on 
your map. Map from back of text book may be used if desired: 

a



GEOLOGY 130 {> 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UFITHD SOMES Newey 

Calendar, 2nd Semester, 1935-1936 : 

Pages in Fenntman, Physiosranhy of “estern U.S. 

Feb. 10 Organization apr. 27 Basin and Range 

12 Ozarks, Ses etes 325—210 
Bowmen #52=459- Bull. 808, 29 340-385 

; 4-21, 1354148, May 1 355-373 
Dt OsGs8~ 527 1-21, i1tun,; 

Prof, Py 71, 13-17, 34-39. 4 373-390 
5 320-398 

17. Feméman, Grant Plains 1-16 8 Exam 

19 16-37 
21 37550. ii Sie -ra-Cascade 

see 396-409 
2h 50-69 13 4og-lLe7 
26 69-91 15 4e7bh1 
28 Southern Rociies 92-107 : 

fi 1$ Pacific Border 

oe Mar. 2 108-117 yeas 
yo 4Lp-132 ; 20 458-471 
5 Review 22 47e-le6 

9 Bom 25 486-500 
11 Wyoming Basin 137-19 27 500-510 
1% Middle Rociies 150-155 29 Review, 100 questions 

16 166-182 June 1 Review, cont. 
18 Northern Rockies 183-197 3% Review, cont. 
20 197-211 5 Review, conte . 

23 all-eek 16 Finel exam & A.M. 
25 Columbia Plateau 5-237 

27 238-251 

30. 251-264 
Apr. 1 264-273 

3 Review 

6 Exan 
& Colorado Plateau 274-291 

1@ 291-306 

13. 306-320 

15 320~323 
17 Net. & Mag. 52, 

721-730; Sci. 69, 485-437 

Recess 
NOTICE FOR FIVE CREDIT STUDENTS 2 

Laboratory reports due the cay the next vrovince is begun in class unless 
otherwise arvanged for. Unexcused late resorts may be denied credit. | 

Do not forget to show province boundaries, subdivisions, and all quad- 
: ‘rangles on your map. lap from back of text book may be used if desireds



b 
GEOLOGY 130 iS 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Calendar, 2nd Semester, 19341935 

Feb. 11 Organization Apr. 29 Basin and Range 326-340 
13 Ozarks, Ouachitas, etc. May 1 3404355 ; 

Bowman 451-459; Bull. 808, 3 355-373 

4-21, 136-146 
15 0.G. 5. 52, 1=21, illus.; 6 373=390 

Prof. P. 31, 13-17, 54~59 8 390~395 

10 Exam 
18 Fenneman, Great Plains 1=16 

20 16-37 : 13 Sierra-Cascade 396-409 
15 409-427 E 

25 37-50 LT 427441 
27 50~59 

Mer. 1 69-91 20 Pacific Border 442-458 
22 458-471 

; 4 Southern Rockies 92-107 24 472-486 
6 108-117 

8 117-132 27 486~500 
29 500-510 

il Review 31 Review, 100 questions 
13 Exan 

15 Wyoming Badin 133-149 June 3 Review, cont. 
5 Review, cont. 

18 Middle Rockies 150-166 7 Review, cont, 
20 166-182 
22 Northern Rockies 183~197 17 Finel exam 8 Ae Me 

25 197211 
27 211-224 ; 
29 Columbia Plateau 225-237 

See Apre 1 238251 
3 251264 

eee ee 5 2644273 

8 Review 
‘ 10 Exam 

; 12 Golorado Plateau 274=291 

15 291=306 
17 306=320 
19 320-325; Net. G. Mag. 53, 

721~730; Sei.69, 485-487 

Recess 

NOTICE FOR FIVE GREDIT STUDENTS 
Laboratory reports due the day the next province is begun in class unless 
otherwise arranged for. Unexcused late reports may be denied credit. . 
Do not forget to show province boundaries, subdivisions, and all 
quadrengles on your map. Wap from back of text book may be used if 

. desired.



: GEOLOGY 130 / a 
: PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES (2 

Calendar, 2nd Semester, 1933-1934 

; _ Unless otherwise stated pages are in Fenneman, Physiography of western United 
States. Other books on reserve shelf in library. "i : 

Feb. 5 Ozarks, Arbiickles, apr, 11 Jour. Geol; 31, a 
Wichitas, Ouachitas G 5. A. 44, 6756772 U~ 

7 Bowman 451-459; Bull. 808, 13 Colorado Plateau 274-291 
4-21, 136-146 i . 

ee 9 Okla. G. S. 52, 1+21, illus.: 16 291~306 : 
. Prof. Paper 31, 13=17, 5459 18 306-320 

; 20 320-325; Nat. Geogr. Mag. Pe 
12 Great Plains 1-16 93, 721-730 
14 16-37 
16 37=50 23 Basin and Range 326=340 

. 25 340-355 
19 -50~59 27 355-373 

21 69-91 cae: 
23 Southern Rockies 92-107 30 373-390 ; Z 

May 2 390—395; Jour. Geol. 39, 

=e 26 108117 133-140 
i ' 26 19Hise 4 Bxan 

Mar. 2 Prof. Paper 166, 11-31 | ; 
7 Sierra-Gascade 396-409 

5 Bxan : 9 409-427 
7 Wyoming Basin 133-149 lL 427-441 
9 Middle Rockies 150-166 

a 14 Pacific border 442-458 

12 166-182 16 458~471 
14 Northern Rockies 183~197 18 472-486 
16 197=211 

21 486500 | 
y9 g1lee2q, = / 23 500~510 
21 Jour. Geol. 21, 224-231; © 25 Review 

J. Ge 38, 643-663;J. Ge 
37, 746-764 yo~ 28 Review 

23 Columbia Plateau 225-257 June 1 Review oe 

26 228-251 12 Final exam 8 Ai MM. : 
28 251-264 

Ss 30 264-273 

Apr. 2 Ikan
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| : GHOLOGY i3C - 2 : ie ) 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THY UNITED STATES ae 
Calendar, 2nd Somestor, 1932-1933 _ : . = 

Unloss othorwise statod pages arc in Fonnoman, Physiography ef western 

: United States : 
445-34 : =: i ‘ #~ 10 ~L . ee : Apr. 12 264-263 —jerav) c 
5 Fob. 6 Ozarks, ———— es ape Jaurs Gool. 31, 617 

c Wichitas, Quachitas 649;6R Ue oe ae 2B pee 
; 8 Bowmen 451~/59; Bulli 86, __-9gu984 "oly ae eae 

4 : : 4-21, 136-146 ‘ ‘ ; : es 
AG 16 OkLahema Geol. Surv. 52, 1-21, (3 LY Colerads Platoau 274-291 

ae Pr4f. Papor 31, 18-17; a5 291-306 

— — re RL 306-326 : 

oe 10 24 320-325; Nab. Googr. Mag. 
¥ 5 aS weg a ae , 

: ‘a, LY 37-50 : rs ops : 721~730 : 

s 23 26 Basin and Range 326~34C 
ae ae en ve 28 349-355 

=. 4 84 69-81 Se Maye} 2 355-3173 : 
' : “S73. ayeeeoe = 
el one Rockios 92-1C7 = = 5 390-395; Jour. Gool. 

2 i 7. 39, 133-140 23 LL ’ ; = ; 
Nv 

A : . 4 8 Exdm 

—. = RES “S1€ Siorra-Cascado 396-40 
\ - § 8 Prof, Papor 166, 11-31 6 12 403-427 

> 10 Wyoming Basin 133-149 : 
eee ae ; 25 427-441 

$s oe eae “He LY Yacific Bordor 442~458 
: “4 1? Northorn Rockios 183-197 Se 

& \ gr ; = 2 © 22 472-486 

—— a 4-28? ar 24 486-500 aoe . § 22 211224 21-99, at: sé SOR 
: e 24 Jour, Gool. 2%, 139-147, 416-414 *3 OY 

aew tour. Gool. 38, 643-663 or Se eee : tar | eae oo ey -25 29 Review, 100 questions 
—_— eT. A341 See 

: 3 et. = eta " 23.27 Columbia Plateau 225-237 ps ae, 
: ey renee 12 Final exom 8 A. Me 

eee 12 ay ‘ . 

‘ Apap 3 ibcox. nS ye 

NOTICE FOR FIVE CRaDIT STUDENTS ae : 
The large scale Lobeck Physiographic Diagram of the U. S. is to show nov 
only the location of all guadrangles but also the limits of all provinces 
studied including limits ef subdivisions. $cc map in back of Fonnoman. 

: The'map is to be up to date and handed zs ith every report. 
© 

x = :



- GEOLOGY 130 ay 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES Ne A 
Calendar, 2nd semester, 1931-1932 

Pages in Fenneman, Physiography of western United States 

Feb. 8 Ozarks, Arbuckles, Apr. 13 251-264 
Wi chitas, Ouachitas 15 264-273 reports 
10 Bowman 451-459 : 
12 Reports 18 Golorado Plateau 274-291 

20 291-306 
15 Great: Plains 1~16 22 306-320 
17 16-37 
19 3756 25 320-325 reports 

27 Basin and Range 326-340 
24 5069 29 340-355 
26 69491 ' 7 : 

May. 2 355-373 
a ' 29 Southern Rockies 92-107 & 373-390 

ner 2 Mar, 2 108-117 6 390-395 reports : 
3 4 117-132 

: 9 Bxan 
7 Exan 1L Sierra-Cascade 396-409 : 
9 Wyoming Basin 133-149 13 409-427 

11 Middle Rockies 150-166 

160 427-461 
14 166-182 18 Pacific border 442-158 
16 Reports 20 458-471 
18 Northern Rockies 183-197 

23 472-486 
é 21 197-211 25 486-500 

23 211-224 27 4 ee 
25 Reports 

June 1 Review 
28 Columbia Plateau 225-237 3 Review 
30 228-4251 

=e Apr. 1 Review 14 Final exam 8 A. M. 

4 WMidsemester exan 

Notice for 5 credit students 
all reports on laboritory work are DUS TH) DAY THE Wax? PROVLICE Is 

ST4RTED Ti CLASS. Unexcused late reports will receive no credit. : 

Sum.ar.es must give headings and follow ouwline given for first seuester, 
Section on bouncarios saould nov simply list adjoining provinces but define 
tho puysical difference along the boundary line, such as "foot of the 
mountains", or "border of pro~Cambrian rocks." 
Vritton reports on roadings are require. of all studomts ond musi not 
excoud ongpage in longth written on botn sides if absolutely necess ry.
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: GEOLOGY 130 ‘ ’ 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH# UNITED STATIS oe 
: Calendar, 2d Semester, 1930-1931 

Pages in Bowman's Forest Physiography 

Feb. 9 Ozarks and Ouachitas Apr..15 268-276 

li 451-459 LY 276-286 
i3 Reports 

20 286-297 
16 Great Plains, 405-419 22 Reports 
18 410-430 24 Basin and Range, 210-217 
20 431-440 ee : 

27 817-235 
25 440-450 29 236-245 
27 kKeports May 1 246-255 

S Mar. 2 Reports 4 387-404 
= 4 Southern Rockies, 356-362 6 Reports 

6 362-370 8 Examination gee as 

9 370-376 1L Columbia Plateau, 192-200 
Ll 376-386 13 200-209 
13 Reports 15 Reports 

16 Examination 18 Pacific Coast, 149-162 
‘ 18 Northern Agckies, 298~306 20 162-176 

20 307-317 22 177-191 

23 317-328 25 127-138 
25  329+355 27 138-148 
27 Reports - @9 Reports 

30 Reports June 21 Review 
=~ Apr. 1 Review 3 Review 

3 Examination 5 Review : : 

G Colorado Plateau, 256-268 15 Final Examination, 8 A, M. 

Notice for 5 credit students 

Summaries strictly limited to four (4) pages 

Place Geology before Topography 

Reports are due on date assigned for begining next province in class.



GEOLOGY 130 i q ) 
PHYSIOGRAPHY @F THE WNITED STATES [ / 

Calendar, 2d Semester, 1930-1931 
Pages in Bowman's Forest Physiegraphy and 

Fenneman's Physiography ef western United States 

Feb. 9 Ozarks and Ouachitas Apr. 15 268-276, 286-294 , 312319 

ll 451-459 17 276-286, 294-303 
14 Reports 

20 286-297, 304-312, 320-325 
16 Great Plains, 405-410,1-11 22 Reports 
18 410-430,11- 24 Basin and Range,210-217, 326- 
20 431~-440,47-60 330, 349-367 

: 27 217-235, 330-349 
25 440-450,G1~91, 410-414 29 etn 267-3719 
27 Reports May 1 246-255, 579-390 

Mar. 2 Reperts 4 387-404 , 390-395 
4 Seuthern Rockies, 356-362(37-47, 6 Reperts 

; 6 362-370,98-110 (92-98 8 Examination 

9 4570-376,110-114 11 Celumbia Plateau, 192-200, 225- 
ll 376~386, 115-132 13 200-209, 248-273 248 
13 Reperts 15. Reports 

16 Examinatien 18 Pacific Coast, 149-162, ae 
18 Northern Rockies 298-506 185-185, 20 162-1165 ee LAA 1 
20 507-317, 205-215 200-205 22 177-191, 442-454, 472-481 

23 317-328,186-199, 283-224 25 127-138,481-510 
25 329-355, 153-182 27. 128-148,455-471 
27. Reports 29 Reperts 

30 Reports June 1 Review 

Apr. 1 Review % Review : 

3 Examination 5 Review 

= 6 Colorado Plateau, 256-268, 274- 15 Final Examinatien, 8 A.M. 
285, 294-303 

Netice fer 5 credit students 

Summaries strict'!y limited to feur (4) pages 

Place Geology before Topography 

Reports are due on date assigned fer beginning next province in class
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GEOLOGY 130 = 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

2d. Semester, 1929-1930 
Pages in Bowman's Forest Physiography 

Feb. 10 Ozarks and Ouachitas, Apr. 16 286-297 
451-459 18 Maps and reports 

12 Maps and reports 21 Maps and reports 
14 Great Plains, 405-410 25 Basin and Range, 210-217 
17 410-430 25 217-235 
19 451-440 28 236~245 
21 440-450 30 246-255 
24} Maps and reports May 2 487-404 

‘ 26 Maps and reports 5 Maps and reports 

28 Exam 7 Maps and reports 
Merch % Southern Rockies, 356-362 - 9 Exam 

5 502-470 12 Columbia Plateau, 192-200 

4 7 370-376 14 200-209 

— 10 376-386 16 Maps and reports 
12 Maps and reports 19 Pacific Coast, 149-162 

14 Maps and reports 21 162-176 

17 Northern Rockies, 298-306 23 177-191 : 
19 307-317 26 127-138 
O12: Sy 7a508 28 138-148 
24 Maps and reports June 2 Maos and reports 
26 Maps and reports 4 Maps and reports 
28 Maps and reports 6 Review 
31 Midsemester exam 

Apr. 2 Colorado Plateau, 256-268 
4 268-276 

T 276-286 

Final exam June / '7 

mS



GEOLOGY 130 ; 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

; Great Plains, laboratory, odition, 1940-41, 

High Plains. Gamp Clarke, Nobraska, Folio 87. i 
Read the section on geologic history of the contral Great Plains region from last 
paragraph on p. 3 one In what subdivision of the Great Plains is this nap? 
Téxt p. 1719. Account for the sand dunes. Text p. 19-21. What conditions favor 

valloy widening hero? 2 5 

Laken, Kansas and geological map of Kansas. Folio 212, : 
What different kinds of depressions occur in south part of the nap? Account for 
the streams which do not reach the Arkensas. (Text pp. 1416). : ¥ 

Raton Section. Raton, Brilliant, and Kochler Folio 214. (Toxt pp. 37 47). Locate 
examples of erosion levels preserved under lava or volcanic cones. 

Black Hills. Central Black Hills Folio 219, (Text pp. 79-86). 

Draw an idealizod east-wost soction (sce section sheet) across the Black Hills 
j labeling the formations which form hogbsck ridges. What is origin or physiographic 

none of (a) Citai@el Rock, NW corner (>) Lakota Penk near Hermosa (c) Robbers 
Roost, (d) Buffalo Gap, (e) French Creek B. of Custer, (f) South Fork of French 
Creek, (z) valley west of Jackson's Ranch NW of Custer, (h) Contennial Prairie, 
(4) valley between Sturgis and Whitewood, (j) Noedles, (Center). : : 

Pecos Section. Tucuncari and geological nap of New Mexico. (Text pp. 47-50). 
Account for the nesas. What evidence suggests that this aréa was once covered with 
Tertiary strean deposits? Why nore eroded then farther east? : 

Missouri Pleteau = glaciated and unglaciated. Cut Bank, Mont. Glacial Hap of 
Montana (24-40), Account for thé escarpment. What types of glacial and glacio- 
acqueous deposits occur? What interglacial deposit?. 

Missouri Platcau - gleciated. Cherry Ridge, Montano. é ‘ 
Locate areas of terminal moraine, glaciated torrnco, also tolling how you recog 

nized each. ; 

- Missouri Plateou ~ unglaciated and glaciated. g 
Glendive, Mont. See glacial map of Montana. ; 2 
Locate remnants of three terraces and find their ages in reference to the drifts. 
What effect did glaciation have on topography? (Text pp. 63-67). 

. Edwards Plateau - Nueces folio, Texas No, 42. : : 
What evidence suggests a relatively recent uplift of this region? (Text pp» 59-60). 

Llano District. Llano ~ Burnet folio, Toxes No. 183. (Text pp. 58~59). 

Account for the disregard of rock character shown by najor streams. What cause® 
the granite to be weaker than limestone? Sec Plate X, : ‘ 

Colorado Piedmont» Castle Rock, Folio, Colorado No. 198. 
What past physiographic conditions do the Tertiary deposits indicate? What became 
of the latest Tertiary now found farther east? Explain. 

Label in your map besides the quadrangles and boundaries (a) Pine Ridge, (b) 
Black.Hillsy (c) Little Rocky Mts., (d) Sand Hills, (e) Bearpaw Mts., (f) Highe 
wood Mts. (g) Skonkin Sag, (h) Goshen Hole, (i) Llano Bstacado, (j) limit of 
drift, (k) limit of Wisconsin Drift (text p. 72). SUMMARY AS USUAL.
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 
Lrboratory, Ouechite Mountsins, Edition 1940-41 

DeQuoen, Ark. See U.S.G.S. Bull. 808 (available from offico or library.) 
What physiogrephic provinces shown on this map? Describo whet surface 

features show this boundery on the map. Text pp. 682-685. Whet cvidencc indicates 
two cycles of erosion? Toxt p. 685. Study structure sections in Bull. 808 ond 
account for mountains. Text pp. 676-681. Judging fromtho drrinage whrt do you 
conclude has happened since thecoastal plain sodimonts oxtondod farthor north? 
Check on structure sections. 

Hot Springs ond vicinity, top. rnd geological maps. Folio 215. 
Whot is the most resistant kind of rock hore and how does this frct show in 

the topogrorhy? Gaps rcross ridges narrow in tho direction of dip. Apply 711 
criteria to Trap Mt., West Mt., Sugerlonf Mt., ond Indian Mt. Whet causos the 
difficulty? Doss tho rule thet on enticline hes r long gentle nose and = syncline 
a@ short noso apply hore? 

Booneville, Arkansas 

What structure is shown south of Megazino? How doos topogranhy show direction 
of dip? Whrt structure is found southwost of Boonoville? Account. for course of 
Petit Jean Creek giving more than one hypothesis. Whot direction of dip is shown 
in ridges north of Boonville to Pine Ridge? How could you account for the ridges 

in northeast corner of map which do not conform in direction? 

Little Rock, Arkansas 

Rerd the legend on back. Find the border of the Corstal Plain. Account 

for differences in course of Arkensns River moovo and bolow Little Rock. Wheat 

evidence suggests that the Coestal Plain sedimonts were deposited on a surface of 

very low relief? That the Coestal Plain once extonded farther inland? 

Summary on outline previously givon. 
Locete on map (a) Athens Pleteau, (b) Arkensas valley section. (If you took 

first somester). Comprre physiogrephic history of this province with thet of 
2 Ridge and Velley province. See text pp. 685-689.



GEOLOGY 130 : 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Leboratory, Ozark Platoau, Edition 1940.11 

Bureku-Horrison Folio No, 202. 

Read sections on Goology and Goography of Ozark region, Topugrephy. ond 
Goologic History of Mesozoic and Cenozoic. Show by a cross soction (soc structure 

section shoot) tho three bonches. Draw section from Rod Bauk NE to Lowry. Hori 
zontnl scole samc os mep} verticel 1 inch = 2000 foet. Geology studonts show 
formatious. Indicate the resistant rocks causing thom with tho nomos used in 
Missouri. ; ; 

Coldwatcor, Mol Sec geological Map of Missouri, 1939. ‘ 

ZO Account for tho mountains ond compare with a similer area in Wisconsin. 
(Toxt pp. 645-647) What is moaning of ontronchod meandors? (Toxt pp. 642-645). 

Kimmswick, Mo. Soo goological map of Missouri, 1939. 

7) What provinces and sections of each aro shown? What bed rock formations arc 
prosont? Account for distribution of depression contours. Locato a prominont 
escarpmont. To what structure is part of it rolatod? 

Summary: 

Show on map (a) St. Francis Mts., (b) Mississippian escarpment, (c) Boston 
Mts., (d) Springfiold Platform, (oc) Salom Platform, (f) Bscarpnont at top of 
Canbrien ss. (g) Escarpmont at top of St. Potor ss., (h) bordor of glaciation. 
(Text p. 632). Discuss evidence of more then one cycle of orosion. (Soo soctions 
on ps 635, also Toxt, pp., 659-662). 

Write a four pago summary. 

Give headings for coach soction. 
~ Definition (be concise and to tho point) 

Boundaries (give geological, topographic foatures besides a list of adjoining 
provinces)» : 

Geology (emphasis on kind rathér than ago of rocks). : 
: Topography (include here discussion of subdivisions). . 

Physiographic history (start with oldest event which affects present surface. 
Separate conclusions from facts stated above). 

*Hand in reports, in folders, avoiding paper clips. Do not fctget to locate 
quadrengles and boundaries (including those of subdivisions of the province) on 

your map end hand this is when required. : 

. wiS.eT. ty questions above may bo included in summary as oxamples. If you olcc. 

vo do this the four page limit is not enforced. ‘ 

Give koy to numbers of quadrangles and lettor other features neatly. : 

cep this shoct for future reference.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Ozark Plateau, Edition 1939-1940 

Eurcka-Harrison Folio No. 202. 

Read soctions on Geology end Geography of Ozark region, Topogra- 
phy, and Gcologic History of Mesozoic and Cenozoic. Show by a cross 
section (structure section sheet) the three benches. Indicate the 
resistant rocks causing thom with the names uscd in Missouri. 
(Text p. 632, 647-659) 

Coldwater, Mo. See geological Map of Missouri. 

Account for the mountains and compare with « similar area in 
Wisconsin. (Toxt pp. 645-647) What is mcaning of cntrenched meanders? 
(Text pp. 642-645) 

= Summary: 

Show on map (a) St. Francis Mts., (b) Mississippian escarpment, 
(c) Boston Mts., (d) Springficld Platform, (co) Salem Platform, (f) : 
Escearpmont at top of Cambrian ss. (g) Escarpment at top of St. Pcter 
ss., (h) border of glaciation. (Toxt p. 632) Discuss ovidence of 
more than one cycle of crosion. (Sec sections on p. 635 also Text, 
pp. 659-662.) 

Write a four pecs summary. 
Give headings for cach section. 
Definition (bo conciso and to the point) 
Boundarics (give gcological, topographic features besides a list 

of adjoining provincos). 
Geology (emphasis on kind rather than age of rocks). 
Topography (include here discussion of subdivisions). 
Physiographic history (start with oldost event which affects 

* present surface. Separate conclusions from facts 
: steted above). 

Hand in roports, in foldors, avoiding paper clips. (including thos: 
Do not forget to locate quadrangles and boundariosyaubdi visions ap “Bee 
the province on your map and hand this in whon required.,/ Toedte also 
on map (a) Pine Ridge (b)\Black Hills (c} Little Rocky Mts., Sai 

dunea of Nebraska) (¢) Bearpaw Mts/4 (f) Highwood Mtg., (g)\Shonkin/S&¢, 
(h) Gosken Hele, (1)\Llano Estacddo}) (j) LimN of/glaciationg, (RY \ 
torminel moraing./} (See-Toxt, Fig. 2h _p,/ 72. = 

Answers to questions above may be included in summary as examples. 
If you clcect to do this the four page limit is not enforced. 

Give key to numbers of quadrangles and letter other foatures neatly.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STAT™S 
Laboratory, Ouachita Mountain Edition 1939-40 

Caddo Gap, Ark. 
What physiographic provinces shown on this map? Describe what surface 

features show this boundary on the may. Text pp. 682-635. What evidence in- 
dicates two cycles of erosion? Text p. 635. Study structure sections in above 

and account for the bends in Caddo Mt. and for the structure of Nelson lt. 
Text pp. 676-671. 

Hot Springs and vicinity, top. and geological maps. Folio 215. 
What is the most resistant kind of rock here and how does this fact show 

in the topography? Gaps across ridges narrow in the direction of dip. Apply 

all criteria to Trap Mt., West lit., Sugarloaf Mt., and Indian Mt. What causes 
the difficulty? Does the rule that an anticline has a long gentle nose and 

a suncline a short nose apply here? 

= Winding Stair, Okla. 

Account for the topography near Henvener by using the strte geological map. 

Little Rock, Ark. 

Read the legend on back. Find the border of the Coastal Plain. Account 

for differences in course of Arkansas River 2bove and below Little Rock. What 

evidence suggests that the Coastal Plain sediments were deposited on a surface 

of very low relief? That the Coastal Plain once extended farther? : 

Summary on outline previously given. 
Locate on map (a) Athens Plateau, (b) Arkansas valley section. Compare 

physiographic history of the province with that of Ridge and Valley province 

(if you took first semester). See text po. 685-689.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF “ESTERN UNITED STATES 

Great Plains, lnboratory, edition, 1939-40 

High Plains. Camp Clarke, Neb-aska, Folio 87. : 
Read the section on geologic history of the central Great Plains region from 
last paragraph on p. 3 one In what subdivision of the Great Plains is this 

map? Text p. 17-19. Account for the sand dunes. Text p. 19-21. Why is eros- 
ion farther advanced here than it is farther enst in the Great Plains? 

Laken, Kans7s ane geological map of Kansas. Folio 212. 

What different kinds of depressions occur in south part of the map? Account for 

the streams which do not rexch the Arkansas. (Text op. 14-16.) 

Raton Section. Raton, Brilliant, and Koehler Folio 214, (Text pp. 37-47). 
Rend sections on "geography of the Great Plains province, " Geology o* the Great 

Plains and the Rocky Mts., " "topography! " drainage," and "geologic history" 
from past-Cretaceous uplift and erosion on. Locnte examples of erosion levels 

preserved under lava , of volcanic cones. 

Black Hills. Central Black Hills Folio 219. (Text pp. 79-86.) 

Read "configuration of the Blick Hills" p. 1, "zeology of the genernl region," 

p.2, and "early Tertiary mountain srowth" through "Quaternary uplift and erosion 
"pp. 25-26. Draw an idealized erst-west section (see section sheet) xcross 
the Black Hills labeling the formations which form hogback ridges. What is 

origin of physiogra hic name of (a) Citadel Rock, (b) Dakot» Peak near Hermosa, 
(c) Robbers Roost, (d) Buffalo Gap, (e) French Creek BE. of Custer, (f) South 
Fork of French Creek, (g) valley west of Jackson's Ranch NT of Custer, (h) Cen- 
tennial Prairie, (i) valley between Sturgis and Thitewood, (j) Needles, 

Pecos Section. Tucumcari and geological map of New Mexico. (Text pp. 47-50) 
Account for the mesas, What evidence suggests thet this area was once covered with 
Tertiary stream deposits? Why more eroded than farther east? 

Missouri Plateau - glaciated. Bisrmarck, North Dakota (areal Geology). Folio 
181. (Text pp. 72-75). Why does valley of Missouri narrow dowmstream? Why 
and when did the river assume its present course? (See Fenneman (text pp. 76- 
79) and note the Foleo gives another interpretation. )) 

Missouri Plateau - unglaciated and glaciated. 
Glendive, Mont. See glacial map of Montana. 

Locate remnants of three terraces and find their xze in r«ference to the drift. 
What effect did glaciation have on topography? (Text pp. 63-67.) 

Edvards Plateau - Nueces folio, Texrs No. 42 
What evidence suggests a relatively recent uplift of this region? (Text pp. 59-60.) 

Llano District. Llano ~ Burnet folio, Texas No. 183. (Text pp. 58-59.) 
Read section on "General Geography and Geology, "Geologic History," Account 
for the disregard of rock character shown by major streams. “that causes the 
granite to be weaker than limestone? See Plate X. 

Colorado Piedmont. Castle Rock. Folio, Colorado No. 198, 
What past physiograchic conditions do the Tertiary deposits indicate? What 
became of the latest Tertiary now found farther erst? Explain. 

Label in your map besides the quadronneles and boundaries (a) Pine Ridge, ¢b) 
Black Hills, (c) Little Rocky Mts., (d) Sand Hills, (e) Bearpaw Mts., (f) High 
wood Mts. (g) Skonkin Sag, (h) Goshen Hole, (i) Llano Extracado, (j) limit of drift 
(x) limit of Wisconsin Drift (text p.72)
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 

Southern Rockics, Leboratory. Edition 1939-40 

Livermore, Colorado and geological map of Colorado 
What evidence is hore found that the Front Rargo was once of lower 
relief then eat present? Account for the broad valleys in the north 
central part of the Range gnd for the course of the North Fork of 

Cache la Poudre River. Name the formations in the two hogbacks along 
the foot of the Rangé. (Toxt, p. 96) 

Leadville, Colorado 
Aceount for tho outlines of the ridges in Park Range. (Text, pp..i111- 
113) Why are these features best devoloped on the cast side? Account 

for the smooth ridge tops. Locate cxamples of hanging valloys; of 
terminal moraines; of cirques. 

Central City, Colorado 
Study to sce if you can find evidence of more than ono stage of pene- 
plaination (10w relicf) of the mountains. (Text, pp. 96-98) Account 
for the lakcs and their distribution including the stop-like arrange- 
ment. Locato remnants of preglacial surface. 

Ganon City, Colorado and gcologicel map of Colorado 
Account for the marked hogback north of Canon City and for its tormi- 
nation to the southwest; also for the hogback northeast of Canon 
City. s&eccount for Webster Park and for tho Royal Gorge. What mst 
have beon the topography when the 4rkansas River first began to flow? 
(lext, DpellO) 

Colorado Springs Folio, Colorado (No. 203) 
Read sections "Geography and geology of the region," "Geography," and 
"Goologic History," and cxamine the Illustration Sheets. What ovi- 
dence of poncplaination of the mountains may bo scen? Discuss the 
question of one poneplain displaced by a fault or two peneplains. 
(See Fig. 8 and Plates I, II.) What formations make hogbacks? Why 
ere hogbacks not continuous along the foot of the mountain? What ef- 
fect has glacial crosion had on the scenic features of the mountains? 
Locate fertures due to glacial deposition. 

ShorSeéan, Wyoming. Statc geological map. See also G.S.4.°49; 1718- 
1721. (Text, pp. 99-100) Draw a cross section with a vertical scale 
not less than 1600 feet to an inch from 4mes Monument through E in 
Ozone to T 15 N in cast margin of map. (Goology studonts)-Show gcolo- 
6y- What docs this show as to ago of tho upland? What is the slope 
in. fect por mile? Is it oa penoplain or e pediment? (G.S.A. 46, 
2046-2054) 

Summary 

Write a summary on outline previously usod. Includo in this a serios 
of ideal cross sections of the Front Range, and the western part of 
the Great Plains showing (a) after post-Cretaccous uplift and erosion, 
(b) complction of High Plains deposits, (c) Plcistocone glaciation, 
and (ad) presont. Sce Text, p.107. In the history include discussion 
of altcrnative theories as given in class.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Middle Rockies, and Wyoring Basin 

Edition of 1939-40 
Consult Geological map of Wyoming 

Meeteetse and Oregon Basin quadrangles, Wyoring. See G.S.A. 48, 813-89, 
In what geogravhic feature are these quadrangles? Account for Little Buffalo 

Basin and for Spring Creek Basin. To what class of streams does Greybull 
River belong? Account for the course of Little Buffalo Creek. On the Oregon 
Basin quadrangle explain the ridges around Oregon Basin. Account for Elk Bute 
for the offsets in parts of the bordering ridge, for instance northeast of Loch 
Katrine and near B. M. 5311 in T. 50N., R. 1O0W. Suggest péssible explanations 

for the enclosed part of the Orezon Basin around the lake. (text pp. 140-111) 
Account for the gently sloping crests of heeteetse Rim. 

Gallatin quadrangle, Wyoring. Folio No. 30. 
Study the geological map to find the origin of the relatively level parts of 
the Park, the Plateaus. Account for Gallatin Ranse. To what province does it 

= belong? Why are geysers and hot springs so common here? How is heat commn- 
icated to ground water? 

Gilbert Peak quadrangle, Utah-Wyoring. See Prof. Paper 185, also Prof. Paper 
61 and model on stairs. How is the structure of the Uinta Mountains shown in the 
remnants of the pre-glacial surface? What has been the effect of glaciation? 
(text pp. 178-182) Why was glacial erosion here more effective on the south 
rather than on the north side of the range as is more cormon? Locate examples 

of the Gilbert Peak pediment; Bishop conglorerate; terminal moraines; Bear Mt. 
pediment; Browns Park formation, hozbacks. 

Grand Teton quadrangle, Wyoring. (Jour. Geol. 43, 381-397; text p. 169) Show 
the structure of the Teton mountains by a cross section through Jackson.Lake: - 

across the quadrange. In your summary explain two hypotheses of the origin 

of the mountains. What effects of glaciation can you distinguish? 

: Cloud Peak quad~ange, Wyoring. Folio No. 12. 
Explain effects of glaciation. ‘Thy are the cirques so well developed? (text 

pp. 162-164) Note expecially the topography just enst of Misty Moon Lake. Locat 
several "flatirons" and account for them. 

Rocks Sprinzs, Wyoming. 
Account for the north-south ridge east of Rock Springs using a sketch. Accouht 

for the intricate erosion of parts of Baxter Basin; for the lakes, for the gap 

: east of Rock Springs. (text p. 138) 

Saddleback Hills, Wyoming. 
Account for the hills giving a sketch of structure. Account for the curved 

ridges in Northeast corner; for the course of Little Medicine Bow River; for 

the ridze near Allen, 

Walcott, Wyorving. 
Account for the ridge northeast of Fort Steele using a sketch section about 

5 miles long. 

Write a summary of the province on same outline as before. Do not forget to 
give headings. Include summary of present interpretation of history of 

Yinta Mts., in¢luding an alternative hypothesis, and history of Yellowstone 
Plateau.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTERN UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Northern Rockies, Hdition 1939-40 

Map and aerial view of Glacier National Park and map of glacial deposits of 
Montana 2u-lo, (U. 8. G. S. Bull. 600) 
Compare the visor of glaciation here with that of other areas thus far studied 

in the Rocky Mountains, Exolanation? Account for the distribution of surviving 
glaciers. Locate several cirques, aretes (narrow divides), rock steps (explain) 
and "horns". Explain with a cross section the structure of the mountain front 
including Chief Mountain. Account for Chief Mountain. (text pp. 205-209) 

Hamilton quadrangle, Montana-Idaho z 
Suggest possible exnlanations of (a) the straight border of the Bitteroot Mount- 
ains (b) straight courses of some of the streams within the mountains. «text pp.? 
198-200) 

Saypo quadrangle, Montana 
~ Illustrate with sedions four (4) different possible structural interpretations 

of the origin of the hogbacks 4s :iven in class. : 

Rathdrum ouadrangle, Idaho 
Account for the lakes. Have you seen the same thing in the field. See Annals, 

Association American Geographers, vol. 10, pp. 114-117 or "“Qutline of Glacial 

Geology", p.4h. 

Philipsburs Folio, No. 196, Montana (library) Text pp. 213-217) 
Read sections in Introduction of "relief" and Drainase"; "topography," p.2 f 
"Tertiary and Quaternary systems," pp. 10-12; "Physiogranhy," p. 21; 

"Physiozraphic development" and "Quaternary Period," p.23, Account for Philips- 
burg Valley nd its narrow outlet. Account for the present fonditions at 

Georgetown Lake. 

Letter on map (a) area of granitic rock (b) Rocky Mt. trench (c) Purcell Trench 
(d) Tertiary basins within mountains (text p. 220 and map of U. S.) 
(e) edze of continentat drift (G. S. A. 40, 648-649) 

Write a summary of the province on outline previously given. This should 
include in proper places a discussion of (a) ws there once a peneplain which 

is now dissected and (b) what relations do the Tertiary-filled valleys have 

to this surface? Use diagrams where needed to save writing but refer to them 

in your text. 

*
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF WESTESN UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Columbia Plateau, Edition 1939-0 

Refer to geological map of United States. 

Quincy, Yashe 
Account for the "potholes" and give their correct physiographic nane. 
What relation do they have to the Scablends? How do they prove large 

volume of water. (text pp. 257-261) 

Moses, Lake, Yash. 
Account for the "potholes". Over what width are these evidences of 
strean work?Does or does not thts indicate width of the stream? 
What evidence is there of subsequent wind work? Does it account for 
the leke? 

Beverly and Red Rock, Wash. 
How does the topograchy show the structure ofSaddle Mt? What other 

3 structure is suggested in pl=ces? What has altered the north face of 
the mountain? Name and describe sore of the other fentures of the same 
origin, What is probable origin of course of Columbia River? 

Bend, Orezon. (text pp. 268-271) 
Account for the falls; for the buttes. 

Malaga, Washington (Jour. Geol. 38, 385-396) 
How does Bretz classify the 925 ft. terrace? Does l’oses Coulee also 

contain a gravel filly locate Scabland opposite the coulee, also 
moraine on terrace 2nd landslide topography. What does last resemble? 

Summary should include in vrover places brief discussions of (a) the "scab- 
land controversy" and (bd) the course of the rivers in the Yakima districtas 
discussed in class. Letter on your map; (a) Scablands (b) Waterville 
Plateau (c) Palouse country (d) loses Coulee (e) Grand Coulee (f) border 
glaciated area ( G. S. 4. 40, 648-649) See G. S. A. 49, 461-524 for latest 
discussion of scabland controversy.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory. Colorado Plateau, Edition 19%9-0 

Kaibab, Arizona ~ Model in lmuseum 
Compare the origin of Vermillion and Shinarump Cliffs with that of the 
cliffs on the side of the Kaibab Pl-teau. Draw an east-west cross 
section with vertical scrle not exaggerated more than four tires to 
show their relation. Find and discuss explanations of "The Esplanade." 

: Account for ..« -, . course of west fork of Kanab Creek. (text pp.292-20h) 
Show geology on cross section. 

Bright Anzle, Arizona. 
Of what other map is this 2 resurvey? Rend description on batk. What are 
the depressicns on the platew surface? Account for the ripids in the 
river. Drew a cross section north fror: the station to north rim showing 

teolozy (see text for section and nares, 2lso model in museum). Account 
for the Tonto Platform. Note error in text section p. 289 in position of "U". 

Mt. Trumbull, Arizona. 
Account for Grand Yash Cliffs and Hurricane Ledge. (text pp. 279-280, 381) 

: Account for the mountains and buttes on the platenu. “hat other physiogranhic 

province is shown? 

Henry lits., Utah (Hodel on 3rd floor) 
Use a cross section to explain structure and origin of Mt. Ellsworth and 

Water Pocket fold. What is Navajo Mt? ‘hat evidence do you find of 

recent rejuvenation of the stream? (text po. 311, 316, 322) 

Flagstaff, Arizona. (text sp. 231-285) 

Locate exarples of (2) craters (b) sinkholes (c) cinder cones (4d) cirque. 

San Rafael, Utah. (text pp. 311, 317) 
Explain structure of San Rafael Swell. 

Summary should include diagrams showing each major step. 

Letter on map (a) Grand Canyon (b) White Cliffs (c) Zuni Mts. (d) Vermillion 
Cliffs (e) Pink #liffs (f) Henry Mts. (¢) Black Mesa (h) Lees Feery 
(i) Grand Wash cliffs. 
Include a discussion of alternxtive theories of drainage.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF YESTEEN UNITED STACTS 
Laboratory, Basin and Range, Edition 1939-40 

Mexican Hishland 

Chisos Mountnins, Tex-s 
Account for k-riscal Mt. and for the parallel ranzes to the northwest. 
How could you explain the course of the Rio GrandeRiver throuch liariscal Mt.? 
Account for the east-facing escarnment on the west side of Mariscal it. 
northwest of the nare. Explain the open-spaced contours arcund the Chisos 
Mountains. (text pp. 390-292) 
Playas, New Mexico 
In what staze of the erosion cycle are these mcuntains? What evidence is there of 
block origin? What general term is suzsested by the name of the "lake"? What 
term is applied to a basin containing such 2 lake? 

Mt. Riley, New Mexico 
Locate (a) block mountain, (b) volcanic cones. Account for the depressions in 

ne the southern p.rt of the map givine more than one possible hy»othesis. 

Terlingua, Texas. See cross section of central U. S. by Kansas Geol. Soc. 

Describe and explain the Mesa de Anguila and sugzest tro possible explanations 

of the course of the Rio Grande across it. Account for the Solitario and 
classify the streams and their tributaries which rise within it. 

Sacramento 
Van Horn, Texrs (text pp. 393-395) 
Account for the Sierra-Diablo. Explain the course of Victoria Creek after it 

leaves the canyon. What changes have occured onthe Sierra Dinxblo and why? 
Account for Apache Canyon. lLocste fault scarvs in the eastern part of the 
map. (see A. A. P. G. 24, 1b) 

Great Basin 
Toole Valley, Utah (text pp. 343-3644) 
To what class of mountains do these rances belons? In what strge of erosion 

are they? Account for the fl2t are1s. 

Furnace Creek, Cal.- Nevada and Ballarat 
What proofs are there that the basins between those mountains are of structural 
instead of erosional orizin? Locate several possible fault scirps. What are 
the belts of brown stipplinz on the lower slopes of the mountains? 

Salton Trough 
Salton Sink, C-lifornia (text op. 377-379) 
Account for the low level of the Salton Sea so close to tidewrter. Account 
for the "ancient bench line". 

¥rite summary of province as usual - include in proper pl2ces 2 brief discussion 

of (a) the controversy over the orizin of "Basin Ranges" and (b} origin of 
pediments. Letter on map (2) Mohave Desert (b) Lake Bonneville shoreline (Map of 
slaciation) (c) Lake Lanontan shoreline (ad) Tularosa Basin (e) Estancia Valley.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Sierras and Cascades, Edition of 1939-40 

Sierras 
Yosemite and Yosemite Valley, California-- See also maps in Prof. Paper 160 
and model in ruseun. 
Read the lezend on the back of the Valley map. “n the map pick out rermants 

of the several erosional levels, locating them definitely. Account for the 
differences between Yosenite Valley above 2nd below Old Inspiration Point, 
Account for the angular outline of the Velley. Explain the falls in both 
Yosemite and Hotch Hotchy Valleys. Account for the "domes". How does the structw 
of the rock affect glacial erosion? Wht bearing has this on the problem 

of glacial erosion in general? (text pp. 409-118) 

Mt. Iylo, California (see Jour. Geol. 47, 748-758) 
What division of the Sierras is shown? What evidence does the mao show of 

os change in elevrxtion of the land? Write a short explanation of the main topo- 
graphic features of the map, but avoid duplicating what you have in sumr&ry 
what is origin of horseshoe-shaped valley around Reversed Peak? 

Olancha, California (see Jour. Geology 44, 631-633} 
Account for (a) upland meadows, (b) domes, (c) east side of Sierra Nevadas, 
(a) Kern Canyon 

Cascades 
Mt. Rainier and It. Rainier National Park, Yashkinston (see Coombs Mt. Rainier 
National Park Bull. 3, Washington University, 1935.) “".. °°. 
Read legend on back of Park map. Explain effect of glaciation on shape of 
the peak and of adjacent mountains. What was topography of the Cascrdes 
before Mt. Rainier was formea? 

Crater lake National Park, Oregon (text pp. 433-43l) ; 
Read legend on back of map. Outline the proofs which bear on the origin of 
the lake. What evidence shows that Mt. Mazama was glaciated? An alternative 
view of origin in advanced inG. S. A. 47; 1809-1830. 

Mt. Hood and Vicinity, OregZon-ashinzton (see Geol. Soc. Am. 49, 831-930) 
Discuss the orizin ef valley of the Columbia. What evidences isthere of a 

relatively recent uplift of this region? of landslides? What connection may 
latter have with oricin of "scenrblands"? 

Summary is usual. Discuss in proper places (a) hypotheses of origin of 
Columbia Valley in the mountains (b) peneplain problem in Cascades (c) struc- 
tural relation of Cascades to Sierras (a) hanging valleys of Sierras 
(e) Origin of Crater Lake. 
Letter on map (a) Mt. Shasta (b) Mt. Yhitwey (c) Glacier Peak (ad) Lassen 
Peak (e) edge of continental drift (G. S. A. 40, 648)
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Laboratory, Pacific Coast Province, Edition 1939-Ho 

Point Reyes, California (text pp. 481-493) 
What is physiosraphic significance of (a) shape of shore at Point Reyes, 

(v) Drakes Estcro, (c) shore line between Pt. Reyes and Tomales Point, (da) 
Tomales Ba, (e) course of Walker Creek, (f) Chileno Valley, (g) course of 
streams above Point Reyes Station, (h) 125 foot terrace in Drakes Bay, 

(i) bar on N side of Drakes Bay. 

San Francisco, California. Folio 19% : 
Account for San Francisco Bay - for the flat at Berkeley. 

Marysville Buttes and Vicinity, California 
Account for the Buttes, for Sutter Basin, for the valleys parallel to the 

edge of the Buttes NW of North Butte and W of West Butte. (text p. 173) 

Compton, California. (see A. A. P. G. 11, 417, and 12, 515) 
Account for the form of Doninguez Hills. How may drainage be used to locate 

anticlines in this vicinity? (text pp. 500-508) 

San Antonio, California (text pp. 493-5004 
Account for the topography of Mohave Desert. Describe what effects of 

faulting on topography you can find. See fait map of California and model on 

stairs. 

La Jella, California, (see Water Supply Paper 446) (maps) {text pp. 508-510) 
What evidences can you find of recent changes in level of the land? 

Coos Bay, Oregon. Folio 73 (text pp. 458-465) 
Outline the evidences of changes of level and coastal outline shown in this 

map. 

Summary. 

Letter in your maps (a) Klamath Mts. (b) Orezon Coast Range (c) California 
Goast Range (d) boundaries of all subdivisions (e) “arysville Butteg (f) Olympic 
Mts. (g) San Gabriel Mts. (h) San Bernardine Mts. (i) San Andreas rift from 
fault map of California (j) limit of continental glaciation. 
In summary discuss the probability of finding evidences of morg than one cycle 

of erosionin the province, alse evidence cf present day mountain making.
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Great Plains, laboratory, edition, 1938-39 

High Plains 

Gamp Clarke, Nebraska, Folio 87. 
head the section on geologic history of the central Great Plains region from 
last paragraph on p. 3 on. In what subdivision of the Great Plains is this 
map? Account for the sand dunes. Why is erosion farther advanced here than 

it is farther east in the Great Plains? 

Lakep,Kansas and geological map of Kansas. Folio 212, 

What different kinds of depressions occur in south part of the map? Account 
for the streams which do not reach the Arkansas. . 

Raton Section : 
Raton, Brilliant, and Koehler Folio 214, 

ht Read.sections on "geography of the Great Plains province," Geology of the Great 
Flains and the Rocky Mts.," "topography," "drainage," and"geologic history" fro 
rAvGeCretaceous uplift aud crosion on. Tabulate briefly the steps in the de~ 

velopment of the »resent topography since the formation of the Tertiary sedi- 
mentse ‘ 

Black Hills : 
Central Black Hills Folio 219. 
Read “configuration of the Black Hills" p. 1, "geology of the general region," 
Pp 2, and "early Tertiary mountain growth" through "Quaternary uplift and ero- 
sion," pp. 25-26. Draw an idealized east-west section (see section sheet) 
across the Black Hills labeling the formations which form hogback ridges. 

What is origin or physiographic name of (a) Citadel Rock, (b) Dakota Peak 
near Hermosa, (c) Robbers Roost, (d) Buffalo Gap, (e) French Creek E. of 
Custer, (f) South Fork of French Creek, (g) valley west of Jackson's Ranch NW 
of Custer, (h) Centennial Prairie, (i) valley between Sturgis and Whitewood, 
(j) Needles. 

€ meee 

Pecos Section. 
Tucumcari and geological map of New Mexico. 
Account for the mesas. What evidence suggests that this area was once covered 

with Tertiary stream deposits? ‘Why more eroded than farther east? 

Missouri Plateau - glaciated. 
Bismark, North Dakota (areal zeology). Folio 181, Why does valley of Missouri 
narrow downstream? Why and when did the river assume its present course?(See 
Fenneman and note that the Folio gives another interpretation) 

Missouri Plateau - unglaciated and glaciated. 
Glendive, liont. See glacial map of Montana. 

Locate remnants of three terraces and find their age in reference to the drift. ; 

What effect did glaciation have on topography? 

: Edwards Plateau ~ Nueces folio, Texas No. 42 
What evidence suggests a relatively recent uplift of this region? 

lano District 
: Llano = Burnet folio, Texas No. 183. 

Read section on "General Geography and Geology," Geologic History," Account 
for the disregard of rock character shown by major streams. What causes 

the granite to be weaker than limestone? See Plate X.



= 

Colorado Piedmont 
Castle Rock. Folio, Colorado No. 198. 
What past physiographic conditions do the Tertiary deposits indicate? What 

became of the latest Tertiary now found farther east? Explain. 

Write a four page summary on outline given below. 
Qutline for report - give headings for each section. 

Definition ( be concise and to the point) 
Boundaries (give geological, topographic features besides a list of ad- 

joining provinces). : 
Geology (emphasis on kind rather than age of rocks). 
Topography (include here discussion of subdivisions). 
Physiographic history (start with oldest event which affects present 

surface. Separate conclusions from facts stated above). 
Hand in reports in folders avoiding paper clips. 

Do not forget to locate quadrangles and subdivisions of the province on vour 

— map and hand this in with the summary. Locate boundaries of all subdivisions. 
‘scate also on map (a) Pine Ridge (b) Black Hills (c) Little Rocky Mts. 
(4) Sand dunes of Nebraska (e) Bearpaw Mts., (f) Highwood Mts., (g) Shonkin 
cag, (h) Goshen Hole, (i) Llano Estacado, (j) limit of glaciations, (k) ter- 
minal moraine. (See fig. 27, pe 72, Fenneman) 

faswers to questions above may be included in summary as examples. If you 

elect to do this the four page limit is not enforced. -
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Southern Rockies, Laboratory. Edition 1938-39 

Livermore quadrangle, Colorado and geological map of Colorado 
What evidence is here found that the Front Range was once of lower relief than 
at present? Account for the broad valleys in the north central part of the 
Range and for the course of the North Fork of Cache la Poudre River. Mame the 

Fourasicn. in the two hogbacks along the foot of the Range. Account for Table 
Mt. (Secs 12; T11 Ne ré 70 Wa) 

Leadville Sheet, Colorado 
Account for the outlines of the ridges in Park Range. Why are these features 
dest developed on the east side? Account for the smooth ridse tops. Locate 

examples.of true hanging valleys; of terminal moraines. 

Sentral City quadrangle, Colorado 
— Study to see if you can find evidence of more than one stage of peneplanation 

(low relief) of the mountain. Account for the lakes and their distribution 
including the step-like arrangement. Locate remnants of preglacial surface. . 

Canon City sheet, Colorado and zeological map of Colorado 
account for the marked hogback north of Canon City and for its termination to 
the southwest; also for the hogback northeast of Canon City. Account for 

Webster Park and for the Royal Gorge. What must have been the topography 

waen the Arkansas River first began to flow? 

Gslorado Springs Folio, Colorado (No. 203) 
Reed sections "Geography and geology of the region," "Geozraphy," and "Geologic 
History," and examine the Illustration Sheets. What evidence of peneplana~ 
tion of the mountains may be seen? Discuss the question of one peneplain dis~ 
placed by a fault or two peneplains. (See Fig. 8 and Plates I, II). What 
formations make hogbacks? Why are hogbacks not continuous along the foot of 
the mountain? What effect has glacial erosion had on the scenic features of 

; the mountains? Locate features due to glacial deposition. 

Sheridan, Wyoming. State geological map. See also G.S.A. 49; 1718-1721. 
Draw a cross section with a vertical scale not less than 1600 feet to an inch 
from Ames Monument through E in O zone to letter T 13 N in east margin of map. 
Show geology, What does this show as to age of the woland? What is the slope 
in feet per mile? Is it a peneplain or a pediment? 

Summary 

Write a summary on outline previously used. Include in this a series of ideal 
cross sections of the Front Range, and the western part of the Great Plains 
showing (a) after post-Cretaceous uplift and erosion, (b) completion of High 
Plains deposits, (c) Pleistocene glaciation, and (a) present. See Fenneman 
pe. 107. In the history include discussion of alternative theories as given 
in class.
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Laboratory, Middle Roclies, and Wyoming Basin, 

Edition of 1938-39 
Consult Geological map of “yoming for all Maps. 

Meeteetse and Oregon Basin quadrangles, Wyoming. See G.S.A. 4S, $1394, 
In what geographic feature are these quadrangles? Account for Little Buffalo 

Basin and for Spring Greek Basin. To what class of streams does Greybull River 

belong? Account for the course of Little Buffalo Creek. On the Cregon Basin 

quadrangle explain the ~idges around Oregon Basin. Account for Elk Butte for 
the offsets in parts of the bordering ridge, for instance northeast of Loch 
Katrine and near B. Mj 5311 in T. 50N., R. 100W. Suggest possible explanations 
for the enclosed part of the Oregon Basin around the lake. Account for the 

gently slosing crests of Meeteetse Rim. 

Gallatin quadrangle, Wyomin:. Folio Noe 30. : 
Study the geological map to find the origin of the relatively level parts of 
the Park, the Plateaus. Account for Gallatin Ranges To what province does it 

belonz? Why are geysers and hot sorings so common here? 

= Gilbert Peak quadrangle, Utah—Wyoming. See Prof. Paper 185, also Prof. Paper 6k. 
How is the structure of the Uinta HNountains shown in the remmants of the pre~— 

glacial surface? What has been the effect of glaciation? Why was glacial 

erosion so much more effective on the south rather than on the north side of 
the range as is more common. Locate examples of the Gilbert Peak pediment; 

Bishop conglomerate; terminal moraines; Bear Mt. pediment; Browns Park formation; 

hogbacks. 

Grand Teton quadrangle, Wyoming. (four. Geol. 43, 381-397; Tenneman p. 169) | 
Show the structure of the Teton mountains by a cress section through Jackson ' 

Lake across the quadrangle. In your summary explain tvo hypotheses of the 
origin of the mountains. What effects of glaciation can you distinguish. 

Cloud Peak quadrangle, Wyominz. Folio No. 142 
Explain effects of glaciation. Note especially the topography just east of 

Misty moon Lake. Locate several "flatirons" and account for them. ' : 

Rocks Springs, Wyoming, 
Account for the north-south ridge east of Rock Springs using a sketche Account 
for the intricate erosion-of parts of Baxter Basin; for the lakes; for the 

gap east of Rock Springs. 

Saddleback Hills, Wyoming. the 
Account for the hills givin: a sketch of structure. Account for/curved ridges 
in Northeast corner; for the course of Little Medicine Bow River; for the 

ridge near Allen,. ore 

Walcott, Wyoming. : 
Account for the ridge northeast of Fort Steele using a sketch section about 
5 miles long. 
Write a summary of the province on same outline as before. Do not forget to 
give headings. Include summary of present interpretation of history of 
Uinta Mts., and history of Yellowstone Plateau. 

is % : : ; .



: GEOLOGY 130 

3 PHYSICGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Nerthern Reckies, Edition 1938-39 

Map and aerial view ef Glacier National Park and map of glacial deposits of Montana 

24-HO. (U. S. G. S. Bull. 600) 
Compare the vigor of glaciation here with that of other areas thus far studied in 

the Rocky Mountains. Explanation? Account for the distribution of surviving glac- 
iers. locate several cirques, aretes (narrew divides), rock steps (explain) and 

"horns", Explain with a cross section the structure sf the mountain front includ.- 

ing Chief Mountain. Account fer Chief Mountain. i 

- Hamilten quadrangle, Montana~Idaho 
Saggest possiblé explanations ef (a) the straight border of the Bitteroot Mountains 

(b) straight courses ef some of the streams within the mountains. 

Saypo quadrangle, Montana 
Illustrate with sections four (4+) different pessible structural interpretations «f 

the origin of the hogbacks. 

Kathdrum quadrangle, Idaho 
Aocount for the lakes. Have you seen the same thing in the field? Seé New York 
State Museum Handbook No. 1 on Allegheny State Park (library) or Annals, Assciation 
fmerican Geographers, vol. 10, pp. 114-117. 

Philipsburg Folio, No. 196, Montana (library). 
Read sections in Introduction of "Relief". and "Drainage"; "Topography," p. 2, 5 
"Tertiary and Quaternary systems," pp. 10+-12; "Physisgraphy," p. 21; 

i "Physiographic develepment" and "Quaternary Périod," p. 23. Account for Philips— 
burg Valley and its narrgw outlet. Account for the present conditions at George-- 

town Lake. 

Write a summary of the prevince on outline previously given, This should include 
a discussion of (a) was there ence a peneplain which is now dissected and (b) what 
relation do the Tertiary-filled valleys have to this surface? 

Use diagrams where needed to save writing but refer to them in text. 

Shew on map (a) area ef granitic rock (b) Rocky Lt. trench (c) Parcell Trench 
(d) Tertiary basins within mountains (see p. 220 and map ef U. S.)



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Columbia Plateau, Edition 1933-39 

Refer to geological map of United States. _ 

Quincy, Wash. 
Account for the "potholes" and give their correct physiographic 
name. What relation do they have to the Scablands? How do 
they prove large volume of water. 

Moses Lake, Wash 
Account for the "potholes", See text for correct designation. 
What evidence shows how wide the stream once was? 
What evidence is there of subsequent wind work? How does it 

account for the lake? 

Beverly and Red Rock, Wash. 
How does the topography show the structure of Saddle Mt? What 
other structure is suggested in places? What has altered the 
north face of the mountain? Name and describe some of the other 
features of the same origin. What is probable origin of course 
of Columbia River? 

Bend, Oregon. : F 
Account for the fallg¢ for the. buttes. 

Malaga Washington (Jour. Geol. 38, 385-396) 
How does Bretz classify the 925 ft. terrace. Does Moses Coulee 
also contain a gravel fill? Locate Seabland opposite of 
the coulee, also moraine on terrace and landslide topography. 
What does last resemble? 

: Summary should include discussion of (a) the “seabland controversy" . 
and (b) the course of the rivers in the Yakima district as 
discussed in class. Show on your map: (a) Seablands (b) Water~ | 

5 ville Plateau (c) Palouse country (da) Moses Coulee (e) Grand 
Coulee.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory. Colorado Plateau, Edition 1937~ ws. 3% 

Kaibab, Arizona 
Compare the origin of Vermillion and Shinarump Cliffs with 

that of the cliffs on the side of the Kaibab Plateau. Draw an . 
east-west cross section with vertical scale not exaggerated more 
than four times to show their relaticn., Find and discuss explan- 
ations of "The Esplanade." Account for course of west fork of 

Kayab Creek. 

Bright Angle, Arizona. 
Of what other map is this a resurvey? Read description on 

back. What are the depressions on the plateau surface? Account. : 
‘ for the rapids in the river. Draw a cross section north from the 

ws station to north rim showing geology (see text for section and names, 
also model in museum). Account for the Tonto Platform, 

Mt. Trumbull, Arizona. 
Account for Grand Wash Cliffs and Hurvicane Ledge. Account foi 

the mountains and buttes on the plateau, What other physiographic 

province is shown? 

Henry Mts., Utah (Model on 3rd floor) 
Use a cross section to explain structure and origin of Mt. 

Ellsworth and Water Pocket fold. What is Navajo Mt? What evidence 
do you find of recent rejuvenation of the stream? 

Flagstaff, Arizona 
‘Locate examples of (a) craters (b) sinkholes (c) cinder cones 

(a) cirque. 

San Rafael, Utah. 
Explain structure of. San Rafael Swell, 

Summary should include diagrams showing each major step. J 
Locate on map (a) Grand Canyon (bd) all subdiviistons of the province 
(c) White Cliffs (d) Zmi Mts (e) Vermillion Cliffs (f) Pink 
cliffs (g) Henry Mts. (h) Black Mesa (i) Lees Ferry (j) Grand 
Wash cliffs.



GEOLOGY 130 

. PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES © 

Laboratory, Basin and Range, Edition of 1933-39 

Mexican Highland : 
Chisos Mountains, Texas 
Account for Marisc=1 Mt. and for the parallel ranges to the northwest. 
How could you explain the course of the Rio Grand River through Mariscal Mtoe? 
Account for the east-facing escarpment on the west side of Mariscal Mt., northwest 

of the name. Explain the open-spaced contours around the Chisos Mountains. 
Playas, New Mexico 
In what stage of the erosion cycle are these mountains? What evidence is there of 

block origin? What general term is suggested by the name of the "lake"? What 
term is applied to a basin containing such a lake, 
Deming, New Mexico and geologica] map 
Why does the geological map show no faults along the sides of these ranges? 

Compare these mountains with those of Furnace Creek Regione 

Mt. Riley, New Mexico 
Locate (a) block mountain, (b) volcanic cones. Account for the depressions in 

a the southern part of the map giving mo~e than one possible hypothesis. 
Teclingua, Texas. ~ See cross section of central U. S. by Kansas Geol. Soc. 
Describe and explain the Mesa de Anguila and suggest two possible expvlanations 

cf the course of the Rio Grande across it. Account for the Solitario and 

classify the streams an? their tributaries which rise within it. 

Scrramento 
Van Horn, Texas 

Account for the Sierra-Diablog Explain the course of Victoria Creek after it 
leaves the canyon. What changes have occured on the Sierra Diablo and why? 

Account for Apache Canyon. Locate fault scarps in the eastern part of the map. 
What hypotheses might explain this enclosed basin in what is often called the 

"open basin region." 

Greet Basin 
Toole Valley, Utah 
To what class of mountains do these ranges belong? I, what stage of erosion 

are they? Account for the flat areas. 

Furnace Creek and Ballarat, Col.—Nevada 
What proofs are there thot the basins between those mountains are of structursl 
instead of erosional origin? Locate several possible fault scarps. What are 
the belts of brown stippling on the lover slopes of the mountains? 

Salton Trough : 
Salton, Sin, C@ifornia ; 
Account for the low level of the Salton Sea so close to tidewater. Account 
for the "ancient beach line". 

Write Summary of province as usual — include a brief discussion of the controversy 
over the origin of "Basin Range" and discuss origin of pediments. Locate on 

map (a) Mohave Desert (b) Lake Bonneville shoreline (Map of glaciaticn) (c) Lake 
Labontan shoreline (d) Tularosa Basin (e) E8tancia Valley



GEOLOGY 130 ‘ 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Sierras and Cascades, Edition of 1936.39 

SierrassYosemite arid Yosemite Valley, California. See also maps in : 
Prof. Paper 160 - +. Read the legned on the back of the Valley mape 
On the map pick out remnants of the several erosion levels, locating 
them definitely. Account for the differences between Yosemite Valley 
aove and below Old Insviration Point. Account for the angular outline 
of the Valley. Explain the falls in both Yosemite and Hetch Hetchy 
Valleys. Account for the "domes", How does the structure of the rock 
affect glacial erosion? Yhat bearing has this on the problem of glacial 

erosion in general. 

Mt. Lylo, California 
| What division of the Sierras issiown? What evidence does the map show of 

|| change in elevation of the Rand? Write a short explanation of the main 
|) topographic features of the map but avoid duplicating what you have in 

~ | summary 5 : 

 Olancha, California See Jour. Geology W4., 631-38 
; Account for (a) upland meadows, (b) domes, (c) east side of Sierra eae 

/ Nevadas, (ad) Kern Canyon 

/ Cascades : 
: Mts Rainier and Mt. Rainier National Plark, Washington. See Combs, 

Mt. Rainier Nat. Park, Bull. 3, Washington Univ.1936. Read lengend on 
back of Park map. Explain effect of glaciation on shape of the peak 
and of adjacent mountains, What was topography of: the Casendes before 
Mt. Rainier was formed? w 

Crater Lake National Park, Oregon ‘ 
i | Read legend on back of mape Outline the proofs in tabular form which 

demonstrate the method of origin of the lakes What evidence skows that ; 
| Mt. Mazama was glaciat-d?. Wheat evidences of. post :lacial erosion a6 : 

\ you find on the map? Anaternative view of origin is advanced in Ge. A. 
\ 473 1809-1830. ‘ alba : 

Mt, Hood and Vicinity, Oregon-Washington SeeGeol. Soc. Ame 49, 831+930.6 
\ Discuss the origin of valley of the Columbia. What evidence is there of 
\ a relatively recent uplift of this region? 

\ Summary as usual, Discuss in proper place 4a) origin of Columbia Valley 
\ in the mountains (>) peneplain problem in Cascades (c) structural 

\ ‘relation of éascades to Sie-ras (e) glacial erosion of Sierras, 
\. Locate on map. (a) Mt. Shasta (b) Mt. Whitiney(c) Glacier Peak 

(a) Lassen Péaky 
\ : : ~~ 

, er po ieee Se GA Sey : 
Doe a a: Fie re 

‘ \yorur, he \f ot by :



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

— zh — 19% ¢ wn @ Oe 
Laboratory, Pacific Coast Province Edition 136 /” S os? 

Point Reyes, California 

Waat is physiographic significance of (a) shape of shore at Point Reyes, 
(b) Drakes Estero, (c) shore line between Pt. Reyes and Tomales Point, 
(a> Tomales Bay, (e) course of Walker Creek, (f) Chileno Valley, (g) course of 
streams above Point Reyes Station, (h) 125 foot terrace in Drakes Bay, 
(i) bar on N side of Drakes Bay. 

San Francisco, California,Folio 193 
Account for San Frencisco Bay - for the flat at Berkeley. 

Marysville Buttes and Vicinity, California 

Account for the Buttes, for Sutter Basin, for the valleys parallel to the edge 

of ‘the Buttes NW of North Butte and W of West Butte. 
oo 

Compton, California, See AATG 11, 417, and 12, 515 
Account for the form of Dominguez Hills 

San Antonio, California ‘ 
Account for the topography of Mohave Desert. Describe what effects of 

faulting on topography you can find. 

ha Jolla, California - See Water Supply Paper 446. (maps) . 
What evidences can you find of recent changes in level of the land? 

Goos Bay, Oregon Folio 73 : 
Outline the evidences of changes of level and coastal outline shown in this 

MaDe : 

Summary e 

Show in your map (a) Klamath. Mts. (b) Oregonqast Range (c) California Coa:'t 
_ Range (@ Boundaries of all subdivisions (eMarysville Buttes (f) Olympic Mtse 

(g) San Gabriel Mts. (h) San Bernardino Mts. (i) San Andreas rift from fault 
map of California



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Ouachita Mts and Ozark Plateau. Edition 1937-38 

Ouachita Mts, 
Caddo Gap, Ark. Wheat physiographic provinces shown on this map? Describe what 

Surface features show this boundary on the map. Refer to Bull. 808, pl. I 
What evidence indicates two cycles of erosion ( fig. 7, Bull. 808)? 
Study structure sections in cbove and Ree if you can account for the bends 

in Gaddo Mt. and for the structure of “elson Mt, 
Hot Springs end vicinity, top. and geological maps. Refer to Folio 215 

Whet is the most resistant kind of rock here and how does this fact show in 
the topogrephy2 In folded rocks of diverse resistance the "dip slope” is 
smoother then the other slope which cuts ccross the layers. On this other 
side there often cre minor terraces. Gaps across ridges narrow in the direc- 
tion of dip. Try to apply these criteria to Trap Mt., West Mt., Sugarlocf Mt., 
anc Indian Mt. What causes the difficulty? Docs the rule thet an anticline 
has a long gentle nose and a syncline a short nose apply here? 

Winding Stair, Okla. 
; Account for the topography near Heevener by using the geological map. 

Little Rock, Ark. 
Read the legend on back. Bind the border of the Goestal Plain. Account for 

ecifferences in course of Arkensas River above anc below Little Rock. 
What evicence suggests that the Coastal Plein sediments were deposited on 
a surface of very low relief? that the Goastal Plain once extended farther? 

Ozark Platceu 2 
Eureka-Harrison Foliom No, 202. 

Read sections on Geology and Geography of Ozark region, Topography, anc Geologic 

History of Mesozoic end Cenozoic. Show by a cross section (stricture section 
sheet) the three benches. Incicate the resistant rocks causing them and the 

nenes usec in Missouri. 
Coldwater, Mo. 

Account for the mountains and compare with e sinilar area in Wisconsin. 
Refer to Mo. Geol. Survey vol. 10, pp. 94-109 for discussion of entrenced 

meacers. ‘What explanations may apply herc? 

& map (use that in back of your text if desired, otherwise furnished) showing (a) 
province boundaries, (b) subdivisions, (c) quadrangles studied, and (d) special 
features called for is to be handec in with cach report. Maps may be kept in 

Room 211 if desired. Golor neatly and make a legend. For these provinces show 

(a) St. Frencis Mts, (b) Mississippian escarpment, (c) Boston Mts, (d) Springficld 
Plotforn, (e) Salen Pletforn, (f) P4éeéi Escarpment (top of Cambrian ss), (¢) 
Crystol Escarpnent (top of St. Petcr ss), (h) Athens Platcau 
Besides notcs on quadrangles include in your report « sunmary of not over four(4) 

pages using following outline. GIVE HEADINGS FOR EACH SECTION, 
Definition of province (concise) 
Boundarics (give geologic and topographic features besices a list 

of adjoining provinces and be brief) 

Geology ( emphasis on KIND rather than ogeof rocks) 

Topography ( include discussion of subdivisions ) 
Physiographic History (startwithpldestevent whichaffectspresent 

surface. Separate CONCLUSTONS from facts stated above. 

Explain clearly anderrange in tabular form if desired). 

Hand inreport in foldcr (avid paper clips) Note dates in calendar for reports. 
THERE WILL BE NO EXTENSIONS OF TIME, 

When attention is called to special subjects to be discussed in surmary BE SURE 
they are PLACED IN PROPER SECTION. For Ozarks the main problem is the nunber of 
cycles of erosion, For Quachitas the sane plus possible causes of water and wind - 
aps. SEPARATE REORTS are needed for Ozark Plateawand Ouachita Mountains.



GEOLOGY 130 S 
PHYSIOSGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Ouachitas, Ozarks, Elition 1936 

Ouachitas ; 
Gaddo Gap, Quadrangle, Arkansas, geological map of Arkansas, and U.S.G.5. 

Bull, 808 (library) 
What physiographic provinces are present? Hov can you follow the boundary 

on the map? Describe differences on two sides. Account for the bends in 
Caddo Mh and for the structure of Nelson kt. Discuss evidence for and 
against cycles of erosion in this area. See fig. 7. Bull, 308. 

Hot Springs and vicinity, topographic and geological) maps, 
Work out the structure using the usual criteria for direction of dip, 

paying especial attention to Trap Mt., West Mt., Sugarloaf Mt. and Indian 
Mt. Then compare with geologic sections and account for ucme of the 

difficulties. : 

Winding Stair quadrangle, Oklahoma and zeological map of Oklahoma, : 

What kind of structure is present west of Hoavoner? E:plain how determined. 

Ozarks 
Eureka-Harrison Folio, Noe 202. Read sections on geology and geography 
of the Ozark region, Topography, ad geologic history os Mesozoic and 
Cenozoic, Account for the three benches drawing a rough sketch of them, 
What other explanation has beenapplied to them? Discuss. 

GQuachitas : 

Little Rock quadrangle, Ariansas and geological map of Arkansas. 
Read lesend on back of maps Account for the differences in the course of 

Arkansas River above ad below Little Rock. What evidence suggests that 

the coastal plan sediments once covered the entire area? What was 
topography of area when burial began? : 

Ozarks 

@oldwater quadrangle, Missouri and geological map of Missouri. 

Account for the "mountains". What area in Wisconsin resembles this in 
geological relations? Discuss possible explarntions of the meandering 

course of St. Frmcis River. 

Write summaries not to exceed four (4) pages in length, of each province 

on the following outline. (two provinces this time) 

Definition of province 
Summary of boundaries giving geological and topograpnic 

features which deterrine them (very brief statement) 
Geology (brief with emphasis on kind rather than age of rocks) 
Topography including any subdivisions of the province. 
Physiographic history, the interpretation of the foregoing 

evidence (can often be arranged in tabular form) Be sure 
to deep inferences separate from observed facts stated in 
previous sections. 

Hand in vour work in a folder. Unless otherwise stated work on every 

province is due the day the next province is begun in class. Late work 
which in unexcused will receive no credit.



GEOLOGY 130 ; 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Quachitas, Ozarks, etc. 
Edition of 1934 

Caddo Gap quadrangle, Arkansas and geological map of Arkansas 
‘ What physiographic provinces are pregent on this map? Pick out from the 5: 

map of physiographic divisions of the U. 5. the exact boundary and then see 

what differences in topography and drainage you can find between the two sides. 
Explain the peculiar bends in Caddo Mt. What geological term is applied to 
this kind of a structure? Account for the structure of Nelson Mt. Sheck 
your conclusion with maps in Bull. 808 in library. Explain two possible 
explanations of the rather level ridge tops. 

Hot Springs and vioinity, topographic and geological maps. : 
How can you tell from the form of a ridge which way the strata dip? 
Apply these-criteria to determine the structure of Trap Mt., West Mi., 
Sugarloaf Mt., and Indian Mit. Sheek your conclusions with the structure 
sections and explain the difficulties encountered in working out structure 
from topography on this map. é 

Winding Stakf quadrangle and geological map of Oklahoma. Account for the 
curved ridges west of Heavener. — 

Sureka Springs-Harrison Folio No. 202. Read the parts on geography an¢ 
geology of the Ozark region, topography and “esozoic and Cenozoic geological 
history. Account for the three different suiimit levels and draw a sketch 
showing their relation to the geology using the structure sections as a 
guide. Discuss two possible explanations of these benches. 

Little Rock quadrangle and geological map of Arkansas. 
What evidenee do you find of a former greater extent of the Coastal Plain in 
this area? 

Coldwater quadrangle and geological map of Missouri. 
What two classes of rocks are present here and how does each affect the 
topography? Do you know of any similar area, that is with similar history, 
in Wisconsin? Discuss two possible explanations of the meandering course 
of St. Francis River and their bearing on the physiographic history. 

Show on your map of the U. S. the boundaries of the provinces studied and 
their subdivisions using color if possible, Do not use wax crayon, Other 
crayons may be rubbed in with cloth using gasoline if possible. Aso show 
the owtlines and names of the quadrangles studied. MAPS WILL BE GRADED ON 
NEATNESS. Phey are to be chekced up when each report is handed in. : 
,hen write a summary, not to exceed four (4) pages in length, of the province 
(or provinces) covered by the exercise just before and follow this outline. 

Definition of province 
Brief deseription of what geological and topographic features fix 

its limits and those of its subdivisions. : 
Geology with emphasis on kind rabher than age of formations. : 
Topography including a list of the different land forms in province. 
Physiographic history, preferably in concise tabular form starting 

with the oldest events which affected the present surface. 

Hand in report in a folder. Unless otherwise arranged for each report is 
due the day the next province is started in class. Unexcused late reports 

will be either reduced in grade or denied any credit at all. Grades depend 

“pon originality, neatness, and conciseness,
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES nee 
Laboravory, Ouachitas, Ozarks, etc. Bas ee 

Gaddo Gap, Quadrangle, Arkansas, goological map of Arkansas, and U. Se Gy. 
S. Bull. 808. : 
What physiographic provinces are present? How can you follow the boundary 

on the map? Describe differences on two sides, Account for the bends in 

Caddo lit. and for the structure of Nelson Mi. Liscuss evidence for two 
cycles of erosion in thi> area. See figs 7, Bull. 808, What other 
physiographic province does this history suggest? : 

Hot Springs and vicinity, topographic and geological maps. ee 
Try first te work out the structure using the cirteria employed in the 

Folded Appalachians paying especial attention te Trap Mu., West Mt., 
Sugarloaf Mt. and Indian Mt. Wha difficulties appear when you chock with 
the geslogical map and how do you explain them? 

- Winding Stair quadrangle, Oklahoma and goolegical map of Oklahoma, 
What kind ef structure is present west of Heavoner? Explain how worked ou! 

Eureka-Harrison Folio, No» 202, Read sections on goography and geology of 
tho Ozark region, Topogrpahy, and. geologic history ef Mesozoic and Cenu- 

zoic. Account for the three bendds drawing a rough sketch ef them, 
Contrast attitude of the authors With older explanations. a 

Little Rock quadrangle, Arkansas ond geologicajmap of Arkansas. 
Read legend on back of map. Acceunt for the differencos in the courso :f 
Arkensas River abeve and below Little Rock. what ovidence suggests thai 
the coastal plain sedimonts ence covered tho entire area? 

Coldwater quadranglo, Misseuri and geological map ef Missouri. 
Account for tho "mountains". What areca in Wisconsin rosemblos this in 

4 geological relations? Discuss possible oxplantisns ef the course of St 
Francis River. 

Write a summary, not to exceed four (4) pagos in length, ef the province 
: en the following outline. 

Definition ef preévince : : Lette 
Summary of boundarios giving-goological and topographic features 

which dotormino them ( very. bricf statemont) 
Bese: Geology (. bricf with omphasis en kind rather then age of rocks) 

Topography including any subdivisions of the province. 
Physiographic history, the interpretation of the foregoing 

: evidence ( can often bo arranged in tabular ferm) Bo sure to 
keep inferences soparate from observed facts stated in previous 
sections. 

Hand in your work in a folder. Unless othorwise stated work on evory 
previnco is due tho day tho noxt provinces is begun in class. Late work 
which is unexcused will neediwqno erodit. :
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GEOLOGY 130 »% 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES (a9 
Laboratory, Ouachitas, Ozarks, etc. ae 

Gaddo Gap, Quadrangle, Arkansas, geological map of Arkansas, and U. 5S. Gs 
Se Bull. 808. : a 3 
What physiographic provinces are presenv? How can you follow the boundary 

on the map? Describe differences on two sides. Accouny for the bends in 

2 Caddo Mit. and for the structure of Nelson Mt. lLiscuss evidence fer tivo : 

cycles of erosion in this area, See fig, 7, Bull. 808. What ovher 
: physiographic province does this history suggest? : 

Hot Springs and vicinity, topographic and geological maps. pas 
Try first te work out the structure using the cirteria employed in the 
Folded Appalachians paying especial attention te Trap Mu., West Mt., 
Sugarloaf Mt. and Indian Mt. What difficulties appear when you check with 

F the geslogical map and how do you explain them? 

Winding Stair quadrangle, Oklahoma and geolegical map of Oklahoma, s 
What kind ef structure is present west of Hoavener? Explain how worked out 

Eureka-Harrison Folio, No. 202. Read sociions on goography and geology of 
the Ozark region, Topogrpahy, and- geologic history ef Mesozoic and Cenu- 

zoic. Account for the three bends drawing a rough sketch of then. 
Contrast atiitude of the authors Yith older explanations. 

Little Rock quadrangle, Arkansas ond geologicajmap of Arkansas. 
Read legend on back of maps Acceunt for the differencos in the course -f 
Arkansas River abeve and below Little Rock. What ovidence suggests that 
tho coastal plain sedimonts ence covered the ontire area? 

Coldwater quadranglo, Misseuri and geological map of Missouri. 
Account for the "mountains", What area in Wisconsin rosembles this in 
geological relations? Discuss possible oxplantions of the course of St 
Francis River. 

Write a summary, not to exceed four (4) pages in length, ef the province 
en tho following outline. 

% 

Definition ef prevince : - ee 
Summary of boundarios giving goological and topographic features. 

: which dotormino thom ( very. brief statenont) : 
Goology (. bricf with omphasis en kind rather then, age’ of rocks) : 
Topography including any subdivisions of the province. 
Physiographic history, the interpretation of the foregoing 
evidence ( con often bo arranged in tabular ferm) Bo sure to 
keep inferences separate from observed facts statod in previous 
sections, 

Hand in your work in a folder. Unloss otherwise stated work on every 
previnco is due tho day tho noxt vrovinco is begun in class. Late work 
which is unexcusod will neeghwqne crodite



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYS IOGRAPHY Oi’ Tila UNITaD STALLS i 

Laboratory questions on Ozarks and Ouacnitas 

Caddo Gap quadrangle, Arkinsaw and geological map of Arkansas. 

Wha. physiographic provinces are represented on this quadrangle? Wiat difrer- 

ences are tnere between thea in rock structure, rock character, and drainage 

pettern? Account for the beads in Cadio Mountain west of the Gap. What name is 
applied to such structures? “Shat kinds of rock make up the ridges? ‘What is 

the structure of Nelson Mtv.? 
. 

Hot Springs and vicinity, geologtal and topographic maps. 
What is the structure of Trap att, West Mt., Sugarloaf ht., Indian Mis? 
What difiiculties do you find in applying same criteria as used in Penusylvania? 

Explain fully. ; ‘ z 

Harrison quadrangle, Missouri-Arkansas and Zureka-Harrison Folio, No. 202 

a Read sections on geograpny and geology of the Ozark region, Topography, and 

geologic history of Mesozoic and Cenozoic. CComent on attxtude of authors as 
' compared with that of older writers. Draw a generalized cross section from north- 

cast to southwest of Harrison quadrangle showing geology and structure.) Name the 
three benches and accoutffor cach. What interpretation would have been given 
formerly? wtua ‘ Aone Bd The wel vy Ue fpr apes 

Litcle Rock quadreasle, arkansas (Camp Pike map), geological map of ariaasas 

: Read legend on back. Jérite a snort summary of the physiography of the area 
contrasting the two.p.hysiogrgashic provinces as to rock character, rock strucovre, 
drainage pattern, origin of lakes. Include the relation of Granite Mountain to 

the adjoining sediments. 

“rite a summary, not to cxce+é four pages in length of the province using the 

outline given. 
Definition of province. 

Sumuary of boundcries of province 
_— (Mopography, iiclucing discussion of any subdivisions of province : 

> “Geology (very brief with little saphasis on age of rock) 

History of the present topography, tuat is interpretation which shoul 
be avoided in precesding svctions. This is to keep inference 

2 separate from ovserved facts. 

“Retation—of tososresiy-cnd-natural-rosvureos,” mont toned uncer geslogy. 

ob LIL OL LE andtneio de SxpPROvIAre os 

Hand in long with dircetion shovt uing vitaercli, or manilla folaer. : 

- e



auontdy 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Great Plains, laboratory, edition, 1937-38 

Camp Clarke, Nebraska and Folio 87 
Read the section on geologic history of the central Gre=t Plains region from : 
last paragraph on pe 3 one In what subdivision of the Great Plains is this map? 

Account for the sand dunes, Why is erosion farther advanced here than it is far- 
ther east in the Great Plains? 

Laken quadrangle, Kansas and geological map of Kansas. Folio 212. 
What diffe-ent kimds of depressions occur in south part of the map? Account for 

the streams which do not reach the Arkansas. 

Raton, Brilliant, and Koehler Folio 214, 
Read sections on "zeography of the Great Plains province", Geology of the Great. 
Plains and the Rocky Mts.", "topography", "drainage", and "geologic history" from 
post—Cretaceous uplift and erosion on, Tabulate briefly the steps in the develop. 

. ment of the present topography since the formation of the Tertiary seciments. 

roe Central Black Hills Folio 219 y 
Read "configuration of the Black Hills" p. 1, "geology of the general region", 

pe 2, and “early Tertiary mountain growth" through "Quaternary uplift and ercsicn’, 
pp. 25-26. Draw an idealized east-west section (see section sheet) across the 
Black Hills labeling the formations which form hogback ridges, What is origin or 
physiographic name of (a) Citadel Rock, (b) Dakota Peak near Hermosa, (c) Robber: 

’ Roest, (a) Buffalo Gap, (e) French Creek EB, of Custer, (f) South Fork of French 
creek, (g) valley west of Jackson's Ranch NW of Custer, (h) Centennial Prairic. 

(i) valley between Sturgis and Whitewood, (j) Needles. . 

Spanish Peaks quadrangle and ceological map of Colorado, Folio 71 

Account for the Peaks and for the escarpment in northonrst part of thetmap i1lus- 

trating with a cross sections’ 

Tucumcari quadrangle and geological map of New Mexico. 
Account for the mesas. What evidence suggests that this area was once covered 
with Tertiary stream deposits? 

Watrous quadrangle and geological map of New Mexico. 
Compare with the Tucumcari quadrangle and note what other features are present, 
Account for Turkey Mountain and Masson Crater, Which was there first, the crater 
‘or the valley of Mora River? Cite evidence, 

Bismark, North Dakota (areal geology).Folio 181. Why does valley of Missouri 
narrow downstream? Why and when did the river assume its present course? (See 
Fenneman and note that the Folio gives another interpretation) 

Write a four page summary on outline previously given. Do not forcet to locate 
quadrangles and subdivisions of the province on your map and hand this in with ths 
summary by leaving on shelf in Room 211. Locate boundaries of all subdivisions, 
Locate also on map (a) Pine Ridge (b) Black Hills (c) Little Rocky Mts. (d) Sand 
dunes of Nebraska (e) Bearpaw Mts., (f) Highwood Mts., (g) Shonkin Sag, (h)Goshen 
Hole, (i) Llano Estacado, (j) limit of glaciations, (Ic) terminal moraine. (See 
Sige 27, De 72, Fenneman) 

Answers to questions above may be included in summary as examples, If you elect io 
do this the four page limit is net enforcede



ees GEOLOGY 130 
oo PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
. Great Plains, laboratory, edition, 1936 

Gemp Clarke quadrangle and Folio 87 (library) ,Nebraska 
Read the section on geologic history of the central Great Plains region from 
last paragraph on p. 3 on. In what subdivision of the Great Plains is this map? 
Account for the sand dunes, 
Why is erosion farther advanced here than it is farther east in the Great Plains? ; 

akin quadrangle, Kanses and geological map of Kansas 
What different kinds of depressions occur in south part of the map. Account for 
the streams which do not reach the Arkansas. 

Raton, Brilliant, and Koehler Folio No. 214, 
Read sections on "geography of the Great Plains province", "Geology of the Great 
Plains and the Rocky Mts", "topography", "drainage", and "geologic history" from 

: post-Cretaceous uplift and erosion on. Tabulate briefly the steps in the develop- 
ment of the present topography since the formation of the Tertiary sediments, 

=e Central Black Hills Folio No. 219 
Read "configuration of the Black Hills" p. 1, "geology of the general region", 
p. 2, and "early Tertiary mountain growth" through "Quaternary uplift and erosion", 
pp. 25-26. Draw an idealized east-west section (see section sheet) across the 
Black Hills labeling the formations which form hogback ridges. What is origin or 

physiographic name of (a) citadel Rock, (b) Dakota Peak near Hermosa, (c) Robbers : 
Roost, (d) Buffalo Gap, (e) French Creek BE. of Custer, (f) South Fork of French 
creek, (g) valley west of Jackson's Ranch NW of Custer, (h) Centennial Prairie, 
(i) valley between Sturgis and Whitewood, (j) Needles. 

Spanish Peaks quadrangle and geological map of Colorado. 
Account for the Peaks and for the escarpnent in northeast part of the map illus- 

trating with a cross section. 

Tucumcari quadrangle and geological map of New Mexico. 

Account for the mesas. Was this area once covered with Tertiary stream deposits? 
Outline evidence on this question considering the course of Pajarito Creek west 

2 of Tucumcari. 

Watrous quadrangle and geological map of New Mexico. 
Compare with the Tucumcari quadrangle and nete what other features are present, 
Account for Turkey Mountain and Masson Crater. Which was there first, the crater 

: or the valley of Mora River? Cite evidence. 

Bismark, North Dakota (areal geology). Why does valley of Missouri narrow down- 

2 stream? Why and when did the river assume its present course? (See text.) 

Write a four page summary on outline previously given. Do not forget ta locate 
quadrangles and eubdivisions of the province on your map and hand this in with 

: the eummary,



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGR&PHY OF THE UNITED STATZS 
Great Plains, laboratery, editien, 1933 

Camp Clarke quadrangle and Foli4 87 (library), Nebraska 

Read the section on geologic history of the central Great Plains region from 

last paragraph on pe 3 on. In what subdivision of the Great Plains is this map? 

Acceunt for the springs in the south part of the map and for the sand dunes, 

Accout for Courthouse and Jail Rockss Why is erosion farther advanced here than it 

is farther east in the Great Plains? 

Lakin quadrengle, Kansas and geological map of Kansas 

Suggest possible origins of the depressions in south part of the map and for the 

"lost streams". : 

Ogalslla quadrangle, Nebraska and map of soil regions of Nebraska 23-20 

Account for the enclosed basins. Discuss explanations of the difference between 
North and South Platte Rivers including the question of stream aggradation. 

2 Raton, Brilliant, and Koehler Folio No. 214. 
‘< Read sections on "geography of the Great Plains province", "Geology of the Great 

Plains and the Rocky Mts","topography", "drainage", and "geologic history" from 
post-Cretaceous uplift and erosion on. Tabulate briefly the steps in the 

development of the present topography since the formation of the Tertiary sediments. 

Central Black Hills Folio No. 219 
Read" configuration of the Black Hills" p. 1, “geology of the general region" p. 2, 

and "early Tertiary mountain growth" through "Quaternary uplift and erosion", 
pp. 25-26. Draw an idealized east-west section ( see section sheet) across the 

Black Hills labling the formations which form ridgese Lecate typical examples 

of (a) hogback, (b) laccolithic dome, (c) superimposed stream, (d) consequent 

stream, (e) watergap, (f) dissected alluvial cone, (g) obsequent valley, 
(h) "flatiron" ( tribanglular hill of tilted sediments). 

Spanish Peaks quadrangle and geological map of Colorado. 

Account for the Peaks and for the escarpment in northeast part of the map 

illustrating with a diagramatic cross section. 

Tucumcari quadrangle and geological map of New Mexico. 

Account for themmsas. Was this area once covered withTertiary stream deposits? 

Outline evidence on this question considering the ceurse of Pajarito Creek west 

of Tucumeari. 

Watrous quadrangle and geological map of New Mexico. 

Compare with the Tucumcari quadrangle and note what other featuresare present. 

Account for Turkey Mountain and Masson Crater. What is time relation of the 

latter to formation of valley of Mora River. 

Write a feur page summary on outline previously given. Do not forget to locate 

quadrangles and subdivisions of the province on your map and hand this in 

with the summary.



GHOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF fH UNITED SfATas 

Laboratory questions on Great Plains 

Camp Clarke quadrangle ond Folio 87, Nvbraske : 
Road the suction "Brief geologic history of the contreal Great Plains region" 

beginning at last paragraph on p. 3. In wnat subdivision of the Greet Plains 

is this map situated? account for tne springs in the south part of the map. 
account for the cand dunes considering that the prevaiiing sumuer winds «: present 
are SY, Sx lain the origin of Courthouse and Jail Rocks. ‘What are the canals 
for? Why is erosion more advanced here than farther east in the central Great 

Plains? 

Necteetse and Oregon Basin quadrangles, Wyouing and geological map of Wyoiing 
In what geographic feature are these qudrangles? Is this considered a part of 

the Great Plains by everyone? ‘Why can it be included? Account for Lit Be a 
Basin and Spring Creek Basin. Account for the ridg> in east part of T. 47" R. 2 

101 W. and for the circular lowland in west part of T. 47 N., R. 100 W. 
hap Draw a cross section to show geology and structure from about eS miles north of 
= Sunshine directly east across tne map. The iiesaverde formation is largely sands 

stone. To wnat class of streams does Greybull River beiong? Account for the 
course of Litile duffalo Creek. On the Oregon Basin map explain tne ridges around 
Oregon Basin. «ccount for Blk Butte and for the offsets in parts of the border- 
ing ridge for instance northeast of Loch Katrine and near B. M. 5311 in T. 50 Ne, 
R. 100 V. Sug est possible explanation for tne enclosed part of the Oregon Busin 
around the lake. Account for the gently sloping crests af Meoteetse Rin. 

Syracuse (geolo,ical) and Lakin quadrangles, Kansas 
What is the orign of tue Tertiary deposits? ‘iiat has caused their erosion? 
Sug ext possible explanations of the enclosed depressions. Account for tie 

: distribution of sand dunes. account for Lake “cKinacy. 

Ogalalla quadrangle, Nebraska 

. account for the basins of the north and extreme south parts. Sug,est possible 
reasons for tne difierence between Nortn and South Platte Rivers. 

a Raton, Brilliant, amd Koealer Folio, No. 214 
Read soctions on "geography of tue Great Plains Province", "Geology of tne Great 
Plaias and the Rocky liomteins", "Topography", "Drainage", and "Geologic History", 

.from "Post Cretaceous upliit and erosion" on. Nake e brief tabulation of the 
steps in the developuent of the present topyogrcpay since the formation of the 

Tertiary sediments. hat is the origin of the lakes of the Koehler quadrangle? 

Central Bla % Hills Folio No. 213 : 
Read "Configuration of the Black Hills", p. 1, "Geology of tue general region’, 
pe 2, «nd “arly Tertiary mountain growth” through "“Qwternary uplift and erosiz, 
pp. 25-26. row an idealized E-¥ section across the Black Hills labling the 
formations which fori ridges. «ccount for difierence between west and east sides, 

Locate typical examples of hogback, laccolith done, cave in limestone, watergap, 

consequent streem, dissected alluvial cone, obsequent valley, superimposed 

stream, "fletiron" or triangular area of sediments overlying crystallines. 

Urite a sumaary of the province on seme outline as used previosly



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Southern Rockies, Laboratory. Edition 1938-39 

Livermore quadrangle, Colorado and geological map of Colorado 
What evidence is here found that the Front Range was once of lower relief than 
at present? Account for the broad valleys in the north central part of the : 
Range and for the course of the North Fork of Cache la Poudre River. Mame the 
Foucssien. in the two hogbacks along the foot of the Range. Account for Table 

Mt. (Sec, 12, T11 Ne. rs 70 W.) 

Leadville Sheet, Colorado 
Account for the outlines of the ridges in Park Range. Why are these features 

22st developed on the east side? Account for the smooth ridge tops. Locate 

examples of true hanging valleys; of terminal moraines. 

Gentral City quadrangle, Colorado 
Study to see if you can find evidence of more than one stage of peneplanation 

(low relief) of the mountain. Account for the lakes and their distribution 
including the step-like arrangement. Locate remnants of preglacial surface.. 

Canon City sheet, Colorado and geological map of Colorado 

account for the marked hogback north of Canon City and for its termination to 
the southwest; also for the hogback northeast of Canon City. Account for 

Webster Park and for the Royal Gorge. What must have been the topography 
woen the Arkansas River first began to flow? 

Golorado Springs Folio, Colorado (No. 203) 
Reed sections "Geography and geology of the region," "Geozraphy," and "Geologic 
History," and examine the Illustration Sheets. What evidence of peneplana~ 
tion of the mountains may be seen? Discuss the question of one peneplain dis-+ 

placed by a fault or two peneplains. (See Fig. $ and Plates I, II). What 
formations make hogbacks? Why are hogbacks not continuous along the foot of 
the mountain? What effect has glacial erosion had on the scenic features of 

the mountains? Locate features due to glacial deposition. 

snefidan, Wyoming. State geological maps See also G.S.A. 49; 1718-1721. 
Draw a cross section with a vertical scale not less than 1600 feet to an inch 

. from Ames Momument through E in O zone to letter T 13 N in east margin of map. 
Show geology. What does this show as to age of the upland? What is the slope 
in feet per mile? Is it a peneplain or a pediment? 

Summary 

Write a summary on outline previously used. Include in this a series of ideal 
cross sections of the Front Range, and the western part of the Great Plains 

showing (a) after post-Cretaceous uplift and erosion, (b) completion of High 
Plains deposits, (c) Pleistocene glaciation, and (d) present. See Fenneman 
pe 107. In the history include discussion of alternative theories as given 
in class.
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PHYSIOGRAPEY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Southern Rockies, Laborontory. Edition 1937 

Livermore quadrangle, Colorado and geological map of Colorado 
What evidence is here found that the Front Range wns once of lower relief than 
at present? Accoumt for the broad valleys in the north central part of the 
Range and for the course of the North Fork of Cache 1a Poudre River, Name the 
foundation in the two hogba.cks along the foot of the Range. Account for Table 
Mt. (Sec. 12, T1L N. R. 70 ¥.) 

Leadville Sheet, Colorado 
Account for the outlines of the ridges in Park Range. Why are these fentures 
best developed on the east side? Account for the smooth ridge tops. Locate 
examples of true hanging valleys; of terminal moraines. 

Central City quadrangle, Colorado 
Study to see if you can find evidence of more than one stage of penenlanation 
(low rolicf) og Sie’ moutoings: Actount for the lakes andctheir :distribution- - 

paian Sncluding the step-like srmbgoment. Lecateremnants of preglacial surface. 

Canon City sheet, Colorado and geological map of Colorado 
Account for the marked hogback north of Canon City and for its termination to 
the southwest; also for the hogback northeast of Canon City. Account for Webster 

Park and for the Royal Gorge. hit must have been the topozraphy when the . 

Arkansas River first began to flow? 

Castle Rock Folio, Colorado (No. 198) 
Read sections "Geography of the region", "Topography", "Geologic History," 
examine Illustration sheets. Note the even crests of the Mountains (Plates I, 
II), What significance do they have in the erosional history of the region? 
What relation have they to the Tertiary devosits of the Grent Plains? What . 
happened in this area during the Pleistocene? (Plates XIX, XX) Accovnt for 
the hogbacks of Perry Park (Plates XII, XIII, XIV). Account for the high iso- 

lated buttes on the Plains. 

s Colorado Springs Folio, Colorado (ilo. 203) 
Read sections "Geography and geology of the region," "Geography," and "Geologic 
History," and examine the Illustration Sheets. What evidence of peneplanation 
of the mountains may be seen? Discuss the question of one peneplain displaced 
by a fault or two peneplains, (See Fig. 8 and Plates I, II) What formations 

make hogbacks? hy are hogbacks not continuous along the foot of the mountainagt 
What effect has glacial erosion had on the scenic features of the mountains? 

Locate features due to glacial deposition. 

Summary 
Write a summary on outline previously used, Inclwie in this a series of ideal 
cross sections of the Front Range, and the western part of the Great Plains 

- showing (a) after post-Cretaceous uplift and erosion, (b) completion of High 
Plains deposits, (c) Pleistocene glaciation, and (d) present. See Fenneman 
pe 107. If desired the answers to the above questions may be incorporated in 
the summary as examples, In the history include discussion of alternative 

theories as given in class.
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Livermore quadrangle, Colorado and geological map of Colorado 
what physiographic provinces are shown on this map? Draw a generalized geologic 
section on South line of T. 9 N. to show topographical and geological relatiors 
of tae two provinces. dat evidence is there that the Front Rang e was once of 
lower relief than at present? Account for the broad valleys in the north central 
part of the Range and for tne course of the North Fork of Cache la Poudre River. 
fecount for the two hogbacks along the foot of the Range. Accourt for Table 
Mountain in Sec. 12, T. 11 N., R. 70 4. Show by a cross section its relation tu 

the h.gback to the east. 

ak Shest, Colorado 
Accowtt for the peculiar outlines of the ridges of Pars Range. “shat are tne valivys 
on tht east sido? ‘hy better developed than on the west side? ‘iner2 wy ~ernants 
of the preglacial surface be found? Locate examples of true hanging vaileys, 

3 of terminal moraines. Note the enginecring of the Colorado Midland R. R. west 
= of Arkansas Jct. and descripe the physiographic features it passes through in this 

; distance. 

V central City quadrangle, Colorado. 
Study to see if you can find evidence of more than one stage of peneplauation 

or low relief of the mountains. Account for the lakes and their distribution. 
Locate remnants of preslacial surface. Account for the step-like arvangement 

of some lakes. Sug.est reason for dense settlement of parts of tue area. Hiamaine 
the curves by which the railroad formerly surmounted the Continencal Divide; tris 
portion has nox been abandoned in favor of the Moffat Tunnel” which passes under 
the region of James Peak and which also brau,c° water to Denver. 

/ Boulder quadrangle, Colorado 
Note the old topography of the crest of the Range in contrast with tic nerrow 
valleys below. account for the long ridges along the foot of the Pange and for 

the triangular shapes of s.me of tie shorter sections of then. 

l Sanon Gity saeet, Solurado and geological mab of Solorado 
account for the marked hogback north of Canon City and for its termination vo 

the southwest; also for the hogback northeast of Canon City. account for Webster 
Park and for the Royal Gorge. What must nave beua the topography tien the arkun- 

- gas River first began to flow? Describe fully winat has hap »ened siace then. 

That is the cause of the gentle slopes in far southwestern part of the map? 
Gomment on the glacial features of the Wet Mounvaias and s«plain. 

Rocky ifountain National Park mao, Colorado 
what has been the efiect of glacial erosion? of zilacial deposition? Locate 
specific examples of both. Draw a projected profile of the south half of T. 4 
N. Discuss conclusion as to stages in tue erosional history of the Rang’e. 
Use vertical scale not esac erated mere taan twice, 

seer 

Grand Hogback quadraagle, Coloredo and geological map of Qolori.co 

“hat formation is resvonsiple for the Grand Hogback? For suc negvec 6 te nerth- 

east and to south? Wet two physiographic provinces cre snowa? Sug est origin 

of shs name Burnin: Mountein hab is the origin of Harvey Gane



Soutnern Rockies, lab., 2 

Castle Rock Folio, Colorado (No. 198) 
Read sections "Geography of tue region", "Topography", "Geologic History", 
examine Iliustration sheets. Note the even crests of the Mountains (Plates I, 

II). ‘shat significance do they have in the erosional history of tae region? 
“Mhat relation have they to the Tertiary deposits of the Great Plains? ‘dhat happ- 

ened 3a this area during the Pleistocene? (Plates XIA, AA) Account for the hog- 
backs of Perry Park (Plates XII, XIII, XIV). Account for tue nigh isolated buties 

on the fluins. , 

Colorado Springs Folio, Colorado (No. 203) 
Read sections "Geograpny and geology of the region", "Geograpay", aad "Geologic 
History", and exasine tue Illustration sheets. ‘Wwnaat evideace of peneplantion of 

the mountains muy be seen? Discuss the question of one peneplain displaced by 5 

a fault or two peneplains. (See Fig. 8 and Places I, II) Whut foruetions make 
~— hogbac.s? shay ure hogbas..s not continuous along ghe fuot of the mountains? 

: that effect has ghcial erosion had on the scenic features of the mountains? 

Locate fe.tures due to si ciai ueposition. 

Summary 

“rite a summary on outline previously used. Incluue in this a series of iueut 

cross sections of tue Front Rengb. and the weseurn part of the Great Plains 
shoving (a) conditions before Cumbrian, (b) after deposition of the murine ond 
othor Placozoic and Cretacvous sediments, (c) after post-Cretaceous upliit, 
(d) time of formation of High Flains gravels, (v) Pleistocene glaciation, and 
(?) proaent. 

e 

Wy, '
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES Ga Ze 

Southern Rockies, Laboratory age : 

Livermore quadrangle, Colorado and geological map of Colorado 
What physiographic provinces are shown on this map? What evidence is there that 
the Front Range was once of lower relief than at present? Account for the broad 
valleys in the north central part of the Range and for the course of the North 
Fork of Cache la Poudre River. Account for the two hogbacks along the foot of 
the Range. 

Leadville Sheet, Colorado 
Account for the peculiar outlines of the ridges of Park Range. What are the 
valleys on the east side? Why better developed than on the west side? Where 
may remnants of the preglacial surface be found? Locate examples of true hang- 
ing valleys; of terminal moraines. 

Central City quadrangle, Colorado 
Study to see if you can find evidence of more than one stage of peneplanation 

atl (low relief) of the mountains. Account for the lakes and their distribution. 
Locate remnants of preglacial surface. Account for the stev-like arrangement 
of some lakes, 

Canon City sheet, Colorado and geological map of Colorado | 
Account for the marked hogback north of Canon City and for its termination to 
the southwest; also for the hogback northeast of Canon City. Account for Webster 

Park and for the Royal Gorge. What must. have been the topography when the Arkan- 
sas River first began to flow? Describe fully what has happened since then. 

Castle Rock Folio, Colorado (No. 198) ; , 
Read sections "Geography of the region", "Topography", "Geologic History", examine | 
Illustration sheets. Note the even crests of the Mountains (Plates I, II). What | 
significance do they have in the erosional history of the region? What relation } 
have they to the,Tertiary deposits of the Great Plains? What happened in this / 
area during the Pleistocene? (Plates XIX, XX) Account for the hogbacks of y) 
Perry Park (Plates XII, XIII, XIV). Account for the high isolated buttes on / 

the Plains. : 

Colorado Springs Folio, Colorado (No. 203) 
: Read sections "Geography and geology of the region", "Geography", and "Geologic 

History", and examine the Illustration Sheets. What evidence of peneplagation 
of the mountains may be seen? Discuss the question of one peneplain displaced 
by a fault or two peneplains. (See Fig. 8 and Plates I, II) What formations 
make hogbacks? Why are hogbacks not continuous along the foot of the mountains? 
What effect has glacial erosion had on the scenic foatures of the mountains? 
Locate features due to glacial deposition. > 

Summary 
Write a summary on outline previously used. Include in this a series of ideal 
cross sections of the Front Range, and the western part of the Great Plains show- 
ing (a) after post-Cretaceous uplift and erosion, (b) time of formation of High 
Plains gravels, (c) time of Pleistocene glaciation, and (d) present.



: Extra questions, Southern Rockies, 1938 

Sherman, Wyoming 

Draw a cross section with a vertical scale not less than 1600 feet 

to an inch from Ames Monument through e in o zone to letter T 13 N in east mar- 

gin of map. Show geology from state map. What evidence does this show as to age 

of the upland? What is the slope of their surface in feet per mile? Is it a 

ae peneplain or a pediment?



GEOLOGY, 130 ; 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Middle Rocktes, including Wyoming Basin, Edition of 1937~3g 

Consult geological map of Wyoming for all maps. 

Meeteese and Oregon Basin quadrangles, Wyoming. 
In what geographic feature are these quadrangles? Account for Little Buffalo 
Basin and for Spring Creek Basin. To what class of streams does Greybull River 
belong? Account for the course of Little Buffalo Creek, On the Oregon Basin 

quadrangle explain the ridses around Oregon Basing Account for Blk Butte and for 
the offeets in parts of the bordering ridge, for instence northeast of Loch 
Katrine and near B.M. 5311 in T. 50 N., R. 100 W. Suggest possible explanations 

: for the enclosed part of the Oregon Basin around the lake, Account for the gently 
sloping crests of Meeteetse Rim. (See also G.S.A. 4S, $13-99l1). 

Gallatin quadrangle, Wyoming. Folio 30. 

Study the geological map to find the origin of the relatively level parts of the 
— Park, the Plateaus, Account for Gallatin Range. To what province does it belong? 

Why are geysers and hot springs so common here? 

Gilbert Peak quadrangle, Utah-Wyoming. See Prof. Paper 185, also Prof, Paper 61, 
How is the structure of the Uinta Mountains shown in the remnants of the preglacial 

surface? What has been the effect of glaciation? Why was glacial erosion so much 
more effective on the south rather than on the north side of the range as is more 

common? Locate examples of the Giltert Peak pediment; Bishop conglomerate; term- 

inal moraines; Bear Mt. pediment; Browns Park formation; hogbacks. 

Grand Teton quadrangle, Wyoming. 
Show the structure of the Teton mountains by a cross section through Jackson Lake 
across the quadrangle. In your summary explain two hypotheses of the origin of 
the mountains. What effects of glaciation can you distinguish? (See Journal of 

Geology, vol. 43, ppe 381-397, 1935. Also Fenneman p. 169). 

Cloud Peak quadrangle, Wyoming. 
= Explain effects of glaciation, Note especially the topography just east of Misty 

moon Lake. Locate several "flatirons" and account for thems 

Rock Springs, Wyoming. 

Account for the north-south ridge east of Rock Springs using a sketch, Account 
: for the intricate erosion forms of parts of Baxter Basin; for the lakes; for the 

gap east of Rock Springs. 

Saddleback Hills, Wyoming. 
Account for the hills giving a sketch of structure. Account for the curved ridges 
in northeast corner; for the course of Little Medicine Bow River; for the ridges 

near Allen, 

Walcott, Wyoming. 
Account for the ridge northeast of Fort Steele using sketch of a section about 
5 miles long. 

Write a summary of the area on same outline as before. So not forget to sive 
headings. Include summary of present interpretation of history of Uinta Its, 

and history of Yellowstone Plateaus



GEOLOGY 136 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Middle Rockies 2 

Meeteese and Oregon Basin quadrangles, Wyoming, and geological map of Wyoming. 

In what geographic feature are these quadrangles? Acceunt for Little 

Buffalo Basin and for Spring Creek Basin. Te what classof streams does 

Greybull River welong? Account forthe course of Little Buffale Creek. 

On the Oregon Basin quadrungie explain the ridges around Oregon Basin. 

Account for Blk Butte and for the effsets in parts of the bordering ridge, 

for instance northeast of Loch Katrine and near B. M. 5311 in T. 5O N., 

R. 10@ W. Suggest possible explanations for the enclosed part of the OSregon 

Basin around the lake. Account for the gently sloping crests of Meeteetse ; 
Rin. 

Map of Yellowstone National Park and geological map of Wyoming. 
Study the geolasical map to find the origin of the relatively level parts of 

the Park, the Plateaus, Outline the physiographic history of the region since 
: the formation of these rocks. What does the shape of Yellowstone Lake 

suggest as to its origin? Name three different processes which might have 

blocked the former outlet. Lake deposits which are not shown on the geological 

map,occur around the lake up to elevation 7906. Allowing for probable inaccurate 

mapping this must have caused the outlet of the lake via Outlet Creek to 
Snake River. What is origin of Outlet Lake? Find where the 7900 foot contour 

comes closest to the river north of the Yellowstone Lake. Why did this 

outlet replace the one to the southwest? Account for tne némging trib- 

utaries along the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstore. ‘intras*s the origin of 

Mt. Waskburn with that of tie mountains in the norihwest an& eastern parts 

of the Park. Why are geyse.:3 and hot springs so common here? 

Gilbert Peak quadrangle, Utar-Wyoming 

How is the structure of the Uinta Mountans showr in the remnants of the 

preglacial surface? What has Seen the effect of glaciation? Why was glacial 

erosion so much more effective on the south rather than on the north side 

of the range as is more common. See Prof. Paper 61 in library. 

Write a summary of the province on same outline as before. Do not forget 

to give headings.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Middle Rockies, Edition of 1937 

Consult geological map of Wyoming for all maps. 

Meeteese and Oregon Basin quadrangles, Wyoming. 
In what geographic feature are these quadrangles? Account for Little |. 
Buffalo Basin and for Spring Creek Basin. To what class of strgams does . 

Greybull River belong? Account for the course of Little Buffalo Creek. | 
On the Oregon Basin quadrangle explain the ridges arqund Oregon Basing, 3 

Account for Elk Butte and for the offsets in parts of the bordering ridge, 
for instance northeast of Loch Katrine and near Be. Me 5311 in T. 50 Ne, 
R. 100 We Suggest possible explanations for the enclosed part of the Oregon 
Basin around the lakes Account for the gently sloping crests of Meeteetse 
Rime ! : ye 

Gallatin quadrangle, Wyoming. See also Folio 30. ; 
Study the geological map to find the origin of the relatively level parts of 
the Park, the Plateaus. Account for Gallatin Rangee To what srovince does it 
belong? Outline the physiographic history of the region sinc> “.e formation 
of the volcanoes. Why are geysers and hot springs so common ‘ere? ; 

ea Peak quadrangie, Utah-Wyoming. See Prof. Paper 166, e«lso Prof. Paper 

Le 

How is the structure of the Uinta Mountains shown in the remnents of the 
preglacial surface? What has been the effect of glaciation? Why was glacial. ; 
erosion so much more effective on the south rather than on the north side 
of the range as is more common. lIocate examples of the Gilbert Peak pediment; 
Bishop conglomerate; terminal moraines; Bear Mt. pediment; Browns Park 

formation; hogbacks. 

Grand Teton quadrangle, Wyorting. ; : 
Shew the structure of the Teton mountains by a cross section thruugh Jacksor 
Lake across the quadrangle. In your summary explain two hypotheses of tle 
origin of the mountains. What effects of glaciation can you distinguic... 
(See Journal of Geology, vol 43, poe 381~+397, 1935). : 

Cloud Peak quadrangle, Wyoming. : 
a Explain effects of glaciation. Note especially the topography just east of 

= Misty moon Lake, Locate several flatirons and account for theme 

Write a swmary of the province on same outline as beforee Do not forget 
to give headingse Include summary of present interpretation of history of 

Uinta Mtse
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
é Laboratory, Northern Rockies, Edition 1938 ; 

Map end aerial view of Glacier National Park and map of glacial deposits of 

Montana 24-0. (Consult U. S. G. S. Bull. 600 in library). Compare the 
vigor of glaciation here with that of other areas thus far studied in the 
Rocky Mountains, Explanation? Account for the distribution of surviving 
glaciers. Locate several cirques, aretes (narrow divides), rock steps 
(explain) and "horns". Explain with a cross section the structure of the 
mountain front including Chief Mountain. 

Hamilton quadrangle, Montane»Idaho 
— Suggest possible explanations of (a) the straight border of the Bittervot 

Mountains, (b) straight courses of some of the streams within the mountains. 

Saypo quadrangle, Montana 
Illustrate with sections four cH) different possible structural interpreta- 
— of the origin of the hogbdcks, See Geol. Soc. America 40, pp. 427- 
56. 

Rathdrum quadrangle, Idaho 

Account for the lakes. Have you seen the same thing in the field? If so, 
where? See Annals Association American Geographers, 10, pp. 114-117 or Out- 
line of Glacial Geology, pp. “4 and 58. 

Philipsburg Folio, No. 196, Montana (library). 
pam Read sections in Introduction of "Relief" and "Drainage"; "Topography," p. 2, 

os "Tertiary and Quaternary systems," pp. 10-12; "Physiography,"-p. 21; 
"Physiographic development" and "Quaternary Period," p. 23. Account for 
Philipsburg Valley and its narrow outlet. ccount for the present conditions 

‘ at Georgetown Lake. 

Write a summary of the province on outline previously given. This should 
: include in proper place a brief discussion of (a) was there oncé a peneplain 

which is now dissected and (b) what relation do the Tertiary-filled valleys 
have to this surface? Use diagrams where needed to save writing but refer 

to them in your text.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Worthern Rockies Edition 1937 

Map and aerial view of Glacier National Park and map of glacial denosits of 
Montana 24-lo. (Consult U. §. G. S. Bull. 600 in library). 

Compare the vigor of glaciation here with that of other areas thus far 
studied in the Rocky Mountains, Zxplanation? Account for the distribution 
of surviving glaciers. Locate several cirques, aretes (narrow divides), rock 
steps (exolain) and "horns", Explain with a cross section the structure of 
the mountain front including Chief Mountain, Account for Chief Mountain. 

Hamilton quadrangle, Montana-~Idaho 
Suggest possible explanations of (a) the straight border of the Bitterrot 
Mountains, (b) straight courses of some of the streams within the momtains. 

Saypo quadrangle, Kontana 
Illustrate with sections four (4) different possible structural interpreta- 

tions of the origin of the hogbacks. 

Rathdrum quadrangle, Idaho 
Account for the lakes. Have you seen the same thing in the field? See New 

York State liuseum Handbook No. 1 on Alleghmy State Park (library) or Annale 
Association American geographers vols 10, pp. 114-117. 

Philipsburg Folio, No, 196, Liontana (library). 
Read sections in Introduction of "Relief" and "Drainage"; "Topograzhy," p. 2, 
"Gertiary and Quaternary systems," yp. 10-12; "Physiogravhy," p. 21; ; 
"Physiographic develooment" and "Quaternary Period," p. 23. Account for 
Philipsburg Valley and its narrow outlet. Account for the present condi- 
tions at Georgetown Lake, 

4 Write a summary of the province on outline previously given. This should 
include a discussion of (a) was there once a peneplain which is now dts¢egted 
and (b) what relation do the Tertiary-filled valleys have to this surfacs? 
Use diagrams where needed to save writing but refer to them in text.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH UNITED STATES ‘ 
' Laboratory, Northurn Rockics 

Do not forget that every province is to be owtlined on your physiographic 

diagram and thet every cuadran.lo or otiuvr map is to bu suoiwm. 

Clound Peak-Ft. McKinney folio, No. 14% 
Road sections “Introduction” as iar as "jeolo.y" on p. 2; "Quascruary system", 
de 9 as fay as "Structural cvoology™ on p. 12; “Geologie History™, darts ou 

Tortiary ana Queconery oaly.(The "reformed svelling"used in this publication 
: was ordered by Roosvult anc used in Government oublications for only a fev mont..s 

uatil forbicden b; Congress.) Study this range to seo to what extent its physio- 
graphic history was the saa as that of the Froat Range of Colorado. S@arca for 
romanis of tivo penoplains tie younger of wich is of the same age as the gravels 
of the Hign Flains. Dra a series of diagranatic suctions to illustrate the 

history of the Bignorns frou tie first uplift of tic douse to the present. With 
cach svevion explain the steps in tho history of the topograshy wnich it shows. 

Not all the steps ars discussud in the text of tac folio, Study also the Ilius- 

, tration pagus. In Figs. 7 end 8 acvount for tuv shapes of thy higaer stéeup-sided 
— a mountaias. Can you find ro:nants of the preglacial surface in these and other 

figures? @xplain. In Fig. 9 wnat does this pictures tell of the formation of 
cirques at difforent levels separated by rock stups? Fig. 17 illustrates the 

formetion of hogbacks. Study Fig. 91 in conasction vith the history of the range. 

Map and acrial view of Glacior National Park. 

Compare tus vigor of glaciation here with th.t of otaer areas in the Rocky LMouai- 
ains thus fer studicd. Co uparo tae nuwber of surviving glaciers aad account for 
thoir Gistribution. TIecburg Luke is in an oxcolltnt sxamplo of a cirque. Locate 
definitely five others which ere as good. Gould and Citadel Lountains are typi- 

cal “Alninu Yorks" butvovn¢ irquus; locatu fivu otnors vhica aru as good; 
The stroau wiien ruas vast from Avynolds Mouascain is in a typical nenging valley; 

Locate thres othurs, Tas Garden Vall is a typicul “arruts" or divide narrowed 
by glaciation; locate thros otuers. Snyder Ores, vest of the Norta vnd of Lake 
MeDonald has a good "rock sto)" avar the acca of its valluy. Locatu another 
oxamplo. Locate remenants of the pruglacial upland, “Vhat is theo structural 
roletion of the rocks of tau ilountains to tuoss of the plains? accoun. for Chief 
Mountain. account for the clongeted lakes. ‘iow far did glaciation cxivad onto 

- the Gruat Flains? Explains ‘mat is thse cause of tau narrows in Si. Mary Lake? 

v Hamilton quadrangles, Liontaao-Iaaho 
Sug°ost possible uxpldtion of (a) straigat border of Ditterroot Uountains, 

(>) straight courses of some of the gérvcas ia tusa., That signs of glaciation 
ao you find? Suggust origin of fiat floor of Litterroot valloy. 

{ sastoota quadrangle, Idaho 
This map shows a protion of the crystalliau rock rugions Can you find cevideuec 
of morc tnan one cyclo of vrosion? Sug.jest origin of the name of the uountains. 
what is ths drainage pattornat What offucts of glaciation do you rind? 

Vilyack quadrangle, Montana 

#nat topographic featurus suzzust thet tuvse .ountai.s consist of folded sedi- 
mvatary rocks? “ot is tac drainace pattera? Ghich side of thu ranges was ore 

alturcd by giaciation snd why?. Locete typical oxamzivs of (a) U.shapud valloy, 
(>) hanging valley, (c) glaciated aon-henging velloy, (a) cirquo, (0) cirque with 
rock step bolow, (f) aoa-Jlacicivc valley, (¢) owtwash terrace



Northcrn Rockius, lab., pe 2 

Map of Yellowstone National Park and guologiccl map of Wyoming 
Study the geological map to find the origin of the relatively level parts of tho 
Pork, the Plateaus. Outline the physiographic history of the region sine the 
formetion of those rocks. “Amt dous thu shupo of Yellowstone Leke suygust as to” 

its origin? Name three diffvroust processus which might heve blocked the outlut. 
Laks deposits (not shsim on guological map) occur around the lake up to 7900 
elevetion. Allowing for provc.blu inaccurate agpping this must have caused tie 
Outlot of ths lake to ncve boon via Outlst Cruvx to Sneku River. Sugevet : 
the origin of Outlet Lake. Find waers the 7900 foot contour comus closust to the 
River north of the Leke. “hy did this outlet supplent the older one? account 
for the ionging tributary v-lleys cloag the "Grond Cenyon". Locate canyons siuiler 
in duvclopment to that of thu Yellowstone. Suggust possible causus of the Ycllow- 

stony falls. Contragt origin of Mt. Washburn with that of peaks in Northwest end 

west ports of tac Pork. “They arc geysers and hot springs so common hore? 

ixplein why © geyser orups puriodically, 

Philipsburg Folic, No. 196. 
Note: only ono copy in the leboretory; eaotucr is in tm library on 2nd floor 

a Read sections in Introduction on “Aulivf" aad "Drainage."; "To ,osrepay", ps. 23 
"Turticry ¢nd Quateranry systumus", pp, 10-11; "Physiogrepny", p. 21; “Physiographic 
dovelopmunt" md “Quatorncy Poriod", p. 23. Account for Phillipsburg velloy and 

its ynarrov outlet. account for the present conditons ot Gosrgutowm Lake. 
Try to find rements of the "penoplein" ad discuss the ovidnecse on vhich its 
presence was based. Study tho cirques, to sco if tacrue is ony consistent relet. ia 

putwovn their perfection of form and thu cheracter of the rock in vaich they weru : 

uxcavaicd. 

Gilbert Puck quadrengls, Ute.-wyoming 
How is the structure of tus Units Mountains shovm in thu remnants of the proglacial 
surficco? est hes buon smu ufiuct of glcoixtion? Locectu-truu honging volloys ond ; 
comparc thun with large cirquus on the sids of tm unglreinted valley. why was 

glheeicl vrosion so much more ofivetive on thy south rethor then on tho north 

side of tho range «s is mors cvimuon? 

jucke quedrange, wy iming 
Account for the flet-tepoed orvcs. &ccount for the through valleys sucues Two 

a Ocom Pass. 

write suumary of the province on outline previously usud.
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 
Laboratory, Northern Rockies 

Map and aerial view of Glacier National Park and map of glacial deposits 

of Montana 24-46 

Cempare the vigor of glaciation here with that ef other areas thus far 

studied in the Rocky Mountains. Explanation? Compare the number of surviving 

glaciers and acceunt for their distribsutien. Name five typical cirques, 

three good examples of hanging valleys, three aretes (narrew divides between 

cirques), two rock steps (give explanaticn), five alpine peaks or "horns". 
Lecate remnants of the preglacial upland. What is the structural relation 

of the bed rock to that ef the plains. Explain with a cross section. 
Account for QJhief Mountain. Account for the elongated lakes. : 

What is the cause of the narrows in St. Mary Lake? How far did glaciers 

extend onto the great Plains? Gensult U. S. G. S. Bull. 600 in library. 

a Hamibten quadrangle, Mentané-Idaho 
Suggest possible explantions of (a) the straight border of the Bitterroot 

Mountains, (b) strairght courses of some of the streams within the mountains. 

What signs of glaciation do you find (be specific) and what relation did it 

have to the flat floor of Bitterroot Valley? 

Nyack quadrangle, Montana. ; 
What topographic features suggest the nature of bed rock and its structure? 

Locate typical examples of (a) U-shaped valley, (®) hanging valley, (c) glaciate 
ed non-hanging or accordant valley, (¢} eirque, (e) rock step, (f) non= 
glaciated valley, (g) outwash terrace. 

Saypo quadrangle, Montana 4 

Illustrate with sections four (4) different structural interpretations of 
the origin of the hogbacks. 

Rathdrum quadrangle, Idaho 

te Account for the lakes. Have you seen the same thing in the field. See 

New York State Museum Handbook No.l on Allegany State Park (library). 

Philipsburg Folio, No.19€, Montana of ; 
Read sections in Introduction of "Relief" and "Drainage"; "Topography", p. 2, 

"Tertiary and Quaternary systems! p.p. 10-12; "“Physiography", p. 21; 

"Physiographic development” and "Quaternary Period", p. 23, Account for 
Philipsburg Valley and its narrow outlet. Account for the present condit- 

ions at Georgetown Lake, Try to find remnants of the peneplain and discuss 

the evidence on which it is based. Is there a definite relation between the 

cirques and the kind of rock? Discuss. - 

Write @ summary of the province on outline previously given. | ‘



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Colbrado Plateau, Edition 193% 

Kaibab, Arizona 

Compare the origin of Kaibab Vermillion and Shinarunp Cliffs with 
that of the cliffs on the side of the Plateau. Draw an east-west cross sec- 
tion with vertical scale not exaggerated more than four times to show their 
relation, Find and discuss explanations of the "Esplanada." Account for 
course of west fork of Karab Creek, 

— Bright Angle, Arizona 

Of what other map is there a resurvey? Read description on back. 
What are the depressions on the plateau surface? Account for the rapids in 
the River. Draw a cross section north from the station to north rim show- 
ing geology (see text for section and names, also model in museum). Account 
for the Tonto Platform. 

Mt. Trumbull, Arizona 

Account for Grand Wash Cliffs and Hurricane Ledge. Account for 
the mountains and buttes on the plateau. What other physiographic province 
is shown? 

Henry Mts., Utah (See model on 3rd floor) 

Use a cross section to explain structure and origin of Mt. Ellsworth 
<a and water pocket fold. What is Navajo Mt? What evidence do you find of re- 

cent rejuvenation of the streams? 

Flagstaff, Arizona 

: Locate examples of (a) craters, (b) sinkholes, (c) cinder cone, 
(da) cirque. 

San Rafael, Utah 

Explain structure of San Rafael Swell. 

Summary should include diagrams showing each major step. 

Locate on map (a) Grand Canyon, (b) each subdivision of province, : 
(c) Zuni Mts., (d) Vermillion Cliffs, (e) White cliffs, (f) Pink Cliffs, 
(g) Henry Mts., (h) Black Mesa, (i) Leed Ferry, (j) Grand Wash Cliffs.



GEOLOGY 130 

PEYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory. Colorado Plateau, Bdition 1937 

Kaibab, Arizona s 

Compare the origin of Vermillion and Shinarunp Cliffs with that of the 
cliffs on the side of the Kambxl Plateau. Draw an east-west cross section 
with vertical scale not exaggerated more than four times to show their re~ 
lation. Find and Giscuss explanations of "The Esnlanade." Account for course 
of west fork of Karab Creek, 

Bright Angle, Arizona. Of what other map is there a resurvey? Read descrip- 
tion on back. What are the depressions on the plateau surface? Account for 
the rapids in the River. Draw a cross section north from the station to nortr 

< rim showing geology (see text for section and nanes,also model in museum). 
Account for the Tonto Platform. 

lit, Trumbull, Arizona. ” 

Account for Grand Wash Cliffs and Hurricane Ledge. Account for the moun 
tains and buttes on the plateau. What other physiographic province is showni 

Henry hits., Utah 

Use a cross section to explain structure and origin of Mt. Ellsworth and 
water pocket fold. What is Nawajo Mt? What evidence do you find of recent 
rejuvenation of the stream, S 

Summaryshould include diagrams showing each major stepe



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY QF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Colorado Plateau, Edition of 1934 

Mesa Verde National Park and geological map of Colorado 
How may the geologic structure of this area be found from the map? What 
is the proper physiographic term for this upland? What term should be applied 
to streams on its north slope? On its south slope? — 

Diamond Greek, Arizona and geological map of Arizona. 
Hod do you distinguish between an escarpment due to recession of a formation 
and one along a fault? How do you distinguish between a fault scarp and a 
fault line scarp? Which kinds of escarpments are present on this map? 

Echo Cliffs, Arizona and geological map of Arizona. 
Draw and east-west cross section along latitude 36-45 showing the geological 
relations of Vermillion and Echo Cliffs. What features on this map indicate 
rejuvination of the drainaget Explain 

rs Kenab, Uteh and model in museun 
Illustrate the relations between geology and topography by a north-south 
section on the longutude of Clarkson. Draw section from top of Paunsaugunt 
Plateau south to edge of map. Do not exaggerate the vertical scale more than 
five times. 

Abajo, Uteah-Golorado and geological map of U. 5. 
Account for the § Abajo Mountains illustrating their origin by a diagram. 
Account for the ridge east of Comb Wash. ; 

Castlegate, Utah and geological map of U. S&S. 
Account for the Book Cliffs and other similar escarpmenis. 

Vishnu, Arizona and geological map of Arizona. 
Draw a cross section from Grand View Point to Cape Royal with same vertical 
and horzonteal scales. Show the geological formations. Account for hanging 
valleys on this map, What evidences do you find here of two cycles of erosion? 
Suggest an explanation for the course of Colorado River. 

Your summary should include as an integral part of the discussion a series 
.of generalized cross sections to illustrate the physiographic history. 

\



GacLoGy 130 

PHYSTOGRarHY OF THe UNI0uD STATES 
Laboretory, Colorado ilateou 

Note: Consult geologic mays (a) on models in hollvays, (b) U. 5. Geol. Survey 
Bull 613, (c) U. S. Geol. Survey irof‘cessioaal Paper 76, (d) U. 8. Geol. Survey 
trof. Paper 93, (¢) ablases of old surveys, last four in Geolosy Library 

Kaibab sheet, arizona 
Go:apare the ode of origin of the Veruilli®on and Shinaruap Clifis vith that 

of the clifis on the sides of tue Kaibab Plateau. Drew ind east-west section 
with essenticlly same vertical and horzontal sccle to suow tue gootogic relations. 
Translate old naaes used on iaouel to those now ia use. Discuss tio explanations 

of the bench within Grand Canyon. Find the wortaucastera continuation of the : 
Torroveay fault scarp near tue west ceater of the map south of Antelope Valley. 
Account for the isolated imobs east of this liae and for tae course of the west 

for: of Kanab Creek which rises west of the faylt. 

F Bright Angle quadtunzle, Arizoaa 
= This map is a resurvey of tue southeastern part of the Kaibab shevt; compare amount 

of detail shown. Read the description on tue back. Contrast the mode of weather- 
ing of the sedimeats and the massive rocks of tne Granite Gorge. How many distinct 
cliff-making formations do you find, Ideatify (a) Kaibab-Coconino clifi, (b) 
Redwall clifi, (c) Tonto-Tapeats clift. Using this data find the direction and 

amount of dip in feet per mile, Accowt for the relation between tue Plateau 

drainage and the walls of tic Canyon on the north and on the south sides. 

Account for the depressiois on the Plateau surface vlich are suowm ith special 

contours. In wha’ geolovical formations do you find springs? Waat is the pros- 

pect of finding water in a well at Grand Canyon suction? scpiaia way it is found 

in wells farther south. Accouit for the streigiit course of Srignt Ang Canyon 

and its alig nment vith the valley followed by the Sonta Fe R. R. south of the 

Canyon. Account for the rapics ia the Colorado itiver. 

Vishnu quadrangle, Arizonc. 

Dray: a geologic cross secvuiou vita saue vertical und horizontal scalesfrom Graad- 

view Point fo Cape Royal. Fri, tais identify tc uain clitis .md trace them so 

as to find tne dip of tue seciunts. Accouat for tue difiereaces betiveen the 

sections of the Canyon ia (a) dranite torge, (9) =idule portion, and (c) Marble 

Canyon. Study the hanging valieys shown on this isap (a) oa Walhalla Plateau, and 

(b) above several of the clifts within tue canyon, State what conclusions you 
draw; from this as to their origin and significance in relatioa to tae erosional 

history of the region. lave tue valleys on tne rlateau surfaces beca formed before 

or after the erosion of the Canyon? “xplain fully. Accouns for tue fact thas tue 
Canyon disregards the structure of the rocks in waich it is cut. hat actual 

evideaces are fouad in this region of more thaa ous cycle of erosion? 

Y te Trumbull sheet, Arizona 
Account for Grand Jas. clifis and Hurricane Lecge. Locate esceurpwents of a diff- 

ereat origin. dat tio Physio,raphic provinces are suowm? Draw an east-west 
geologic section showing relations of the to. Account for the sountains and 

buttes on the Plateaus. Wote tie Torroweap fault scarp near the soutueast corner 
of the map and trace it onto the adjoining Kaibeb shevt (above). 

haus wountains sheet, Utah 

Draw a cross section fron sovtinvest to nortieast through .1t. Ellsworth and Vater 

Focket Fold to snow structure. Use same verticcl end horzontal scale as nearly 

&s possible, hat is tue structure of Navajo wiouncain? Jaat evideace does this © 

resion sno. of wore then oac cycle of erosions



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Columbia Plateau, Edition 1938 

Refer to geological map of United States and geological map of Washington. 
See also reading referred to in calendar. 

Quincy, Washington 
Account for the "potholes" and give their correct physiographic name. 

a, What relation do they have to the Scablands? How do they prove large 
volume of water? 

Moses Lake, Washington 
Account for the "potholes". See text for correct designation. 
What evidence shows how wide the stream once was? 
What evidence is there of subsequent wind work? How does it account 
for the lake? 

Beverly and Red Rock, Washington 
How does the topography show the structure of Saddle Mt? What other 

structure is suggested in places? What has altered the north face of the 
mountain? Name and descrige some of the other features of the same 
origin including Natural Corral and valley between two maps north 
of Crab Creek. What is the probable origin of the course of the 
Columbia River? 

- Bend, Oregon 

Account for the falls and for the buttes. 

Maloga, Washington 
See Jour. Geol. Vol. 38, pp. 385-396. How does Bretz classify the 
925 ft. terrace at Columbia River? Does Moses Coulee also contain a 
gravel fill? Locate Scabland opposite mouth of the coulee, also 
moraine on terrace and landslide topography. What does the last 
resemble? 

Summary should include in proper place discussion of (a) the "scabland con- 
troversy" and (b) the course of the rivers in the Yakima district as 
discussed in class. Show on your map (a) area of Scablands, (b) Water- 
ville Plateau, (c) Palouse county, (d) Moses Coulee, (e) Grand Coulee.



GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Columbia Plateau, Edition 1937 

Refer to geological map of United States. 

Quincy, Wash. 

Account for the "potholes" ond give their correct physiographic name. 

Moses Lake, Wash. : 

c= Account for the "potholes". See text for correct designation . 

What evidence ‘ne how wide the stream once was? 

What evidence is there of subsequent wind work? How does it account 

for the lake? 

Beverly and Red Rock, Wash. 

How does the topography show the structure of Saddle Mt? What 

other structure is suggested in places? What has altered the north 

face of the mountain? Name and describe some of the other features 

= of the same origin. hat is probable origin of course of Columbia 

River? 

oe Summary should include discussion of (a) the "seabland controversy" and 

(b) the course of the rivers in the Yakima district as discussed 

in class. . a —"



GEOLOGY 130 Se 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

; + Columbia Plateau, Laboratory 
Edition of 1934 

Refer to geological map of U. S. 

Quincy, Washington 
Account for the "Potholes" and other similar features giving the correct tern. 
What must have been the condition of the Columbia valley when these were being 
formed? 2 

Moses Lake, Washington 
Moses Lake is part of the Grand Goulee. What caused the latter? What seems 
to enclose this lake? Account for the ZXXXMMMK “potholes". What name is 
applied » this kind of topography? What evidences of a very wide stream do 
you find? What evidences of wind work? 

Spokane, Washington . : 

£ What was the topography of the mountains when the lavas were formed? Explain. 
) Account for the hills like Pleasant Prairie and for the lakes in the eastern 

part of the map. 

Winchester, Washington 
Account for the topography shown. 

Suupter, Oregon - 2 
What kind of rocks are found in this range of mountains? Why is it included 

_ inthe Plateau? What effect has glaciation had on it? 

Pullmen, Washinton-Idaho 
Account for the topography of the uplands, for Kamak Mountain and for the 
gorge of Snake River? Does enything suggest two cycles of erosion? 

Prosser, Washington 

What geological stureture is suggested by the topography? Illustrate by 
sketch. Is there any suggestion of two eycles of erosion?



GBOLOGY Hac 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF TH UNIZD STATES 

Columbia Plateag, Laboratory 

Quincy, Washington 

Accouit for "The Potholes" cad the similar area near Frenchmen Spriags. Give tow 

possible explanations for the depressions in the Columbia River terraces. what is 
the time relation betweon the formation of the potholes and the terraces. Give 
two possible explanations of tho depressions on the platea# surface, 

Moses Lake, Washingson 
Moses Lake occupies part of the Grand Coulee. What caused the latver? What shuts 
in this lake? Account for the potholes. -Whet name is applied to this kind of 
topography? Note the baaks of the former stream, What are the crescent-shaped 

hills nearby. 

llalaga, Washington 
At what levels above the Columbia River do terraces occur? wet wos tae level 

of the Columbia when Moses Coulee was formed? 

~ Beverly and Red Rock, Jashin‘sion 
Give tower possible explations of the structure of Saddle Mountain illustrating 
them with diagrams. Sug cst possible origin of Frenchman Hills and — oe 

of Crab Creek valley and of the Natural Corral. xplain the course of Coiwmubia 
River. 

Meso. ay ~ 
Silver City Folio, No. 104 
Read section on "geologic history". Study goolojie sections. What evidsace : 

is there of uplift since the formation of the fertiar; basalt flows? How is the 

geologic age of these eruptions detcrimined? 3 

Summary as usual-be bref



GEOLOGY 130 
: : PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Basin anc Ranze, Hdition of 1936 

Chisos Mountains, Texas 
Account for Mariscal Mt. and for the parallel ranges to the northeast. 

How could you explain the course of the Rio Grand River through Mariscal 

: Mt.? Account for the east-facing escarpment on the west side of Mariscal 
Mt., northwest of the name. Explain the open-spaced contours around the 

Chisos Mountainss 

Van Horn, Texas 
Account for the Sierra-Diablo. Explain the course of Victoria Creek ... 
after it leaves the canyon. What changes have occured on the Sierra 

Diablo and why? Account for Apache Canyon. Locate fault scarps in the 
eastern part of the map. What hypotheses might explain this enclosed 

basin in what is often called the "open basin region". 3 

Terlingua, Texas. - See cross section of central U.S. by Kansas Geol. Soce 
Describe and explain the Mesa de Anguilla and suggest two possible ex- 

‘ planations of the course of the Rio Grande across it. Account for the 

Hs Solitario and classify the streams and their tributaries which rise 
within it. 

3 Toole Valley, Utah : 
fo what class of mountains do these ranges belong? In what stage of 
erosion are they? Account for the flat areas. 

Furnace Creek and Ballarat, Col.-Nevada 
‘i What proofs are there that the basins between those mountains are of 

structural instead of erosional origin? Locate several possible fault 

scarps. What ars the belts of brown stippling on the lower slopes 

of the rountai ns? 

Playas, New Mexico 3 
In that stace of the erosion cycle are these mountains? What evidence 
is there of block origin? What general term is suggested by the name 

= of the "lake"? What term is applied to a basin containing such a lake. 

Deming, New Mexico and geological map 
: Why does the geological map show no faults along the sides of these 

ranges? Corpare these mountains with those of Furnace Creek region. 

Mt. Riley, Nerv Mexico 

Locate (a) block mountdn, (b) volcanic cones. Account for the depres- 
sions in the southern part of the map giving more than one possible 
hypothesis. 

Salton, Sink, California : i 
Account for the low level of the Salton Sea so close to tidevater. 
Account for the “ancient beach line", 

Geological map of Arizona : s 
Account for the boundary between the Colorado Plateau and the Basin 
and Ranze Province in different narts of the state. hat two kinds of 
mountains occur in the latter? Why are so few faults shown along the 

: block ‘mp ntaing? What evidence of concealed fa-1ts? Account for "through 

Write summary of province as usuxl - include a brief discussion of the 

controversy over the origin of "Basin Range" and discuss orizin of ~~" 
petliments.
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; GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Colorade—Pleteau, Edition 1934 
Cand Roee 

Kawich, Neve 
Make a simple sketch map showing the probeble faults which outline the mountain 
blocks. Wheat is the probable origin of the lower slopes of the mountains 
and of the enclosed basins? Oite evidences seen here. 

Maricopa, Ariz. ; ; 
To what elass do these mountains belong? Gite evidence. Gan you discover 
an old erosion surface on the top of the Sierra Estrella? What is the 
probable origin of tho lower #K slopes of the mountains? What is their 
average slope in degrees ( one degree = about 90 feet per mile). 

Salt Lake, Utah : 
Make a simple sketch map outlining the fault at the foot of the Wasatch. 

Ballarat, Calif.,—Nev. : 
a Discuss possible origins of the enclosed basins. Account for the great 

2 variation in level of Owens Lake. What kind of water must be present in it? 
Locate examples of sand dunes and of recent alluvial fans. From evidence 
shown on the map decide which is more important in the erosion of the desert, 
wind or water. 

Van Horn, Tex. - 
What is the probable origin of the Sierra Diablo illustrating with a diagram. 
What evidences shown on the map suggest recency of its formation? Describe and 

. Locate each of then. é . 

Terlingua, Tex. and geol. cross && section of central Us, 5. 
Account for the relations of the Grand Canyon of Sania yobena to the structure 
of the bed rocks illustrating with a section. Classify the streams of the 
Solitario end explain its geological structure. 

Salton Sink, Galifornia : 
Explain the history of the Salton Sea citing evideces seen on the map. : 

Refer to geological map of U. 8. and map of Arizona where not otherwise given. 

In the summary be sure to explain (a) the three rival theories to account for © : 
the topography of the province with reasons for and against acceptance of each, 

: and (b) the origin of the several kinds of desert plains.



GsOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITuD STATUS 
L-bor: tory, B-sin ni R ngo 

“hisos Mowmtcins, Texcs 

Aecount for Marisecl Mt. snd for the porcllol. r-ajcs to the northocst. . How do 

you explvin the coarse of the Rio Grande Rivor tarcuch Merisenl 1it,? Ascountfor 

on? O-st-f cing e3c-rpmont on the west side of hivrise:1 lis., nerthyvost of the n-me 
Exploin the open-sp:.ced coatours “round the GShisos Mowuia.is. 

Van Horn, Tex s 
Account for the Siorr. Di:blo. Uxpl in the course of Victoria Ores: fcr it 
le ves the canyon. Whi t dr inage ch ngos have occured on the Sierra Di blo ad 

why? Accouat for Apache Cznyon. Locate fault scerps in the eagtora p rt of the 
® p- Account for the enclosed basin in wh t is often called the “open b. sin region,' 

Torlingua, Tox se 
Describe and explain the iiecsa de Anguila nd sugost two possible e«pl nations 
of the course of the Rio Grande cross it. Account for tho Sdlitario and cluss~ 

ify the stre ms nd their tribut ries which rise within it. 

ex Tool. Vaghoy, Utch 
To wh + r of mount'ias do these ronges belong? In wit st.go of erosion? 
Account for tho fl 4 areas ad onclosed bi sins betwoon the 1. nges. 

Furnace Grok and Bollir 4, ¢ 1.-Nivd. 
whet proofs —ro there tht tho bo sins botwoun those wount:us aru of soructur ~ 
inst. d of srosional origin? Locate several possible favlt scOrps. Wat are sas 
belts of broim stippling on th. lower sloses of tac mountains? wht kind of 
wober would you oxpect to find in Owons Lako. Account fer tho vies variction in 

its lovol. 

Thttte Lice, Col.-Nuv. 
Account for th. sh po of ta’ lower slooes of te ixutainus ad locam possible 
fault se rps giving your ovidveo. 

Pleyis,y Now Mexico 
In wh % stage &f the vrosion eyels re tals. wouat:ius? Whet ovidoace is thore 

of block origin? Wh: g.1sr;1 term is sugzesicd wy tho name of tae "L.ko"t 
Wh-t othr torn is sppli.d to such < b:-dsint 

Doming, Now iicxico nd seolojie: 1 mp 
Why dows ths gsolocic 1 mp show no f.ults alongs the sidvs of ths. rages? 
Wht sources of w:tur is woilcbls for th, iah bit nts of tu. Vv ll-ys 6 thoro aro 

no strc-ms? 

Mt. Riley, Now licxico 
Locat. (~) block mout:in, (b) volcanic cones. Account for thu duvrissions in tn. 
southorn port of tho mp giving mor. thn ose Axplanition. 

S-lten, Gink, GC liformi- 
Account for ths Low luvol of the S-lton Sea s0 clos. to tidwaisr, <Accourt fC. 

the “"sueient boc: linc", “hv risks ore «ssoci %-d vith th. construction ci +. 
irreg: tion works? 

Goologic.1 mp of Arizoa~ : 
Account for tho bound ry botwown ths Color do Pl<t..u nd tho Bisin ad Renge 

Provinces ia diffsrcat arts of ths istcto., ‘Yait two kiads of mount ins occur in 

the lttor? Why -ro so fuy f.vits show along tho block mount.ins? ht Gvidvacy ee 

of congorlcd f-ults? Accouat for thy “through sireais" and lost stmaus. 

Writs swary of provinces as usul



i GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Sierras and Cascades, Edition of 1935 

Yosemite and Yosemite Valley, California. See also Prof. Paper 160 (maps). 
Read the legend on the back of the Valley map. On the map pick out remnants of 
the several erosion levels, locating them definitely, Account for the differ- 

ences between Yosémite Valley above and below Old Inspiration Point. Account 
for the angular outline of the Valley. Explain the falls in both Yosemite 
and Hetch Hetchy Valleys. Account for the "domes", How did the structure of 
the rock affect glacial erosion? What bearing has this on the problem of 
glacial erosion in general? 

Mt. Lyle, California 
What division of the Sierras is shown? What evidence does the map show of 

_— change in elevation of the land? Make a short list of the main topographic 

features of the map. (Avoid duplicating what you have in joa 

Olancha, California. fee Jour. Geol. 44, 631-638. 
Account for (a) upland meadows, (b) domes, (c) east side of Sierra Nevadas, 
(a) Kern Canyon. 

Mt. Rainier and Mt. Rainier National Park, Washington. See Mt. Rainier Nat. Park Bull, 
Read legend on back of Park map. Explain effect of glaciation on shape of the 

peak and of adjacent mountains. 

Crater Lake National Park, Oregon. See also G. S. A, 47, 1809-1330. 
Read legend on back of mape Outline the evidences in tabular form which indicate each 
suggested method of origin of the lake. What evidence shows thet Mt. Mazama was 

glaciated? 

Mt. Hood and Vicinity, Oregon-Washington. Geological map of Washington. 
: Discuss the origin of valley of the Columbia. What evidence is there of a 

relatively recent uplift of this region? Locate landslide deposits. What significane 

may they have on history of Columbian Plateaue 

Tehama, California 
What evidence is there of more than one cycle of erosion? What evidence is there 
of faulting? of alluvial filling? 

Summary as usual, Discuss in proper place (a) origin of Columbia Valley 
the mountains, (b) peneplain problem in the Cascades, (c) glacial erosion in the 
Sierra. 
Locate on map (a) Mt. Shasta (b) Mt. Whitney (c) Glacier Peak (d) Lassen Peak.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Sierras and Cascxies, Edition of 1936 

Yosemite and Yosemite Valley, California 
Read the lezend on the back of the Valley map. On the map vick out remants of 

the several erosion levels, locating them definitely. Accomt for the differ- 
ences between Yosemite Valley above and below Old Inspiration Point. Account 
for the angular outline of the Valley. Explain the falls in both Yosemite 
and Hotch Hotechy Valleys. Account for the "domes". How does the structure 

of the rock affect glacial erdésion? : 

hit. Lylo, California ae 
What division of the Sierras is shown? Whet evidence does the map show of 

change in elevation of the Land? Write . short explanation of the main tope- 

graphic features of the map. 

Olancha, California 
a Account for (a) upland meadows, (b) domes, (c) east side of Sierra Nevadas, 
7 (ad) Kern Canyon 

Mt. Rainier and Mt. Rainier National Park, Washington 
Read legend on back of Perk map. Explain effect of glaciation on shape 

of the peak and of adjacent mountains. 

Crater Lake National Park, Oregon : 
Read legend on back of map, Outline the vroofs in tabular form which 
demonstrate the method of oricin of the Inke. What evidence shows that Mt. 
Mazama was glaciated? What evidences of »ostzlncial erosion do you fine on 
the map? 

‘Mt. Hood and Vicinity, Orezon—Yashington 
Discuss the origin of valley of the Columbia. What evidence is there of a 
relatively recent uplift of this region? 

= Tohama, California 
= What evidence is there of more than one cycle of erosion? Wht evidence is 

there of faultin-? of alluvial fillin<? 

Summary



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Pacific Coast Province Edition 1938 

Point Reyes, California 
What is physiographic significance of (a) shape of shore at Point Reyes, 
(b) Drakes Estero, (c) shore line between Pt. Reyes and Tomales Point, 
(a) Tomales Bay, (e) course of Walker Creek, (f) Chileno Valley, 
(g) course of streams above Point Reyes Station, (h) 125 foot terrace in 
Drakes Bay, (i) bar on N side of Drakes Bay. 

San Francisco, California See Folio 193 
Account for San Francisco Bay - for the flat at Berkeley. 

re, Marysville Buttes and Vicinity, California 
Account for the Buttes, for Sutter Basin, for the valleys parallel to the 
edge of the Buttes NW of North Butte and W of West Butte. 

Compton, California See A.A.P.¢. 11, 417 and 12, 515 
Account for the form of Dominguez Hills 

San Antonio, California 
Account for the topography of Mohave Desert. Describe what effects of 
faulting on topography you can find. 

La Jolla, California - See Water Supply Paper 446, maps. 
What evidences can you find of recent changes in level of the land? 

— 
Coos Bay, Oregon See Folio 73 

Outline the evidences of changes of level and coastal outline shown in 
this mape 

Summary. 
Show on your map (a) Klamath Mts. (b) Oregon Coast Range (c) California 
Coast Range (d) boundaries of all subdivisions (e) Marysville Buttes 
(£) Olympic Mts. (g) San Gabriel Mts. (h) San Bernardino Mts. (i) San 
Andreas Rift. See model in hall and fault map of California.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITSD STATES 

: Laboratory, Pacific Ceast Province Edition 1936 

What is physiographic significance of (a) shape of shore at Point Reyes, 
(b) Drakes Estero, (c) shore line between Pt. Reyes and Tomales Point, 
(d) Tomales Bay, (e) course of Walker Creak, (f) Chileno Valley, 
(g) course of streams above Point Reyes Station, (h) 125 foot terrane in 
Drakes Bay, (i) bar on N side of Drakes Bay. 

San Francisco, California 
Account for San Francisco Bay - for the flat at Berkeley. 

“~ Marysville Buttes and Vicinity, California 
a Account for the Buttes, for Sutter Basin, for the valleys parallel to the 

edge of the Buttes NW of North Butte and W of West Butte, 

Compton, California 

Account for the form of Dominguez Hills 

; 

San Antonio, California 
Account for the topography of Mohave Desert. Describe wnat effects of 

faulting on topography you can find. 

La Jolla, California - See Water Supply Paper 446. 
What evidences can you find of recent changes in level of the land? 

=e Coos Bay, Oregon 
: Outline the evidences of changes of level and coastel outline shown in 

_this map. 

Summary. 

All reports must be in before the time of the examination.



GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Sierras-Cascades 
Edition of 1934 ; 

Refer to geological maps of California and U. 5. ; 

Yosemite and Yosemite Valley Refer also to U. 8. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 160 
Read the legend on the back of the map of the valley. On this map pick out 
remnants of the several erosion levels. Account for the differences in 
Yosemite Valley above and below Old Inspiration Point. Account for the 
angular outline of the cliffs for the hanging valleys and for the domes. 
Find another valley whose origin is similar to that of the Yosemite Valley. 
Explain just how glacial erosion operated in this region. 

Grater Lake National Park 
Read the legend on the black of the map. Outline the proof of the orgin 
of the lake. What evidence demonstrates the former glaciation of Mt. Mazema? 
Explain the structure et Llao Rock, Glectwood Cove and the islands west of 

oe Wizard Island. 

Mt. Whitney 
What features can you find on this map (state where) which were due to glacial 

s erosion? What evidence do you find of the origin of Owens Valley and 
Alabama Hills and what evidence is there that this process is still in operation? 

Jackson 
Locate examples of ridges parallel to the strike of mountain folds, of 
subsequent valley, of remnants of on old mature surface, of valleys of the : 
present cycle of erosion, of hanging valleys not due to glaciation. 

Ashland : 
' What physiographic provinces are shown? Find the boundary and state what 

relation it has to Crater Lake. 

Mt. Rainier ‘ 
ma, How high above the "Cascade Peneplain" does the mountain rise? What yom pil 
ae is there that its glaciers were once more extensive locating specific Gxamples. 

How does the age of the mountain compare with the age of adjacent valleys? 

: Illustrate physiographic history with a series of cross 

sections. *



‘ GEOLOGY 130 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Laboratory, Pacific Border Province 

Point Reyes, see Fault Map of California as well as geological map 
Locate examples of block mountain, fault scarp, trinagular facet, stream on 
fault line, drowned valley, raised shore line, sand dunes, sand spit, sea 
cliff and stack, hanging valley (state ahi cin vs What physiographic history 
is demonstrated by drainage of north part of map? 

Marysville Buttes 
Account for the Buttes and for tho several types of plains (see text). 

Sen Diego 
Account for the Bay and for North Islend 

Downey and Compton, see oil map of California 
What is origin of the borad plain? of the range of hills from Dominquez south-* 

= east? Is there any suggestion in the topography of the anticline at Santa 
besa: Fe Springs? Whet do these features prove about the physiographic history of 

the region? 

Tacoma 
Outline the physiographic history of the region (see text) citing examples 
on this map which prove the several steps. 

Priest Valley, see Fault Map 
How is faulting expressed in the topography 

Dunnigan : . 
Give two possible explenations for the straight border of the Coast Range. : 
What types of plains are found here? What different kinds of Lakes? 

Summary as usual ‘ 

a, "30 ¥ 
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THS UNIT&D STAaTas 
Pacific Ranges and Valloys 

x Laboratory 

“Yosemite and Yosemite Valley, California 
Read the Legend on the back of the Valley map. On the map pick out romants of 
the several erosion levels, locating then definitely. Account for tho differ- 

ences betweon Yosomite Valhcy above and below Old Inspiration Point. Account for 

the angular outline of tho Walley, Which seoms to havo beon the more important— 

rock structure or glacial abrasion? Explain the falls in both Yosomite and Hotch 

Hotchy Valleys. Account for tho "domes". 

fit. Lylo, Califormia 
Whot division of the Sicrras is shom? What cvidonce docs the map show of change 

in olovetion of the lend? Writs a short oxplonction of tho main topographic 

foatures of the map. 

Olancha, California 

aoe Account for (a) upland mocdows, (b) domes, (c) cast side of Siorra Nevadas, (d) 
Kern Omyon 

Mt. Rainicor and Mt. Rainicor Notional Park, Washington 

Road logend on back of Park map. How high above tho average top of the Cascades 

doos Mi. Rainior riso? Study tho map and locate (a) roments of on older maturcly 

eroded surface, (b) stroam captures, giving probcblo causo, (c) cirques, (4d) 
volecnic craters, (sc) Alpine or Mettorhorn peaks, Exploin coach. 

vo Grater Lake Nationcl Park, Orogon 
Road logead on back of mape Outline the proofs in tabuler form which domonstrate 
the mothod of origin of tho laku. Whet ovidonco shows thot Mt. Mazomca was glgcicatet: 

What ovidenecs of postglacial crosion do you find on the map? 

( Mt. Hood end Vicinity, Or gon-Washington 

Discuss the origin of valioy of the Columbia. Wht ovidonce is there of a rele~ 

tivoly rocont uplift of this rogion? What is tho lower limit of prosont and oj 

= Ploistoconc glacintion? 

Tehame, Galifomia 
What ovidence is thore of more then one cyelo of crosion?. What ovidonco is tho 

6f faulting? of alluvicl filling? 

San Bornerdino, Califomic 

VU account for tho gontly sloping creas around ond west of San Bornardino ond for tho 

prom stippled sreas. Account for the distribution of tho prosvnt stroems. 

Seattle, Washington 
Wht shore lino olterctions duc to neturcl procussus sro now going on? to vorh 3 

man? 4&ccount for tho irregulsr shorvline and tho lckes. 

Pt. Royos, Califomic 

Loecsto (a) block mountains, (b) foult scarp, (c) triangul-r fccot, (d) strocm on 

foult line, (d) drowned velloy, (v) torrece duc to chengo in lovol of 1-nd, (f) 

sond dunos, (g) sand spit, (h) shoro cliffs in rock with stacks, (i) hanging 

velloy duo to wavo work, (j) stream rovorsal duo to faulting. Biscuss th. phy- 

siographic history domonstr-ted by fortures in north part of tho map. 

Write sumicry of province. 

"30"
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eS e@OLOGY 130 . }p3t— 
PHYSIOGRAPHY OF [Ha UNIT2D STATES 

Reading list, F. T. Thivvaites, 1930 

OZARKS AND OUACHITAS ee beng 100 4h 
f Gig PL. A Nija ise J GAL Phar 11) 9°09) a 

( 1. Adcans, a I." Physio.rapay ana geology of-tas Ozark rsgion: U. S. Geol. 

Survey, Twentsecond Ann. Rept., pt. 2, po. 25-228, LIOL 
2, Adams, G. I., Zinc anc lead deposits of nortnern Arkansas: U. 8. Geol., 

Survey, Prof. Paper 24, 1304 3 
3. Branner, J. C., fhe :ormer extension of the Appalachians across Mississippi, 

Louisiana, and Texas: Am. Jour. Sci., 4th sur., vol. e py. 357-371, i 

LOO \ 
4, ranson, #, B., Geology of Missouri: Missouri Univ., Bull. 19, no. 15, 1918 
5. Buehler, H. A., Geologsy and iineral deposits of the Ozark region: Am. Inst. 

Min. “ngre., Trans., vol. 58, pp. 339-403, 1918 
6. Collier, A. J., fae Arkansas coal field; U. &. Geol. Survey, Bull. 326, 1907 

ee 7. Condra, G. H., Opening of tue Indian Territory: Am. Geogr. Soc., Bull., 

- Wol. 39, pp. 321-340, 1907 
bo 8. Crane, G. W., Tie iron ores of Missouri: Missouri Bur. Geol. and hiines, : 

s 2 ser., vol. 10, 1912 
: 9, Dake, C. L., and Bridge, Josiah, Subterranean stream piracy in the Ozarks: 

Missouri, Univ., School of itinss and Metallury, Bull., vol. 7, po. 3- 
14, 1923 

10. Gould, ©. N., Geology and water resources of Oklahoma; U. S. Geol. Survey, 

; Vater-Supply Paper 148, 1905 
ll. Griswolu, L. S., Orizin of the Lower Mississippi: foston Soc. Wats Hist... 

Froc., vol. 26, poi 474-479, 1895 
12, Hayes, C, V., the arkansas bauxite deposits: U. 8. Geol. S.rvey, Fwentyfirst 

; dun, Rept., pt. 3, 22. 435-472, 1900 : 
( 13. Hershey, 0. H., River valleys of tue Ozark Plateau; au. Geologist, vol. 16, 

po» 338-257, 1595 
fe Hershey, 0. %., Penepleias oi tie Ozark Hisnlanias:; am. Geologist, vol. 27, 

pp. 85-41, Lave | 
: Cis. Hershey, 0. H., Boston Mouatain physiosraphy: Jour. Geology, vol. 10, “pp. 

< : 160-165, 1902 
Nes i. Hersey, 0. H., Ozarxian epoch-a sug estion: Science, n.s., vol. 3, pp. 620- i 

622, 1896 
1%. Keyes, 6. R., Characceristics of tix. Ozar: Hommbteins: Missouri Geol. Survey, 

Vole. Oy) poe SU7-35257°1895 
‘16. Keyss, C. R., Composise genesis of the Arkansas Valley tivough the Ozark high- 

lands: Jour. Geology, vol. 9, pp. 4386-490, 1901 
19, Lec, Wallache, The jeoloyy of tue Rolla cuadranglet Missour, Sur. Geol. and 

Mines, 2 ser., vol. 12, 1914 

20. McCourt, VW. B., and otners, the geology of Jackson County: Missouri, Bur. 

Geol, and ifines, 2 ser.; vol. 14, 1217 
(2. Marbut, C. F., Physical features of Missouri: Missouri Geol. Survey, vol. 10, 

po. 14-109, 1896 
a Melton, F. A., and eGuire, F. H., The deptn of tus base of tne Trinity sand~ 

stone and tie present attitude of the Jurassic peneplain in soutuern 

Oklahoma andi southwestern Arkansas: an. assoc. Pet. Geol., “yxull., 

2 vol. 12, py. 1005-1014, 1928 
(23. Miser, H. D., Struetuss of the Ouachita Mountains of Oklahoma ond Arkansas: 

Oklahoma Geol. “Survey, Bull. 50, 1929 : 

(4. Miser, 1. D., anc Purdue, A. H., Geology of the DeQueen and Cacdo Gap quad- 
: “ vrengles, arkansas: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 308, 1999 
25. Powers, Sidney, age of the folding of the Oklahoma Hountains---: Geol. 

Soc, aiuorice, Bull. vol. 39,° po; 2031-1079, 1928 ¢ 

26. Purdue, 4. 8., Physiosrashy of the Boston Mountains, Arsansas: Jour. Geology, 

vol. 9, po. 694-701, 1901 ; ‘ 7 : 
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Ozarks and Ouachitas, 2 
(27. Purdue, A. H., Vaileys of solution in northern Arkansas: Jour, Geology, 

vol. 9, pps 47-50, 19R} 
°8. Purdue, A. H., Receuwtly discovered hot springs in Arkansas: Jour. Geology, 

vol. 19, pp. 278-275, 1911 
2). Sauer, C. 0., fhe geography of tie Ozark Highland of Missouri: Geogr. Soc. 

Ghicago., Bull. 7, 1920 
: 30. Shepard, EH. M., Underground waters of Missoure---: U. S. Geol. Survey, Vater- 

Supply Paper 195, 1907 . 
31. Snider, L. C., Geography of Oklahoma: Oklahoma Geol. Survey, Bull. 27, 1917 
32, Stephenson, L, ¥., and Crider, A. F., Geology end ground waters of northeas*orn 

Arkansas; U. S. Geol. Survey, Wator-Sup sly Paper 399, 1916 ! 

33. Stephenson, L. W., and Miser, H. B., Camp Dike and the adjacent counery: 

Back of U. S. Geol. Survey topog. map, 1918 
34 Tafi, J. A. Structural features of the Ouachita Mountain Renge in Indian 

Territory (abstract): Science, n.s., vol. 11, pp. 137-183, 1300 

fo s55 Tart, We ke, brads and incised meanders of some sireaus on the northem 

c slope of the o¢ark Plateau in Missouri: Jour. Geology, vol. 32, pod. 

pai Be 583-600, 1924 
Feo 36. dinslow, arthur, The geotectonic and physiographic geology of western arkansas: 

[ Geol. Soc. america, Bull., vol. 2, pp. 225-42, 1591 

U. 5. Geol. Survey Folios Nos. 74, 79, 98, 119, 122, 132, 148, 154, 202, 215 
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GEOLOGY 130 

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STaTES 
Reading list, F. T. Thwaites,1930 

/ GREAT PLAINS 

V : General 
1. “ Alden, W. G., Physiographic develooment of the northern Great Plains: 

Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 35, pp. 385-423, 1924 
26 Darton, N. H., Preliminary report on the geology and underground water 

resources of the central Great Plains. U. 5. Geol. Survey, Prof. 
Paper 32, 1905 

a Darton, N. H., The Great Plains cf the central United States: Scottish 

Geogr. Mag., vol. 32, pp. 9-18, 1906 
a Darton, N. H., The structure of parts of the central Great Plains: 

U. 8. Geol. Survey, Bull. 691, pp. 1-26, 1918. 
5. Evans, 0. F., Stream valleys of the interior plaias region: am. Jour. 

a Sei., vol. 213, pp. 257-259, 1927 
6.  dJohason, wi. D., The High Plains and their utilization: U. S. Geol. 

Survey, 2let Ann. Rept., Pt. IV, pp. 601-741, 1900; 22d ann. Rept., 
Pt. IV, pp. 631-669, 1901 

Y- Keyes, C. R.,. The origin of the Great Plains: Science, n. s., vol. 74, 

ps $52, 191) 

G. Newell, F. H., Hydrography of the arid regions: U. S. Geol. Survey, 
12th Ann. Rept., Pt. II, pp. 213-361, 1891 = 

9. Rubez, we. We, Gullies in the Great Plains: am. Jour. Sei., vol. 215, 

pp- 417-422, 1928 
10. Russell, jj. L., Drainage alignment in the western Great Plains: Jour. 

: Geology, vol. 37, pp- 249-255, 1929 
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Karlehawe , VR» G2, Crom manent oe ‘Lesreilas eda!) & 36, G93, 
56. Martin, Lawrence, Glacier National Park: Jour. Geogruphy, vol. 11, pps 

324-306. 1913 
56. Matthes, F. E., Glacial sculpture in the Bighorn Mountcins, Wyoming: 

U. S$. Geol. Survey, 2let Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 167-190, 1900 

57. Pack, F. J., New discoveries relating to the Wasatch fault: Am. Jour. 

Sci., 5th ser., vol. 11, pp. 399-410, 1926 
53. Fardee, J. T., The glacial lake Missoula; Jour. Geology, vol. 18, pp- 

376-336, 1910 
59. Powell, J. W., Report on the geology of the eastern part of the Uinta 

Mounteins--; U. 3. Geelogical and Geographical Survey of the 

Territories, vol. 7, 1876 
60. Ransome, F. L., Gectogy and ore deposits of Ceeur d'Alene district, ‘ 

Idaho: U. S. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 62, 1909 
61. Richards, R. W., and Mansfield, G. R., The Bannock overthrust, a major ur ce 

fault in southeastern Idaho and northeastern Utah: Jour. Geology, vol- : ie 

“BOs 681-7095 1912 Sabaty a {[oehwres 
eS 62. Ross, 0. P., Tertiary planation in eastern Oregon and central Ideho Sia ktennd 

2 (abstract): Pan-Am. Geologist, vol. 43, p. 367, 1925 4 4 we 
63. Russell, I. C., Hanging Valleys: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 16, pe AES 

zi pp- 75-90, 1905 : Pdateal od | > 
65. Shaler, N. 8., Broad valleys cf the Cordilleras: Geol. Soc. America, y/arde, Asoidon, 

Bull., vel. 12, pp. 271-300, 1901 5 I~ UK, BY 
64. Salisbury, R. D., and Blackwelder, Eliot, Glaciation in the Bighora 1% > 

Mountains, Jour. Geology, vol. 11, pp. 216-223, 1903 
66. Stone, G. H., Note on the glaciation of centrul Idaho: sm. Jour. S8ci., 

vol. 159, pp. 1-12, 1900 

: 67. Veatch, A. C-, Geography and geology of a portion of southwestern Wyoming: 

U. 8. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 56, 1907 
68. Umpleby,.J. B., Aan old ercsicn surface in Idaho: its sge and value as a 

datum plene: Jour. Geology, vol. 20, pp- 159-147, 1912 

69. Umpleby, J. B., The cl&ercsion surface in Iduho: Jour. Geology, vol. 21, 
pp. 224.4231,. 1913 : 

7O. Weed, W. H., The glaciation of the Yellowstone Valley north of the Park: 

U. 3. Geol. Survey, Bull. 104, 1893 
= 7l- Weed, W. He, Geology =f the Little Belt Mountains, Mentune; U. §. Geol. 

Survey, 20th Ann. Rept., pt. 3, pp- 257-581, 1899 

72. Weed, W. H., Geysers: U. 5. Dept. of Interiar, 1912 
- 73. Willis, Baily, Stratigraphy and structure, Lewis and Livingston Ranges, 

Montana: Geol. Soc. america, Bull., vol. 13, pp. 305-352, 1902 

A. U. 8. Geol. Survey, Folica 1, 24, 30, 36, 45, 52, 55, 56, 104, 141, 142, 

175, 196 

i {5+ Douglass, Earl, Geology of the Uinta Form.ticn: Geol. Soc. America, a 
Bull., vol. 25, pp- 417-420, 1914 

76. Schultz, 4. R., A gedlogical reconnaissance of the Uinta Mountains 

northern Utch, with special reference to phosphate: U. 8. Geol. Survey, 

Bull. 690, pp- 31-94, 1918 
77» Emmons, S. F., Uinta Mountains Geol. Soc. america, Bull., vol. 18, 

pp. 287-302, 1907 
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Reading list, F. T. Thw ites, 1930 

COLORADO PLATEAU 

ls Atwood, W. Ne, Glaci¢tion of San Francisco Mountain, arizona: Jour, 

Geology, vol. 13, pp. 276-279, 1905 
2. atwood, W. %-, A geogr..phic study of the Mesa Verde, Colorado: assoc. 

Am. Geographers, Ana.ls, vol. 1, 99. 95-100, 1911; Geogr. Soc. 

dmerice, Bull., vol. 44, pp. 593-593, 1912 
3, Atwood, W. W., and Mather, K. F., The Grand Canyon of the Guanison River 

(abstract): assoc. Am. Geographers, Annals, vol. 5, pp. 135-159,1915 

4, Barringer, D- M., C-im Mountain and its crater (Arizona): ‘Philadelphia 
Acad. Net. Sci.; Proc., vol. 57, pt. 3, pp» 661-886,. 1906 

5. Barringer, D- M., Further notes cn Meteor Crater in northern central 
Arizona (No. 2); Philadelphia Acad. Nat. G01., Pree., vol. 76, EL 

275-278, 1924 
6. Barringer, D. M., Exploration ct Meteor Cr.ter: Engr. and Min. Jour. 

age Press, vol. 121, pp. 59, 450-451, 771, 1926 
ae 7- Boot, D. H., Meteor Mountain (Arizona): Iowa Acad. Sei., Proc-, vol. 26, 

pp- 379-583, 1920 
8. Bowman, Ieaiah, Forest chysiogr.phy, pp. 256-295, 1911 

9. Bryan, Kirk, The Papago sountry, Arizona---; U. 5. Geol. Survey, oater-- 
Supply Paper 499, 1925 

10. Bryan, Kirk, San Pedro Valley, Arizona, and the geographic cycle (abstr..st): 
Geol. Soc. america, Bull., vol. 37, pp- 169-170, 1926; Pun-am. 

Geologist, vol. 45, p- 166, 1926 
ll. Byers, OC. a-, A petrified forest covering thousands of acres: Sci. Am-, 

Vols 92; pe 308, 1905 
13, Campkell, W. i, Notes on the problem of the origin of lunar craters (in- 

cluding notes on Meteor Crater, Arizona): Astronomical Soc. Pacific., 

Pub-, vol. 32, pp. 126-1268, 1920 
12. Campbell, ML R., Guide book of the western United States, Denver and Rio 

Grande western route: U- S&S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 707, 1922 

14. Garter, ©. S$. O., The petrified forests and printed deserta of Arizona: 

Frenklin Inst. Jour., vol. 157, pp» 293-311, i904 
a 15. Cross, C. ¥-, Laccolitie mountiiin groups of Cclorado, Utah, and irizone: 

U.. 8. Geol. Survey, 14th Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 157-241, 1895 
16. Cummings, Byron, The grect natural bridges of Utah: Nat. Geogr. Mag., vol. 

: 21, pp- 157-167, 1910 : 
17> Darton, N. H., The Zumi Salt Leke (Arizone): Jour. Geology, vol. 13, pp. 

185-194, 1905 
18. Darton, Kh. H., The Southwest, ito splendid nutural resources, agriculturs) 

wealth and scenic beauty: Nat. Geogr. Mot.. vel. 21, pp» 631-€45, iGin: 
19. Darton, N. H., A reconnaissance of parts of northwestern New Mexico ani 

northern arizona; U. $. Geol. gurvey, Bull. 435, 1910 
20. Darton, N. H., Some fextures in the Grand Canyon of Gelorrdo River (ab. 

atract): Science, n« s-, vol- 35, ps» 310, 1912; Geol. Bos- Americu 

BUld so Vole 25, pa (2k, 1912 
21. Parton, N. H., and others, Guidebook of the wester: United Jortes, The 

Sante Fe Route: U. 8. Geol. Survey, Bull. €14, 1615 
22. Darton, NW. H., Explosion craters: Sci. Mo., vol. 3, pe- aS} N20. O16 
23. Derton, N. H., A resume of /rigone geoicgy: arizona Unziv.,, arizona 

Bure i Mines, Buide 119,..1925 

ae: Davis, W. if., Notes on the Colorado Canyon Dintrict: am. Jour. Sei., 4*h 

cer-, vol. 10, pp- 261-259, 1900 
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Colorado Plateau,. 2 ‘ 

25. Davis., W. M., An excursion to the Grand Canyon of the Colorado; darvard 
Coll., Mus. Comp: Zocl., Bull., vol. 38, pp» 108-201, 1901; Ges. Bos. 
dmerica, Bull., vol. 12, p. 483, 1901; Geol. Mag., n-s., Dec. 4, vol. 
8, p. 524, 1901; Scienee, n. 3., vol. 15, p. 198, 1901 

26. Davis, W. M., in excursion to the Plateau Province cof Utah and 4rizona: 
Harverd Ocll., Mua. Comp. Zool., Bull., vol. 42, pp. 1-50, 1903 

27- Uavis, We M., The. lessons cf the Colorado Canyon: Am. Geogr. Goc., Bulle, 
vol. 41, pp. 345-354, 1909 

28e Tavis, Ww. M., The Grand Canyon of the Colorado: Jour. Gecgraphy, vel. 11, 
pps 310-314, 19135 

29. Dutton, C. B., Report cn the geology of the High Plateaus cf Utah;.U. &. 
Ge lcgiecl and Gecgrephical Survey of the Recky Mcuntain Region, Atlas, 
1880 

39. Hutton, 0. E., Tertiary history of the Grand Canyon district---; U. 9. 
Gerl. Survey, Men. 2; 1882 

Sle Dutton, C. B., Physical geol-gy cf the Grand Canyon district: U. §. Gecl. 
Survey, 2d Ann. Rept., pp- 47-166, 1882 

gos 32e Dutton, C. E., Mount Taylor and the Zuni Plateau: U. S. Gecl. Survey, 
6th Ann. Rept., pp- 105-198, 1885 

33- Emmons, 8. F., and Hague, arncld, Descriptive gecicgy: U. 9. Gecl. Exp. 

4Oth Par. (King), 1877 
ah. Engineer ing and Mining J-ur. Press, Mining fer sh <ting stars, vel. 1%, 

pp» 1001-1002, 1925 
35¢ Fairchild, H. Le, Origin-ofMeteor Crater~(Coon Butte), Arizona; Geol. A ae 

Soc., America, Bull., vol. 18, pp. 493-504, 1907 Serveuz, vette, Yer-te? 
36. Fenneman, N. M., and Gale, H. S., The Yampa cral field, Routt County, 

Colorado: U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 297, 1906 
57- Fenneman, N. M., Physicgraphie divisions «f the United States: Assoc. 

Z Am. Geographers, Annals, vol. 6, pp. 85-83, 1916 
38. Gale, H. S., Gold fields of northwestern Colorado and northeastern Uteh: 

U. S,. Geol. Survey, Bull. 415, 1910 
39. Gilbert, G. K., Report -n the geology sf portions of New Nexie> end 

Arizona examined in 1873: Gecgraphic and Geslogic Expl:rations and 

Surveys west of the 100th Meridian, G. M. wheeler in charge, Rerort, 
vol. 3, Geology, pp- 503-567, 1875 

s 40. Gilbert, G. K., Report on the geol«gy of the Henry Mountains: U. S$. 
Gesgraphical and Geological Surveys of the Rocky Mountain Regisn, 1877, 
Washington, 1880 ; 

41. Gregory, H. E-, A reconnaissance of a portion of the Mittle Colorads Valley, 
: Arizona: am. Jour. Sci., 4th ser., voi. 38, pp. 491-501, 1914 
42, Gregory, H. E., The Navajo Country (Arizona): Am. Geogr. Soc-, Bull., vol. 

47, pp. 561-577. 1915 
43. Gregery, H. E » The Navaj> Country: A gecgraphic and hydr:graphic 

reccnnaissance of parts of Arizona, New liexice, and Utana: U. S- Geel. 
Survey, vater-Suscply Paper 380, 1916 

4a Gregory, H. E., Geology of the Navaje Country: A recornaissance of paris 

of Arizona, New Hexico and Utah: U. 8. Geol. Survey, Prof. Paper 93, i917 
45, Hastings, J. B., Meteor Crater (Arizona). Min. and Sei. Fres3, vel. 98, : 

Pe 525-525. 1909 
46. Hagar, Dorsey, Meteor Crater: Engr. end Min. our. Prema, wil. Leto p, 

274, 1926 
47. Hanccek, B. T., Tho hictury ef a partion of Yampa River, Colorads: U. S$. 

Ge 1. Survey, Prof. Paper 90 (k), yi5 
44, Harrison, T. €., Goleraio-Utah salt domes; jcooc. Am. Pet. Geologreti, vol. 

. Il, po} 111-154, 1927 
49. Hayden, F. ¥., 12 Annual Peporte of the U. S. GCe-logzical and déogranhical 

Survey cr the Territories..., Washington, 1657-1085
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Colorado Plateau, 4 

50. Hass, i. H., Erosion features of the Mesa Verde (Colorade); Illincis 
é acad. $ci., Trans., vol. 9, 2p. 211-219, 1917 

51. Henderson, Junius, The glacial geology of Grand liesa, Colorado: Jour. 

Geology, vol. 41, pp- 676-678, 1923 
52. Holland, L. F. S., Meteor Mountain et #Yizona: Engr. and Min. Jour. 

Press, vol. 119, po. 253-254, 192) 
55- Huntington, Ellsworth, and Goldthwait, J. W., The Hurrican®fault in 

: southwestern Utah: Jour. Geology, vel. 11, pp» 46-63, 1903 
‘Ae Huntington, Ellsworth, and Goldthwait, J. wW., The Hurricantfuult in 

the Toquerville district, Utah: Harvard Coll., Mus. Comp. Zool. Bull. 

tt." 42, pp. 199-259, 1904 
35» Jseffersen, M. 8. 4,, The antecedent Colorado: Science, n.b-, vol. 6, pp. 

293-295, 1597 5 
56, Johnsen, D. W., A geological excursion in the Grand Canyen District: 

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Prac., vol. 74, pp» 135-161, 1900 
Sys. Johnsen, D. wW., Report cn the gevlogicai excursion through New lfexico, 

Aérizena, and Utah, summer of 1906; Tech. Quart., val. 19, No- 4, pp- 
408-415, 1906 

eee 55. Johnson, D. w., Current notes on land forme: A peneplain in the Grand 
Canycn district: Science, n.s-, vole 26, pp. 837-838, 1907 

39. Jchnsen, D. ¥., Volcanic necks of the Mount Taylor Region, New Mexicc: 
Geal. Soe. America, Bull., vol. 18, pp. 305, 324, 1907 

60. Johnson, D. i., A recent voleano in the San Francisco Mountain Region, 
Arizona: Philadelphia Geogr. Soce, Bull., vol. 5, No» 3, pp» 6~11,1907 

61. Johnson, D. wW., The southernmost glaciation in the United Stutes;: Science 
ne8-, vol. 51, pp- 218-220, 1910 

62. Keyes, C. R., Angular amphitheatres of the Grand Canyon (abstract); Science, 
nS, vol. 37, pp. 457-458, 1913 

65. Keyes, C. R., Discovery of Gilbert's star (origin of Coon Butte, «rizona): 
Pan-Am. Geologist, vol. 37, pp- 86-87, 1922 

64. Keyea, C, R., Peneplanal affinités of high plateaux of Utah: Pon-/u: 
Geologist, vol. 38, pp. 119-140, 1922 

65-< Keyes, C. R., Geological age of the terrepleins of Utah's plateaux: 
Towa Acad. Sei., Proc., vol. 28, pp. S36, 1923 

66. Kirk, C. T., The geology of the Gallup Basin, New Mexien: New Mexico 
Univ., Bull. No. 76 (Geol. ser., vol. 3, No- 2), wo. 28-68, 1914 

ad 67+ Knowlton, F. H., The fossil forests of Arizona: jm. Forestry, vol. 19, 
pp: 207-218, 1913 

68. Lawaon, a. C., The fold of the Shinarump et Paria, Utah: Econ. Geology, 
vol. 2, pp. 454-448, 1913 

69. Lee, W. T., Geologic reconnaissance of a part of western Arizona: U. Se 
Geol. Survey, Bull. 352,. 1908 

7O- Lupton, C. T., Notes on the geology of the San Rufael Swell, Utah: Washiesto. 
Acad. Scei., Jour., vol. 2, pp. 185-188, 1912 

71. Mendenhall, ¥. 0., The Golorado Desert: Nat. Geogr. Mag., vol» 20, PDs 
681-701, 1909 

72, Merrill, G. P., The meteor crater of Canyon Diab.o, Arizona: Smithsonion 
Mise. Goll., vol. SO (Quart. Isaue, vol. 4, pt. 4), pp. 45! 4198, 1668 

73+ Merrill, G. P., The "Fesoil Forest!" of Arizona: im. Mus. Jour. vel. 15, pp- 
311-315, 1913 3 

74. Merrill, G. P., i retrespective view of the origin cf Neto.r Greter, 
afigonay hotronomieal Soe. Pacific, bub. vols -32,° nu. 259-264; 1920 

{oe Miler, Ws J., Zion Genyon Nutional Park, Utch: Jeur. Geogzrupry, vol. 

22, BPs 161-171, 152: 
76- Miser, H. D., and Trimblic, K. W., and Paige, Gidney: The Raintow Brides, 

Utans=Goopr. Rev.,: vol.-25, pp. 51655). 1725 
i(~ “Miser, ne Ds. arosion in sen Jueh Cuiyon,- Ot tr Seal Ses. acer cul: BALL; 

Uole. 3G6, Phe 505-577, 1025 
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78. Mocre, R. C-, Significdnce cf inclosed meanders in the physicgraphic 
history of the a country: Jcur. Geolegy, vol. 34, pp» 

97-130, 1924 ieee 
792 Mecre, R. O., Origin of enclosed meanders on strei.ma of the Ocleriude 

Plateau: J-ur. Geclegy, vel. 4, pp. 29-57, 1926 
80. Neble, L. F., Orntributiens tc the geclogy of the Grund Ounycn, Arizcna, 

The gecl-gy cf the Shinumg 4rea: Am. J.ur. Sci., 4th ser., vol. 2, 

p+ 369-386, 497-528, 1910 
61. Neble, L. F., The Grand Canyon of the O:lorado: Seience, n.c., vol. 34, 

ppe 378-200, 1911 
82. Neble, L. F., The Shinumo quadrangle, Grand Oanyen district, Arizona: 

U. 5. Gecl. Survey, Bull. 549, 1914 
8&5. Noble, L. F., Gesle :c¢ histcry of the Bright Angel quadrangle, Arizona, 

Text on back of U. S. Geol. Survey Tcpcgraphic m.p, 1918 
64. Pack, F. J., Outstanding geclegicul features cf C.lorado River basin: 

Pun-ims Gerlogist, vol. 38, pp. 289--298, 1922 
85. Pack, F. J., Natural bridging in the high plateaus (Utah): FPan-An. 

Gerlogiot, vel. 3/, pp- 215--225, 1922 
eos 86. Pewell, J. W., Exploration cf the COrloradc River--—-, washingtcn, 1875 

87. Powell, J. \., Physic.l fextures cf the Ccl rade Volley: Pep. Sci. Mo., 
vol. 7, pp. 385-399, 531-542, 670-680, 1875 

Be. Powell, J. W., Repert on the geol.gy cf the eastern portion cf the 
Uinta Mountains and a region of country adjacent thereto; U. 3. Geclegical 
and Geographical Survey cf the Territories, vol. 7, Atlas felio, 1£74 — 

oO. -Pewell, J. W., Canycne of the ©: lurads, 1695 
90. Reagan, A. B-, Recent changes in the plateau regicn: Science, n.s., vel. 

60, pp. 283-285, 1924 
91. Richardson, G. B., Reccnnaissance of the Book Cliffs cunl field, between 

Grand River, C:loradc, and Sunnyside, Utah; U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 

Dil, 1909 
92. Rebinson, H. He, The Terti.ry peneplain of the pl.teau district—-: Am. 

dour. Sci., 4th.ser,, vol. 24, pps 109-129, 1907 5 

95. Rebinsen, H. H., A new erosion cycle in the Grand Canyon District 
Avizena: Jur. Geclegy, vol. 18, pp. 742-765, 1910 

94. Robinson, H. He. The Son Proneisean vyelecnic field, Arzacnay i. 8. Gels 
Survey, Prof. Parser 76, 1913 ‘ 

sii 95. Robinson, H. H., The single cycle development cf the Grand Cunyen of the 
C\l-rade: Seience, n.a., vol. 34, pp. 80-91, 1917 

96. Schwennesen, 4. T., Ge-legy and weater rescurces cf the Gila and San carlos 

i valleys in the San Curles Indian Reservation, srizena: U. §. Gecl. 
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED ST..TES 
Reading list, F. T. Thwaites,19%0 

PACIFIC COAST RANGES AND VALLEYS 

General 
1. Bowman, Isaiah, Forest Physiography, pp. 127-191, 1911 
2. Comstock, T. B., Geological notes (subsidence and elevation in California); 

Scuthern California Acad. Sci., Bull., vol. 1, pp. 74-77, 1902 
3. Diller, J. 3., Tertiary revolution in the tepegraphy of the Pacific 

Coast: U. S. Geol. Survey, lth Ann. Rept., Pt. 2, pp. 397-424,1893 
4. Diller, J. 3s; The relief of eur Pacific orast; sei MSvel. 41, pp. 

: 48-57, 1915 A 
5. Drake, N. F., The topography of Califernia: Jcur. Geology, vol. 5, pp. 

563-578, 1897 
6. Fairbanks, H. ¥., The physiography of California: am. Bur. Geogr., Bull., 

owe - vol. 2, pp. 252-252, 329-3555, 1901 : 
7+ Fenneman, N. M., Physiographic divisions of the ("nited States: sassn. Am. 

s Geographers, Ann., vol. 6, pp. 19-98, 1917 
8. Holway, R. S,, and Linsley, E. G., A syllabus f«r the study «f the 

physicgraphic provinces of California: Califcrnia Phys. Geogr. Club, 

Bull., vol. 2, pp. 11-20, 1909 
9 Lippincott, J. Bs, California Hydrography: U. S. Geol. Survey, iia ter- 

Supply Paper 82, 1903 : - 
10. MeGornack, Ellen ¢., Contributions to the Pleistocene nistory of Oregon: 

Oregon Univ., Leaflet series, Geology Bull., vol. 6, nos 3, pt. 2,1920 ‘ 
ll. Merriam, J. Ce, and others, Nature and science on the Pacific Coast: 

Edited under the auspices of the Pacific. coast comuittee of the Amp 
«8en. for the adv. of Scie, San Franeises, 1915 

12. Saunders, E. J., The physical geography of tiashingtcn; Jour. Geogr-, vel. 

14, pp- 309-322, 1916 
15- Schwarz, E. H. L., The atlantic and Pacific Types of Coast; Geogr. Jour., 

E vol. 40, pp. 294-299, 1912 
14. Smith, J. P., Salient events in the geologic history 9f California: 

Seience, n.s-, vol. 30, pp» A46~250, 1909 
15. Smith, J. P., The geslogical record of California: Jour. Genlogy, vol. 

18, pp. 216-227, 1910 
16. Smith, J. P., The geologic formations of California, with reconnaissance 

: geologic map; California State ifin. ‘Bur., Bull. 72, 1916 
17- Smith, W. D., Physical and economic geography of Oregon: Oregon Univ., 

Commonwealth Review, new ser., vol. 6, pp. 21-31, 56-89, 1928 

Sierras 

18. andrews, E. ©., an excursion to the Yosemite, or studies in the fcrmaticn 

of alpine Cirques, "steps", and valley "treads": Jew South Wales, 
Royal Soc,, Jour. snd Proce, vol, 44, pp. 262-315, 1910 

19. Baker, 0. L., Physiogriphy and structure of the western El Paso range 

and the scuthern Sierra Nevada: California Univ., Dept. Geology, 
g Bull. vol». 7y pp- 117-142, 1912 
20. Becker, George F., Structure of a portion of the Sierr. Jevada of 

Galifcrnia: Geul. Soc. america, @b11., vol. 2, pp. 49-74, 1891 
2. Boerker, R. Hs, The Mcunt Lessen eruption: Am. Fcrestry, vol. 2l, 

pp. 51-55, 1915 

22¢. Boyce, oe Impressions cf Mount Lassan; Mazama, vol. 4, pp. 60-62, 
191 

20 Brunner, Js C., 4 topographic feature of the hanging valleys cf the 
Yosemite: Jcur. Geclégy, vol. 11, pp. 547-553, 1903 . 
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